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1. Introduction

The most profound technologies

are those that disappear.

Mark Weiser

The term Internet of Things (IoT) was first coined by the MIT Auto-ID

center [7] which had envisioned a world where every physical object is

tagged with a radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag having a globally

unique identifier. This would not only allow tracking of objects in real-

time but also allow querying of data about them over the Internet. How-

ever, since then, the meaning of the Internet of Things has expanded and

now encompasses a wide variety of technologies, objects and protocols.

With the emergence of technologies such as Bluetooth low energy [17],

Zigbee [12] and embedded sensor technology, the physical objects no

longer act as unresponsive nodes and have transformed into computing

devices that understand and react to the environment they reside in.

Such objects, referred to as smart objects, form the building blocks of

the Internet of Things. As the computational power of smart objects in-

creases and their physical size decreases, they can perform more complex

tasks at lower cost. Thus, smart objects are on the path to form an om-

nipresent network around us. The importance of IoT and smart object

networks in our future daily lives is further asserted from the fact that

IoT is included by the United States National Intelligence Council in the

list of six disruptive civil technologies with potential impact on US na-

tional power [14]. The European Commission (EC) has also highlighted

the deep societal changes being introduced by the Internet of Things, and

its potential for economic growth and improvement in individual and so-

cietal well-being [64].

Ubiquitous computing [214] refers to a similar concept in which smart

computers are available for use throughout our physical environment, but

1



Introduction

are virtually invisible to us. This term was coined by Mark Weiser, who

is widely considered to be the father of ubiquitous computing. Weiser

envisioned a world that is fully connected with cheap wireless network

devices of varying scales, ranging in size from hand-held “inch-scale” per-

sonal devices to “yard-scale” shared devices [215]. The proliferation of

such devices has indeed occurred over the years, which is evident from

the many hand-held personal digital assistants, digital tablets, laptops,

and wall-sized electronic displays that are present in our ambient envi-

ronment. This trend is set to continue as new technologies such as digital

paper [101], wireless charging [67], printable electronics [130], and smart

dust [212] push down the cost, broaden the range of sizes, and improve

the power efficiency of these electronic devices.

Ubiquitous computing is also sometimes referred to as pervasive com-

puting [175]. Similarly, the term Machine-to-Machine (M2M) is also often

used in the context of Internet of Things. M2M is used to describe the

phenomenon where smart objects exchange information and perform ac-

tions amongst themselves without any human involvement. While the

terms ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, Internet of Things,

and Machine-to-Machine are often used interchangeably, this disserta-

tion will mostly refer to the increasing prevalence of Internet-connected

smart objects in our surroundings as ubiquitous computing. This is be-

cause we believe that it is a broader term that not only encompasses

the resource-constrained battery-operated sensors and actuators but also

more powerful Internet-connected appliances such as displays, interactive

televisions, speakers, and surveillance cameras. In this dissertation, the

Internet-connected smart objects are also referred to as smart devices or

smart nodes.

The smart objects that are part of ubiquitous computing increasingly

rely on the standard Internet Protocol (IP) [168] to seamlessly connect

to and interact with other nodes on the Internet. There has been recent

standardization work [108,138,150,158] at the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) to specify how IP can employed over Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 [13], Bluetooth [17], Dig-

ital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) Ultra Low Energy

(ULE) air interface [80], and even Near Field Communication (NFC) [78].

Furthermore, the application logic for these smart objects is typically

distributed between the smart object device itself and a more resourceful

server with better computational and networking capabilities. For exam-
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ple, the resource-constrained device may simply capture and communi-

cate the sensory data from its surroundings, and a server might host the

complex application logic to store, process, and analyze the historical sen-

sor data received from several such resource-constrained devices. With

the emergence of the cloud-computing paradigm [147], these servers are

mostly deployed in the cloud for improved availability at lower cost.

The gradually increasing popularity of web protocols and program-

ming languages has also meant that even many of the resource-

constrained smart objects with low-power microcontrollers are now pro-

grammed with standard JavaScript [79] and Hyper Text Markup Lan-

guage (HTML5) [105]. As an example, development boards such as Espru-

ino 1 and Tessel 2 allow developers to write their applications in standard

JavaScript.

While low-cost microcontrollers, IP networking, cloud computing, and

web technologies provide the building blocks for ubiquitous computing,

some challenges still need to be addressed to support its wide-scale adop-

tion. As noted by several researchers [149, 177], ensuring security for

smart objects is one of the primary concerns. Recent revelations about

spying on Internet and wireless communication by intelligence agen-

cies [91] have not only highlighted the shortcomings of the current techni-

cal solutions but also raised awareness of the importance of security and

privacy among the general public. Standardization bodies such as the

IETF and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) have responded to

security and privacy concerns by making security a priority for new pro-

tocols and communication architectures. Although the need for security

is widely accepted in the standards community and various security pro-

tocols have been specified, there is no clear consensus on how they can be

applied to resource-constrained Internet-connected smart objects that are

part of ubiquitous computing.

1.1 Problem Area

To better understand the acute nature of the security issues, consider the

use case where the lights in a house are automatically controlled by a sen-

sor that detects the amount of natural light available. An attack in such

a scenario might not just be a prank by a neighbor controlling the lights

1http://www.espruino.com/
2https://tessel.io/
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of the house but a large-scale coordinated attack that can potentially turn

off the lights of an entire city. In this section, we discuss why ensuring

security for ubiquitous computing devices is challenging.

Every connected smart object has an associated lifecycle. The lifecycle

includes manufacturing, provisioning, operational and decommissioning

phases. For both cost and environmental reasons, it is possible that a de-

commissioned smart object is later recommissioned into in a new network

under a different owner, thus starting the lifecycle anew from the pro-

visioning phase. Any security design needs to take into account the po-

tential threats during the entire lifecycle from initial deployment through

operational phases to eventual recycling or decommissioning. Defensive

mechanisms are needed against a wide variety of attacks faced by smart

objects during their lifecycles. For example, during the provisioning of a

smart object an adversary may be able eavesdrop and obtain operational

keying material, security parameters, or initial settings if they are ex-

changed in the clear over a wireless medium. It can be non-trivial to

perform device authentication since smart objects usually do not have a

priori knowledge of each other and cannot always differentiate malicious

network nodes from innocent neighbors via completely automated mech-

anisms.

Smart objects should be available at relatively low prices to support

their large-scale deployment. Thus, including additional hardware fea-

tures for secure storage of credentials or for secure provisioning and com-

munication may not always be possible. Additionally, the smart objects

are often deployed in small spaces and inaccessible areas, which limits

the possibility of additional hardware or regular access for installing soft-

ware updates and fixing security vulnerabilities.

Another factor that plays an important role while designing security

solutions for smart objects is the resource-constrained nature of these de-

vices. The devices not only have a small amount of memory and compu-

tational power but also a minimalistic energy supply available to them.

Therefore, in many circumstances the devices need to sleep for long pe-

riods in order to save energy and can wake up only for short periods to

report sensor data. Such smart objects cannot afford to stay online for

long durations to be polled for data or to support computationally inten-

sive security protocols.

“Given a choice between dancing pigs and security, users will pick danc-

ing pigs every time.” is a quote Edward Felten and Gary McGraw use in
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their book [143] to highlight users’ attitude to computer security. They

state that an average non-technical user will want to try out new features

and services even if they have been warned about the risks. Herley [102]

however argues that users’ rejection of security warnings and advice is

rational from an economic point of view. He states that the constant se-

curity advice received by users is often complex and the benefit is largely

speculative or moot. Considering both perspectives, it is evident that de-

signing security solutions that are also user friendly is extremely chal-

lenging. This problem is aggravated for many smart objects as they often

have very limited user interface and update capabilities.

1.2 Research Goals

The ubiquitous computing environment consists of a heterogeneous set

of smart objects with varying capabilities. While some may operate with

extremely limited battery and computational power, other more powerful

smart objects may only be constrained in terms of the available user inter-

face. Additionally, smart objects will not only be used by an average user

at home but also in many different enterprise scenarios. Given this het-

erogeneity of devices and diversity of usage scenarios, in this dissertation,

we do not aim to design a high-level generic security solution which prob-

ably could not be directly applied anywhere. Instead, we develop concrete

security solutions targeted for a set of specific problems and application

scenarios. Thus, we set the following as the goals of this dissertation:

• Design, implement and evaluate a security architecture for low-

power sleepy smart objects that delegate to a gateway or proxy the

task of serving data to their clients. This includes an energy-efficient

communication model that will be based on the Constrained Appli-

cation Protocol (CoAP) [183].

• Investigate if and how the existing mobile network infrastructure

can be used to allow resource-constrained smart objects to authenti-

cate and securely communicate with services on the Internet.

• Study the lifecycle of electronic displays in a digital signage system

with particular focus on secure deployment and operational man-

agement challenges. After identifying the key challenges, design

a user-friendly secure bootstrapping and remote-management so-

lution based on existing standards with minimal deployment over-
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head.

• Perform a review of secure device pairing protocols that rely on con-

textual fuzzy sensory inputs. Develop a robust variant that can uti-

lize a new source of fuzzy input: synchronized drawing with two

fingers of the same hand on two touch screens or surfaces.

1.3 Methodology

We reject kings, presidents and voting. We believe in rough consensus and run-

ning code.

is a quote by David Clark [100] describing the standardization process

at IETF. The author performed the research for this dissertation con-

currently with working on Internet standards, and the methodology is

heavily influenced by the ethos of IETF. Thus, we rely on empirical ver-

ification of the developed protocols and communication architecture with

running code. It should not be surprising then that all six publications

that are part of this dissertation describe and analyze the results from

corresponding proof-of-concept prototypes. We use a mix of qualitative

and quantitative methods to evaluate the obtained results. For example,

Publication I and Publication II contain statistical performance measure-

ments of execution time, memory and energy consumption. These mea-

surements provide sufficient supporting evidence to confirm our claims

and hypotheses.

For Publication III, we wanted to investigate if an average user can com-

plete the new bootstrapping mechanism developed. Therefore, we con-

ducted a preliminary user study as a research methodology. To perform

the user study, we began by examining the relevant literature to find out

what is an accepted average number of participants. Thereafter, we col-

lected data with controlled observation and interviews. The participants

of the user study were also later asked to fill out an online questionnaire

that covered aspects related to their feelings about the proposed system

and their previous experience with related technology. For evaluating

user satisfaction, we used a 5-point Likert scale in which the value of

1 corresponded to “strongly disagree” and 5 to “strongly agree”. We coded

the collected data and iterated it to find broader patterns or categories.

We later examined if the themes that emerged from the coded data can
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be explained by the answers provided in the questionnaire. The focus of

this analysis was on qualitative observations. It provided us with a broad

understanding about the usability of the whole system and common prob-

lems an average user encounters when using it.

While cryptographic protocols are developed to provide secure services,

an incorrectly designed protocol may fail to do so. For example, a hos-

tile intruder may subvert the security goals of a protocol by feeding false

messages into the system. If the protocol is not designed with adequate

safeguards against these false messages, the hostile intruder can cause

security failures. Meadows [145] notes that such security flaws in a pro-

tocol are often subtle and extremely hard to detect. She cites examples

from literature where protocols that had received extensive hand analysis

were later found to be vulnerable. The Needham-Schroeder key distribu-

tion protocol [154], for instance, was found to be vulnerable by Denning

and Sacco [68] as it allowed an intruder to pass an old and compromised

session key as a new one. Meadows states that such cryptographic proto-

cols are well-suited for formal modeling and analysis to uncover security

flaws and verify their security properties. This is because cryptographic

protocols are well-contained enough so that their modeling is tractable.

At the same time, they are relatively complex and the flaws are suffi-

ciently counterintuitive so that an informal analysis may be too prone

to errors. Therefore, we also use formal security modeling as a research

methodology in Publication V and Publication VI in order to analyze the

security of the new pairing protocol while it was developed. We used the

ProVerif [51] tool for this formal analysis to avoid any crude mistakes.

ProVerif is a widely used tool that provides automatic analysis of the secu-

rity of cryptographic protocols. It supports cryptographic primitives such

as symmetric and asymmetric encryption, digital signatures, hash func-

tions, and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.

Lastly, all prototypes and experiments in the publications were done

on off-the-shelf commodity hardware so that the results can easily be re-

produced. Table 1.1 summarizes the different methodologies used in the

publications.

1.4 Threat Model

The security solutions in this dissertation were developed and analyzed

assuming that a powerful Dolev-Yao type attacker [73] is present on the
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Methodology PI PII PIII PIV PV PVI
Prototyping X X X X X X
Performance evaluation X X X X
Formal security modeling X X
Qualitative analysis X X X X X X
User study X X X

Table 1.1. The methodology employed to analyze the networking software and concepts
in the publications

insecure network. Some of the research contributions in this disserta-

tion rely on an out-of-band (OOB) channel for establishing secure commu-

nication between the communicating parties. We assume that the OOB

channel provides some inherent protection for the confidentiality and in-

tegrity of data. This is because the channel is location limited and under

the direct supervision of the user. The attacker aims to subvert the au-

thentication and configuration process in order to access the subsequent

communication over the insecure network. The attacker can choose to

passively eavesdrop or to actively impersonate one or both of the com-

municating parties. More detailed discussion of the various threats is

provided in chapter 3 alongside the different security solutions.

1.5 Research Contributions

The contributions of the individual publications can be summarized as

follows:

Publication I presents a secure and energy-efficient communication

model for the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), a light-

weight communication protocol designed for smart object networks.

This communication model ensures data integrity and authentic-

ity over a multi-hop network topology. It does this by providing

a mirroring mechanism that uses a proxy to serve data on behalf

of sleeping smart sensor objects, thereby allowing them to act as

always-online web servers. A working prototype implementation of

the communication model is also developed. The security features in

the developed communication model are based on strong public-key

cryptography. In this publication we used performance evaluation

results to provide evidence that public-key cryptography can be im-

plemented even on small 8-bit microcontrollers without modifying

the underlying cryptographic algorithms. The results of this pub-

lication were also presented at the smart object security workshop
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organized by the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) and are docu-

mented in the Request For Comments (RFC) 7397 [93].

Publication II describes how the Generic Bootstrapping Architecture

(GBA) defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)

can be used to provide secure authentication and communication

between a variety of resource-constrained devices and Internet ser-

vices. Although GBA relies on the security infrastructure of mobile

network operators, it requires no mobile network access. The pub-

lication provides guidelines on how the existing GBA standard can

be used without modification to perform authentication of smart ob-

jects that have any type of IP connectivity. The feasibility of such an

authentication scheme is verified with a prototype implementation

that incurs only a minimal memory overhead. Experimental results

provided also show that the proposed solution is energy efficient.

Publication III begins by studying the deployment issues of electronic

displays in our ambient environment. During this study, we find

that the displays increasingly rely on standard Wi-Fi [15] connectiv-

ity for network access and render HTML5 content directly from the

cloud. We also find that deploying such ubiquitous displays can be

cumbersome as they need to be correctly configured and authorized

not only for access to the Internet but also for access to the necessary

content services. This configuration is required despite the fact that

the displays have minimal input capabilities and may be in inacces-

sible locations. In order to address this problem, in this publication

we develop a new bootstrapping architecture that enables easy and

secure configuration of such displays. The displays in our bootstrap-

ping architecture show a QR code which, when scanned by a user

with a camera phone, allows automatic configuration of the wireless

network along with the content to be shown. This was accomplished

with a long-term trust relation configured between the cloud service

and the wireless access network. We relied on existing technolo-

gies and standard protocols, without requiring new software to be

installed on the phone or changes to the network infrastructure. A

generalized version of this bootstrapping protocol is currently being

standardized at the IETF [41].

Publication IV continues on the work started in Publication III. As

stated earlier, with the emergence of cloud computing and web tech-
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nologies, we found that the electronic displays in our ambient envi-

ronment are increasingly connected directly to cloud services from

which they retrieve both configuration commands and HTML5 con-

tent. However, the secure remote management aspects and scalabil-

ity from small personal deployments upwards had received limited

attention in literature. Therefore, in this publication we collect a

set of requirements for the remote management of electronic dis-

plays from an actual deployment. In this exemplary deployment,

the displays were part of a digital signage system. Based on the

requirements collected, we then design a cloud-based remote man-

agement system that encompasses all the different phases involved

in the display lifecycle. We also implement an initial prototype of

this flexible and user-friendly system for the remote management of

digital signage.

Publication V builds a new secure device pairing protocol. Typical

device-pairing protocols rely on user-entered secret keys or manu-

ally verified authentication codes. However, several recent propos-

als replace these with pairing methods that rely on an out-of-band

(OOB) channel. Such pairing methods use sensory inputs which are

assumed to be secret from anyone not present at the location where

the pairing takes place. These protocols have to cope with a fuzzy

secret, i.e., noisy secret input that differs between the devices. In

this paper, we overview such protocols and propose a new variation

using time-based opening of commitments. This protocol has the ad-

vantage of treating the fuzzy secret as one piece of data rather than

requiring it to be partitioned into time intervals, thereby making it

more robust against variations in input entropy than those based

on error correction codes. The protocol development was motivated

by the discovery of a novel human source for the fuzzy secret: syn-

chronized drawing with two fingers of the same hand on two touch

screens or surfaces. Metrics for measuring the distance between the

drawings are described and evaluated. We also implement a proto-

type of the pairing mechanism and demonstrate that it accurately

differentiates between true positives and man-in-the-middle attack-

ers.

Publication VI extends the research results of Publication V. In this

publication, we perform a more thorough evaluation of different met-
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rics for comparing the fuzzy inputs (synchronized drawing with two

fingers of the same hand on two touch screens or surfaces) in our

new pairing protocol. We introduce a new generalized angular met-

ric for comparing the fuzzy inputs. This metric proves to be more

accurate than the one used in Publication V, but also confirms that

the earlier metric is close to optimal.

1.6 Author’s Contributions

The author of this dissertation was involved in all activities for each of

the publications, starting with the problem identification, continuing with

the conception and design of the solution, prototype implementation, mea-

surement and analysis of the results, and finally writing the publication.

The author’s specific contributions to the publications are as follows:

Publication I: I was the primary author of this paper. I contributed to

the main idea for the paper, jointly implemented the prototype and

performed the experiments. I wrote the paper myself.

Publication II: I was one of the main authors of this paper. I indepen-

dently identified the problem space and implemented the solution

prototype. I was also the main editor for the final text.

Publication III: I was one of the main authors for this paper. I con-

tributed to the main idea for the paper and implemented the first

prototype. The overall protocol design was a product of multiple it-

erations of team work. I was the main editor of the text.

Publication IV: I was the primary author of this paper. I contributed

to the main idea for the paper and independently implemented the

prototype. I was the main editor of the text.

Publication V: I was one of the main authors of this paper. I con-

ceived the main idea collectively with the research team. I designed

a metric for the drawing comparison and entropy estimation, im-

plemented the prototype and performed the experiments and user

studies. I also contributed to writing the relevant parts of the paper.

Publication VI: This paper is based on Publication V. I provided feed-

back and helped with evaluating the new content included in this

journal version.
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1.7 Structure of the Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes

the background and related work. It describes the challenges for security

in ubiquitous computing. It also documents the existing state-of-the-art

solutions that try to address these challenges and why they fall short.

Next, Chapter 3 describes and discusses the findings of articles in this

dissertation at a high level and outlines our future endeavors. It should

be noted that the results of the performance measurements and all tech-

nical details are not repeated in this section; rather, the goal is to position

the work from the standpoint of the overall security challenges of smart

objects in the identified use-case scenarios. Finally, the work is concluded

in Chapter 4.
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2. Challenges and Related Work

If you don’t know history, then

you don’t know anything. You

are a leaf that doesn’t know it is

part of a tree.

Michael Crichton

We begin this chapter by describing the lifecycle of a smart object and

the threats that it may encounter during each phase of the lifecycle. Next,

we chronicle the ongoing standardization efforts at the IETF in the area

of smart object networks. Thereafter, we discuss the defense mechanisms

proposed by the research community for protecting smart object networks.

One of the research contributions of this dissertation is an easy-to-use and

secure bootstrapping method for smart objects that are part of ubiquitous

computing. Therefore, towards the end of the chapter, we look at the boot-

strapping problem in detail and discuss the existing solutions.

2.1 Lifecycle of a Smart Object

The lifecycle of a smart object, depicted in figure 2.1, begins when the

object is manufactured. Smart objects are tailored to perform various

sensing and automation tasks depending on their application area. It

is unlikely that a single manufacturer would be responsible for produc-

ing all the objects that may be used together in a particular deployment.

It is therefore necessary that objects from different manufacturers inter-

operate securely.

The object, after its manufacture, is installed and commissioned within

a network by an installer. Depending on the deployment scenario, the in-

staller may be the manufacturer, the end user, or some third party. During

this bootstrapping phase, all the necessary configuration information, in-
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Figure 2.1. Lifecycle of a smart object

cluding the identities, addresses, ownership and security credentials that

are needed for the normal functioning of the device are provided to it. The

bootstrapping process might not be a discrete event but may extend over

a period of time involving a number of parties.

Once the object has been bootstrapped into the network, it enters the

operational phase and is under the control of its owner. Depending on

the lifetime of an object, there might be a maintenance phase where the

software or firmware is upgraded either on site or remotely. It may be

necessary to re-bootstrap the smart object after maintenance if the re-

quired state information is lost. The object continues to loop through this

phase of operation and maintenance until it is finally decommissioned

and removed from the network. The decommissioning marks the end of

the logical lifespan of the smart object. However, this does not necessar-

ily mean that the object has become defective or unusable. For both cost

and environmental reasons, it is desirable that the removed device can be

re-commissioned in a different network under a different owner and start

the lifecycle again.

2.2 Security Threats for Smart Objects

A smart object is susceptible to a variety of security threats during its

entire lifecycle. We summarize some important security threats:

1. Threats before the smart object is deployed:

• A malicious manufacturer could clone the security keys of a

smart object. Later, the manufacturer could leak the cloned

security keys to a third party. Alternatively, the manufacturer

could implement a back-door that enables it to obtain access to

the device and all its data after it has become operational.
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• A long supply chain may be involved between when the smart

object is manufactured on a factory floor and when it eventu-

ally reaches its ultimate user. If the security of the smart ob-

ject depends on some information remaining secret (such as the

public key printed on a label), a malicious attacker could record

or replace this undetected. Similarly, the smart object might be

replaced with a fake or compromised clone at any point of the

supply chain.

• An incompetent developer might use security libraries that

have known vulnerabilities or choose weak security parame-

ters. Poor design and implementation choices by a developer

(such as embedding a well-known or easy-to-guess username

and password) can introduce other flaws that make the smart

object vulnerable.

2. Threats during the bootstrapping of a smart object:

• Eavesdropping: An adversary may be able eavesdrop during

the bootstrapping of a smart object and obtain keying materials,

security parameters, or initial settings if they are exchanged in

the clear over a wireless medium.

• Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack: The bootstrapping stage is

also susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks. For example, if

the keying material between the communicating entities is ex-

changed without authentication, the security of the keying de-

pends on the assumption that there is nobody present to ac-

tively modify the messages (so-called leap of faith).

3. Threats once the smart object is operational:

• Eavesdropping: Even after the device has been bootstrapped

securely, an eavesdropper may record the communication and

later recover the secret keys for decrypting it. Passive eaves-

dropping during the operational phase of a smart object also

poses a privacy threat. For example, an adversary may track

the location or usage of a smart object.

• Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) and replay attacks: Man-in-the-

Middle attacks can also occur during the operational phase, for

example when a re-keying is performed. Also, if appropriate
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message freshness mechanisms are not used, an active MitM

attacker may be able to record and replay packets.

• Physical compromise: Smart object deployments are often

physically unprotected. An adversary with physical access to

a smart object can try to extract secret information such as the

cryptographic keys or try and re-program the smart object to

serve its own needs.

• Routing attack: As shown by Park et al. [163], routing infor-

mation in smart object networks can be spoofed or replayed in

order to create routing loops, direct traffic to where it can be

eavesdropped, extend or shorten paths and hinder the usual

routing behavior of the network. Many other routing attacks

such as the wormhole attack [109] and the sybil attack [74]

have been documented in the literature.

• Denial-of-Service (DoS): Smart objects are often resource-

constrained and have a limited Random Access Memory (RAM)

and computational capacity. This makes them vulnerable to

resource exhaustion. A malicious entity can launch a DoS at-

tack using several techniques such as jamming the network by

packet flooding or continuously sending valid service requests

to smart objects in order to deplete their resources.

4. Threats to a smart object during maintenance:

• Firmware replacement: When a smart object is in the main-

tenance phase, the manufacturer may update the software or

firmware to provide new features or to fix software flaws. An

attacker may be able to exploit the upgrade process by updat-

ing the objects with malicious code, thereby influencing their

operational behavior.

Before we discuss the defense mechanisms proposed by the research

community for the security of smart object networks, we examine the on-

going standards work at the IETF.

2.3 IETF Standards for Smart Objects

The Internet Protocol IP has emerged to be a stable common denominator

and even the most resource-constrained sensors can be safely assumed to
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support it [37]. The research work in this dissertation therefore focuses

on the higher layers of the network protocol stack and investigates how

these protocols can provide security to smart objects and their owners in

an easy-to-use and resource-efficient manner. The standards for these

higher layers of the protocol stack are mostly defined and maintained at

the IETF. Hence, we examine the ongoing standardization work related

to smart object networks at the IETF. The work done in this dissertation

does not focus on the underlying link-layer and the physical communica-

tion channel used by the smart objects. The evolution of Bluetooth [11]

and Bluetooth Low Energy (BTLE) [17], as well as various flavors of Wi-

Fi [15, 19] over the years has shown that the link layer protocols contin-

uously evolve to be more efficient and the newer versions might or might

not inter-operate with the older versions.

2.3.1 CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [183] is an application layer

communication protocol designed for resource-constrained devices in

M2M and smart object networks. It is based on the Representational

State Transfer (REST) [85] architecture. CoAP provides a generic

request-response interaction model similar to the HyperText Transfer

Protocol (HTTP) [84] while considering the specific requirements of con-

strained device networks, such as multicast and low packet parsing over-

head. Unlike HTTP, messages in CoAP are exchanged asynchronously

over the unreliable datagram-oriented transport such as UDP [167] with

optional reliability.

2.3.2 Security Protocols

Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) [171] provides communica-

tions privacy for datagram protocols and is based on the standard Trans-

port Layer Security (TLS) [70] protocol that is used widely on the Internet.

The CoAP base specification [183] provides a description of how DTLS

can be used for securing CoAP. It proposes three different modes for using

DTLS: the Presharedkey mode, where nodes have pre-provisioned keys

for initiating a DTLS session with another node, RawPublicKey mode,

where nodes have asymmetric-key pairs but no certificates to verify the

ownership, and Certificate mode, where public keys are certified by a cer-

tification authority. In addition, Tschofenig and Fossati [88] specify an
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implementation profile for TLS version 1.2 and DTLS version 1.2 that of-

fers communications security for resource-constrained nodes that are part

of IoT.

The CoAP specification also provides an alternative approach for secur-

ing communication with Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [122]. Many

constrained devices already have support for link-layer encryption in

hardware which can be used to make IPsec a viable option in such net-

works. Migault et al. [148] are working on a compressed version of IPsec

so that it can easily be used by resource-constrained IoT devices. They

rely on the Internet Key Exchange Protocol version 2 (IKEv2) for negoti-

ating the compression format.

Lastly, there is also ongoing work to define an authorization and access-

control framework for resource-constrained nodes. The Authentication

and Authorization for Constrained Environments (ACE) working group is

defining a solution to allow only authorized access to resources that are

hosted on a smart object server and are identified by a URI. The current

proposal [75] is based on the OAuth 2.0 framework [99].

2.3.3 Link Format

Smart object networks are envisioned to work without human interaction.

In such a scenario, automated discovery of resources hosted on a con-

strained device is important. The Constrained RESTful Environments

(CoRE) working group at the IETF has written a specification [182] for

supporting resource discovery and web linking in constrained device net-

works. It is similar to the concept of web discovery and web linking [159]

defined for HTTP.

The resource discovery mechanism provides a set of Uniform Resource

Identifiers (URIs) or links [50] that represent the resources hosted on the

constrained server along with any additional attributes and link relations

between the resources. The link format is carried as payload data and is

assigned its own Internet media type “application/link-format". A well-

known URI “/.well-known/core" is defined as the default entry point for

requesting the list of all the resources hosted by the constrained server.

2.3.4 Resource Directory

In many smart object networks, the smart objects are dispersed and have

intermittent reachability either because of network outages or because
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they sleep during their operational phase to save energy. In such scenar-

ios, direct discovery of resources hosted on the constrained server might

not be possible. To overcome this barrier, a Resource Directory (RD) [185]

can be used. As shown in figure 2.2, the Resource Directory hosts de-

Figure 2.2. Resource directory

scriptions of resources which are located on other nodes. These resource

descriptions are specified as CoRE link format URIs.

End points (EPs) i.e. smart objects proactively discover, register and

maintain their directory entries through the interfaces provided by the

RD. It is also possible for the RD to proactively discover resources from

the EPs and add these entries. A client can then use the lookup interface

of the RD to discover web links describing the resources that belong to

different EPs.

2.3.5 IPv6 Support and Routing

In many IoT deployments, the resource-constrained smart objects are con-

nected to the Internet via a gateway that is directly reachable. For exam-

ple, an IEEE 802.11 [19] Access Point (AP) typically connects the client

devices to the Internet over just one wireless hop. However, some de-

ployments of smart object networks require routing between the smart

objects themselves. The IETF has therefore defined the IPv6 Routing Pro-

tocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [219]. RPL provides sup-

port for multipoint-to-point traffic from resource-constrained smart ob-

jects towards a more resourceful central control point, as well as point-to-

multipoint traffic in the reverse direction. It also supports point-to-point

traffic between the resource-constrained devices. A set of routing metrics

and constraints for path calculation in RPL are also specified [206].

In addition to defining a routing protocol, the IETF has also specified

how IPv6 packets can be transmitted over various link layer protocols
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that are commonly employed for resource-constrained smart object net-

works. For instance, the IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area

Networks (6LoWPAN) working group has specified IPv6 routing over

IEEE 802.15.4 [13] networks [150]. There is also ongoing work to specify

IPv6 connectivity for a Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) mesh net-

work that is formed by IEEE 802.15.4 TimeSlotted Channel Hopping

(TSCH) [13] links [209]. Other link layer protocols for which IETF has

specified or is currently specifying [108, 138, 158] IPv6 support include

Bluetooth [17], Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT)

Ultra Low Energy (ULE) air interface [80], and Near Field Communica-

tion (NFC) [78].

2.3.6 JSON Object Signing and Encryption

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight text representation

format for structured data [56]. It is often used for transmitting serialized

structured data over the network. IETF has defined specifications for

encoding public keys and signed content as JSON objects.

JSON Web Signature (JWS) [115] is a representation format that uses

JSON data structures for content that has been secured with Message

Authentication Codes (MACs) or digital signatures such as ECDSA and

RSA. The JWS format is independent of the content and therefore can be

used with any arbitrary data. A JSON Web Signature can be represented

as a URL-safe string with compact serialization, or as a JSON object with

JSON serialization. A JSON Web Signature consists of three parts:

• The JSON Object Signing and Encryption (JOSE) Header

• JWS Payload

• JWS Signature

The header indicates the type of content as well as the cryptographic al-

gorithm used. The JWS payload consists of the content that needs to be

secured, and the JWS signature is obtained by applying the cryptographic

signature or the MAC algorithm on the header and payload. The header,

payload, and signature are encoded in base64url [116] and concatenated

with period characters.

JSON Web Key (JWK) [114] is a data structure for representing crypto-

graphic keys as JSON objects. The JWK representation of a cryptographic

key consists of JSON-object members that describe the characteristics of
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the key such as the public-key algorithm. While some members are com-

mon to all public keys independent of the cryptographic algorithm, there

are other members which are specific to the public-key algorithm. The

following is an example of a JWK object representing an ECC public-

key [114]:

{

"kty":"EC",

"crv":"P-256",

"x":"f83OJ3D2xF1Bg8vub9tLe1gHMzV76e8Tus9uPHvRVEU",

"y":"x_FEzRu9m36HLN_tue659LNpXW6pCyStikYjKIWI5a0",

"kid":"Public key used in JWS spec example"

}

The member ktk is common to all JWS representations and it identifies

the cryptographic algorithm family. The members crv, x, and y are specific

to ECC keys and indicate the elliptic curve. The x and y are the coordi-

nates of the elliptic curve point representing the public key.

2.3.7 Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR)

An alternative to JSON, Concise Binary Object Representation

(CBOR) [54] is a concise binary data format that is used for serializa-

tion of structured data. It is designed for extremely resource-constrained

nodes and therefore it aims to provide a fairly small message size with

minimal implementation code, and extensibility without the need for ver-

sion negotiation. There is ongoing work to specify CBOR Object Signing

and Encryption (COSE) [53], which would provide services similar to JWS

and JWK.

2.3.8 Sensor Markup Language

While CoAP defines a standard communication protocol, a format for rep-

resenting sensor measurements and parameters over CoAP is required.

The Sensor Markup Language (SenML) [184] is a specification that is

currently being written to define media types for simple sensor measure-

ments and parameters. It has a minimalistic design so that constrained

devices with limited computational capabilities can easily encode their

measurements and, at the same time, servers can efficiently collect large

numbers of measurements. SenML is used to communicate the dynamic
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data originating from the constrained devices, and the static metadata is

communicated out of band using the CoRE Link Format. This reduces the

message size and improves the decoding efficiency.

Sensor Markup representations can be defined with JavaScript Object

Notation (JSON) [56], eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [57] or Effi-

cient XML Interchange (EXI) [176]. Each SenML representation carries a

single array that represents a set of measurements. This array contains a

base object with several optional attributes and a mandatory array of one

or more measurement entries. An example of a measurement in JSON

syntax [184] is as follows:

[{},[{"n":"urn:dev:ow:10e2073a01080063","v":23.5,"u":"Cel" }]]

In the above example, the first element of the root array is empty since

there are no base values. The second element represents a single temper-

ature measurement from a sensor named urn:dev:ow:10e2073a01080063

with a temperature of 43.5 degrees Celsius.

2.4 Security Mechanisms for Smart Objects

Given the importance of smart object networks, there is a large body of

research literature investigating different security mechanisms. In this

section, we try to capture the broad themes of the ongoing research work.

Note that we cover the mechanisms for secure bootstrapping separately

in section 2.5.

• Light-weight and hardware-accelerated cryptography: Several re-

searchers have developed new cryptographic algorithms that are

claimed to be better suited for resource-constrained devices. Garcia-

Morchon et al. [89] for example suggest a new Key Pre-Distribution

Scheme (KPS) for smart objects that uses a Trusted Third Party (TTP).

Oliveira et al. [161] on the other hand have advocated the use of

Pairing-based Cryptography (PBC) for key distribution among IoT de-

vices. Similarly, Wen et al. [216] propose a lightweight message encryp-

tion and decryption scheme for resource-constrained smart objects. At

the same time, researchers are also exploring how new hardware mod-

ules can support efficient implementation of cryptographic primitives

on resource-constrained devices. Tsai et al. [199] for instance develop a
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new crypto-coprocessor that can efficiently support public-key cryptog-

raphy engines in identity-based cryptosystems.

• Privacy for Smart Object Networks: Protecting privacy of users is an im-

portant requirement in any communication system. Langheinrich [129]

notes that the deployment of sensors and actuators in our ambient en-

vironment not only enables many useful services but it can also become

a tool for the perfect surveillance society where most of our lives are

continuously monitored and cataloged by countless digital cameras and

sensors. Langheinrich suggests that a middle ground is needed between

abandoning privacy and complete anonymity. For this, he proposes an

architecture where privacy policies are announced via beacon messages

and available services are automatically configured based on these ad-

vertised policies. Alcaide et al. [32] discuss a decentralized anonymous

authentication protocol. Their protocol allows users to anonymously au-

thenticate and share their data with collectors thereby allowing them

to make cooperative decisions. Similarly, Bernabe et al. [49] propose

a privacy-preserving IoT security framework that can cope with the

opportunistic nature of relationships between smart objects and their

users. There are many other researchers that are trying to identify and

address the privacy challenges for ubiquitous computing [110,187,223].

• Modifying and applying existing standards: Smart objects will co-exist

and interact with a wide variety of nodes on the Internet. Their de-

ployment will be easier if they use the existing Internet protocols that

are not only widely deployed but have also been analyzed for potential

security weaknesses. It is not surprising that there is a plethora of

work to adapt the current Internet protocols to better suit the resource-

constrained nature of smart objects. We categorize and highlight some

of the important ongoing work in this area next.

1. Key-exchange and session security: Kivinen [124] discusses the use

of Internet Key Exchange Protocol version 2 (IKEv2) [121] for mu-

tual authentication in smart object networks. IKEv2 is a compo-

nent of Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [122] that is used for per-

forming mutual authentication and maintaining Security Associa-

tions (SAs) between two IP nodes. Kivinen argues that IKEv2 in-

cludes many optional features which are not required for resource-

constrained devices. He proposes the removal of features such as

Network Address Translator (NAT), support for multiple SAs, and
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cookies. However, there are numerous policy aspects which need to

be taken into account when implementing an interoperable version

of IPsec. It is not obvious how these policy aspects will be handled

by resource-constrained nodes that use IPsec.

Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [151] is an inter-networking architec-

ture that allows end-hosts to authenticate each other and protect

their data flows with public keys using the HIP Base EXchange

(HIP-BEX) [40, 151] procedure. Urien et al. [202] used a modified

version of HIP-BEX to implement privacy preserving RFID tags

for the Internet of Things (IoT). They propose the use of private

identification protocols such as Randomized Hash Lookup [213], to

preserve the identity of a tag communicating with a reader.

HIP Diet Exchange (HIP-DEX) [152], another variant of HIP-BEX,

is designed for use in smart object networks. It utilizes very

few cryptographic primitives along with static elliptic curve Diffie-

Hellman key pairs. HIP-DEX forgoes perfect forward secrecy and

use of digital signatures to obtain a minimalistic implementation

suitable for constrained devices [157]. Kuptsov et al. [128] used

(HIP-DEX) to develop a standards compliant security protocol for

medical sensor networks which provides authentication, data pro-

tection and an access-control mechanism.

2. Authorization and access-control:

Authorization and access control are important security require-

ments for any network. These requirements are perhaps even

more critical for smart object networks because the attacks can

potentially cause physical harm. In order to address these require-

ments, Cirani et al. [62] develop an authorization framework for

IoT devices that relies on the OAuth 2.0 framework [99]. Gus-

meroli et al. [97] have instead discussed a capability-based access-

control system for IoT. They claim that their system allows access-

control customization so that enterprises and individuals can man-

age their own access-control processes for services and informa-

tion.

3. Routing and Transport Security: TinySec [119] develops a link-

layer security architecture for wireless sensor networks. The au-

thors argue that unlike the one-to-one traffic pattern observed on

the Internet, wireless sensor networks predominantly use a many-

to-one communication model where multiple sensors communicate
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their readings over a multi-hop network topology to a central base

station. In order to reduce the amount of traffic and conserve the

energy consumed, these networks use in-network processing tech-

niques such as aggregation and duplicate elimination [136, 137],

and therefore end-to-end security mechanisms for authenticity, in-

tegrity and confidentiality cannot be used. Karlof et al. [119] there-

fore use a link-layer security architecture which can detect unau-

thorized packets at the point of injection. The architecture sup-

ports authenticity and integrity with optional confidentiality of

link-layer messages.

Bergmann et al. [48] implement a communication model for smart

object networks based on Datagram Transport Layer Security

(DTLS) [171]. This work uses tinyDTLS [47], an open-source min-

imal DTLS library, and replaces the existing cipher suite with the

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Counter with Cipher Block

Chaining (CBC) Message Authentication Code (MAC) (AES-CCM)

suite [144] to provide payload encryption with message authenti-

cation.

As noted in section 2.1, smart objects are vulnerable to various

routing attacks. Therefore, it is mandatory to build resilient rout-

ing algorithms for smart object networks. Wallgren et al. [211]

discuss different routing attacks and develop a lightweight heart-

beat protocol to detect any intrusions in the routing network. Sim-

ilarly, Kasinathan et al. [120] present an architecture for detecting

denial-of-service (DoS) attacks that may disrupt normal routing.

Their architecture relies on an open source intrusion detection sys-

tem (IDS) for DoS detection.

4. Frameworks and other defense mechanisms: Jara et al. [113]

present a security architecture for medical sensor networks. This

architecture is based on IPv6 [65] Low-Power Personal Area Net-

works (6LoWPAN) [153] along with a new protocol for mobility

support. They use Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) [26] cards

for authentication and encryption of data in their architecture.

Many IoT devices currently deployed in residential homes will

eventually be found to have vulnerabilities. Sivaraman et al. [191]

assert that as the uptake of such devices increases, the attack vec-

tors would also increase, and therefore ensuring security would

become more challenging. The authors therefore advocate device-
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level protections augmented with network-level monitoring solu-

tions that detect spurious behavior. The authors utilize software-

defined networking technology to dynamically quarantine compro-

mised devices based upon their network activity and their context

within the house.

Torjusen et al. [198] investigate how adaptive security behavior

of a system that deviates from the normal mode of operation can

be verified for correctness at run-time. The authors highlight that

although adaptive security policies are needed for smart object net-

works, they also represent a major threat to its sustainability, and

therefore developing verification methods for ensuring runtime se-

curity is a considerable challenge. Their work develops and in-

tegrates run-time verification into a risk-based adaptive security

framework for IoT applications [29].

Rahman et al. [170] present an IoT security framework for develop-

ing security solutions to protect the communication between their

cloud service and sensor devices. There is no dearth of security

frameworks and architectures that are targeted for smart object

networks [42, 61, 132]. This is because the requirements and use

cases of smart object networks are variable and therefore the same

security architecture or framework is not applicable for all deploy-

ments.

From the variety of defense mechanisms discussed thus far, it is clear

that the problem of security for smart object networks still remains open

and there is no consensus on which of the Internet security protocols (or a

combination of them) would eventually be predominant in deployments.

2.5 Bootstrapping

In order to understand the term bootstrapping, we need to discuss some

important preliminaries first. We start by discussing the meaning of iden-

tity and identifiers. The dictionary defines identity as something that dis-

tinguishes an entity form other entities. Dick Hardt in his keynote talk

on identity describes human identity as who you are, what you like, what

you say about yourself, and what others say about you [98]. In addition

to human beings, other entities in our physical environment such as elec-

tronic devices, our pets and wildlife also have identities. Just as in the
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real world, humans also have identities in the digital world. For exam-

ple, a digital identity may be used by online services to verify registered

users and to provide them with secure personalized services. This process

of identity verification is also known as authentication. An attribute that

can be used to identify and distinguish one entity from another is referred

to as an identifier. The passport number of a citizen is an example of a

real-world identifier. Similarly, an email address is an example of a digital

identifier.

Often, the digital identifier of a human user and the digital identifier of

its electronic devices are used interchangeably and one may subsume the

other for authentication purposes. For instance, when performing net-

work access authentication, the user may enter his identity credentials

on the device that should connect to the network. In this case, the device

assumes the user identity on his behalf. As explained in chapter 1, ubiq-

uitous computing devices increasingly interact with each other without

human intervention. This requires the devices to have their own identi-

fiers for authentication and secure communication.

With these preliminaries in mind, we try to decipher the meaning of

bootstrapping. The term itself has been used in many different contexts.

For instance, RFC4640 [164] describes bootstrapping as the process by

which a mobile IPv6 node obtains information about the home address,

the home agent address, and a security association. The IoT@Work project

defines bootstrapping in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT) as the

process by which the state of a device, a subsystem, a network, or an ap-

plication changes from not operational to operational [20]. Similarly, Ver-

millard [207] describes bootstrapping as the procedure by which an IoT

device gets the URLs and secret keys for reaching the necessary servers.

Vermillard notes that this procedure is also useful for re-keying, upgrad-

ing the security schemes and for redirecting the devices to other servers.

The term device onboarding refers to similar ideas and is often used in-

terchangeably with the term bootstrapping. As an example, the AllSeen

Alliance [33] defines onboarding as a service that provides a common and

simple way for new devices to be brought onto an existing Wi-Fi [15] net-

work. Instead of providing yet another definition of bootstrapping, we

here list the different goals that bootstrapping may fulfill:

• Authentication of a pre-established identity or creation of a new iden-

tity. To illustrate this with an example, consider the case where a

user wishes to use one of the many free online mail services. The
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user in this case needs to first register and create a unique identi-

fier (email address) for its identity. Thereafter, the user will use this

email address along with the password to authenticate and access

the emails. Both the process of initial registration and subsequent

authentication can be considered as bootstrapping.

• Authorization for network access and configuration of communica-

tion parameters. Bootstrapping also includes the process by which a

device authenticates to the network and receives authorization and

credentials for secure communication.

• Registration or joining a domain or group. The process by which a

windows device joins a Windows domain or enrolls into some other

registry can also be seen as bootstrapping.

• Pairing with a specific node or connecting to a cloud service. Se-

curely pairing two personal computing devices that have no a priori

information about each other, and securely connecting a device to an

online cloud service are both forms of bootstrapping.

From these, it is evident that bootstrapping may be used in diverse

scenarios to fulfill many different goals. Thus, it is not surprising that

there are many different bootstrapping protocols and methods available.

Rather than trying to achieve the impossible target of enlisting all the

bootstrapping solutions, we instead classify them into the following cate-

gories:

1. Managed methods: These bootstrapping methods rely on pre-

established trust relations and authentication credentials. They

typically utilize central servers for authentication, although sev-

eral such servers may join to form a distributed federation. Ex-

ample methods include the Extensible Authentication Protocol

(EAP) [30], Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) [28], Ker-

beros [155], and vendor certificates [16]. EAP Transport Layer Se-

curity (EAP-TLS) [190], for instance, assumes that both the client

and the authentication server have certificates to authenticate each

other. Based on this authentication, the server would then authorize

the client for network access. The Eduroam federation [218] uses a

network of such servers to support roaming clients.

2. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and ad-hoc methods: These bootstrapping meth-

ods do not rely on any pre-established credentials. Instead, the
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bootstrapping protocol establishes credentials for subsequent se-

cure communication. Such bootstrapping methods typically perform

an unauthenticated Diffie-Hellman exchange [71] and then use an

out-of-band (OOB) communication channel to prevent a man-in-the-

middle attack (MitM). Various secure device pairing protocols fall

into this category.

3. Opportunistic and leap-of-faith methods: In these bootstrapping

methods, rather than verifying the initial authentication, the con-

tinuity of the initial identity or connection is verified [166]. Some

of these methods assume that the attacker is not present during

the initial setup. Example methods include Secure Neighbor Dis-

covery (SEND) [35,36] and Cryptographically Generated Addresses

(CGA) [38], Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) push button [217], and Se-

cure Shell (SSH) [220]. Additionally, various online services such

as Gmail and Facebook allow anyone to create a new identity dur-

ing the initial setup and later only verify the continuity of the same

identity.

4. Hybrid methods: Most deployed methods are hybrid and use compo-

nents from both managed and ad-hoc methods. For instance, central

management may be used for the devices after they have been reg-

istered with the server using ad-hoc registration methods.

It is important to note here that the categorization of different boot-

strapping methods is not always easy or clear. The choice of bootstrap-

ping method depends heavily on the business case. Questions that may

govern the choice include what third parties are available and who wants

to retain control or avoid work?

As discussed in chapter 1, deploying ubiquitous computing devices can

be cumbersome since they need to be correctly configured and authorized

to access both the Internet and the necessary services, despite the fact

that they have minimal input capabilities and may be in inaccessible lo-

cations. Next, we discuss some the recent research work that investigates

how ubiquitous computing devices can be securely bootstrapped.

2.5.1 Managed Methods

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [30] is an authentication frame-

work that supports multiple authentication methods. EAP runs directly

over the link layer and supports duplicate detection with retransmission
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but does not allow fragmentation of packets. Protocol for Carrying Au-

thentication for Network Access (PANA) [87] is a network layer proto-

col with which a node can authenticate itself to gain access to the net-

work. PANA does not define a new authentication protocol and rather

uses EAP over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [167] for authentica-

tion. Colin [160] proposes the use of PANA for secure bootstrapping of

resource-constrained devices. He demonstrates how a 6LowPAN Border

Router (PANA Authentication Agent (PAA)) can authenticate the identity

of a joining constrained device (PANA Client). Once the constrained de-

vice has been successfully authenticated, the border router can also pro-

vide network and security parameters to the joining device. Hernández-

Ramos et al. [103] also use and extend PANA for secure bootstrapping of

smart objects.

The encapsulation of EAP over IEEE 802 is defined in the EAP over

Local Area Network (LAN) (EAPOL) specification [9]. Hernández-Ramos

et al. [104] observe that the 6 bytes required for EAPOL is rather large

for IEEE 802.15.4 frames and it represents a significant overhead. They

therefore develop Slim EAPOL (SEAPOL) which they claim can per-

form the EAPOL functionality in just 3 bits thereby incurring less over-

head. They use SEAPOL for authenticating and bootstrapping resource-

constrained devices.

Jara [112] proposes a solution for authentication, bootstrapping, and

configuration of additional trust to a new IoT device with a protocol called

Trust Extension Protocol for Authentication in Networks Oriented to Man-

agement (TEPANOM). Pawlowski [165] describes and implements the

TEPANOM protocol over SEAPOL. They claim that their EAP method

is one of the most lightweight methods for authentication and bootstrap-

ping.

Kang et al. [117] suggest a method for configuring a resource-

constrained device with an initial key when it joins an operational net-

work. They assume that the resource-constrained devices use the Trans-

mission Control Protocol (TCP) [169] over IP and rely on CoAP application

layer messaging. Their solution requires the embedding of an initial iden-

tifier and key information to the smart object during installation before it

can be reconfigured with another key while joining the network.

Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) has defined the Light-weight Machine-to-

Machine (LWM2M) standard [162] for secure bootstrapping for resource-

constrained IoT devices. This secure bootstrapping requires a centralized
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Bootstrapping Server (BS). The standard defines the following four boot-

strapping modes:

• Factory Bootstrap: An IoT device in this case is configured with

all the necessary bootstrap information during manufacturing and

prior to its deployment.

• Bootstrap from Smart card: An IoT device retrieves and processes

all the necessary bootstrap data from a replaceable smart card.

• Client Initiated Bootstrap: This mode provides a mechanism for an

IoT client device to retrieve the bootstrap information from a boot-

strap server. This requires the client device to have an account at

the bootstrap server and credentials to obtain the necessary infor-

mation securely.

• Server Initiated Bootstrap: In this bootstrapping mode, the boot-

strapping server configures all the bootstrap information on the IoT

device without receiving a request from the client. This means that

the bootstrap server needs to know that a client IoT device is ready

for bootstrapping before it can be configured. For example, the net-

work may inform the bootstrap server of a newly connecting IoT de-

vice.

Meca et al. [146] assume that each smart object device is configured

with a HIP Diet EXchange (HIP-DEX) public-key that also serves as an

identifier. A new smart object device bootstraps into an IoT domain by

performing (HIP-DEX) with the domain manager. Meca et al. [146] extend

HIP with Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY) protocol capabilities to

provide enhanced key management. This allows the devices to generate

pairwise keys with any other device based on its identity.

Korhonen [125] suggests the use of Generic Bootstrapping Architecture

(GBA) defined by 3GPP for bootstrapping of resource-constrained smart

objects. Korhonen proposes modifications to the existing standard and

advocates the use of CoAP instead of HTTP as the application layer pro-

tocol during the bootstrapping process to explicitly address the resource-

constrained nature of IoT devices. The work done in Publication II also

relies on GBA and therefore we try to summarize the important compo-

nents of GBA next.

GBA [28] leverages the cellular security infrastructure to bootstrap se-

curity credentials between a terminal device (cellular phone) and an ap-
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the UICC in the terminal device. The BSF is a GBA-specific server that

facilitates the bootstrapping process between the UE and a target appli-

cation server. In GBA terminology, such an application server is called

Network Application Function (NAF). In order to authenticate user de-

vices with GBA, a NAF must have a secure communication link with the

BSF. For instance, this secure link might be established with certificates

and TLS. However, the 3GPP standard does not mandate any particular

mechanism for establishing the secure link.

The permanent shared secret between the UICC of the user and the mo-

bile network operator is used to generate a time-limited GBA master key

Ks that is shared between the UE and the BSF. The BSF then generates

a NAF-specific session key Ks_NAF and distributes it to the appropriate

NAF. The session key allows mutual authentication and protects the com-

munication between the UE and the NAF. The interactions between the

network elements take place on top of interfaces. Figure 3.12 shows the

message flows for bootstrapping and authentication in GBA.

2.5.2 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Ad-hoc Methods

As stated earlier, peer-to-peer or ad-hoc methods of bootstrapping do not

rely on any pre-established credentials and instead the bootstrapping pro-

tocol results in credentials for subsequent secure communication. Such

protocols are often used when pairing personal computing devices. This

process is also referred to as secure device pairing. The challenge in secure

device pairing is to allow two devices to securely identify and authenticate

each other without having any a priori information about the other device.

In Publication V and Publication VI, we work on secure device pairing and

therefore we provide some relevant background information here.

Several communication technologies, such as Bluetooth [17], Wi-Fi [15],

and ZigBee [12], require the user to enter the same key string or authen-

tication code on both devices or compare and approve codes displayed by

the two devices. While these methods can provide reasonable security,

they require user interaction that is relatively unnatural and often con-

sidered a nuisance. Thus, there is ongoing research in pervasive comput-

ing community for more natural ways of pairing devices. To reduce the

amount of user interaction required in the pairing process, several pro-

posals use contextual or location-dependent information, or alternatively

rely on more natural forms of input and output such as audio. These solu-

tions typically perform pairing by utilizing a shared fuzzy secret that the
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pletion of the commitment phase on both devices before moving on to the

opening phase. Unfortunately, it is difficult to design an easy-to-use inter-

face where the user could not take a shortcut and confirm the completion

without actually checking both devices, which would expose the protocol

to MitM attacks.

A clever solution to enforce the time order of the phases is to gradually

release the secret, as in the MANA III variant [10, 195]. In this protocol,

the two devices A and B reveal the one-time secret p = p1|p2| . . . |pn piece-

wise in n rounds and perform a separate commitment and opening for

each round. By spoofing one of the commitments Hx,i, the MitM attacker

can learn and replay one part pi of the short secret. However, it will not

be able to continue to the next round if the spoofed commitment was not

correct.

The short secret used in the commitments can be replaced with fuzzy

data (A1 in figure 2.4). Varshavsky et al. [205] demonstrate the use of

a MANA-III-like protocol for this purpose. The fuzzy shared secret in

this case is a recording of the shared ambient radio environment of two

devices that are in close proximity. Protocols in this category differ from

the standard MANA III in that the fuzzy secrets pi are revealed along with

the random values ri. Revealing the secrets is necessary since the devices

initially know slightly different versions of the fuzzy data and, without the

exact information, neither device could verify the hash of the other. Each

device compares the observed and received values of pi. For this purpose,

they need a suitable distance metric and threshold for acceptance.

A limitation of the gradual revealing methods (A1) is that the fuzzy

shared secret p must be partitioned into round secrets pi so that (1) the

partitions of the data on the two devices correspond to each other, (2) en-

tropy is divided roughly evenly between the parts pi, and (3) the parts

are independent from each other so that the earlier parts pi do not re-

veal information about the later parts pj , j > i. Such partitioning of the

data is not easy to achieve with all types of fuzzy data, especially if the

data has no natural time axis or if it is recorded without accurate time

information. To avoid the above limitations, we develop a simpler com-

mitment scheme, time-based commitment scheme (A2), that uses only one

commitment round and does not require the secret to be split into parts.

We discuss details of this protocol in the next chapter.

Key extraction from shared noisy environment: Another class of device

pairing protocols (B in figure 2.4) extracts the shared secret key from
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fuzzy data such as observations of a shared environment. If the created

secret key has sufficient entropy to prevent offline brute-force attacks, it

may be used directly as an encryption key (B1). Most of the protocols

described in the literature appear to be of this type. However, as the en-

tropy of the fuzzy input typically is uncertain, it would be safer to use the

extracted key as a transitory secret for authenticating a strong key ex-

change such as Diffie-Hellman (B2). While there are only a few protocols

of type B2 in the literature [44, 59], all protocols of type B1 can be easily

converted to the safer type B2.

The challenge in the key extraction from fuzzy data is that the keys com-

puted by the two devices must be exactly the same even when the inputs

are noisy. Typically, protocols in this category rely on fuzzy cryptography

for key derivation from noisy inputs. Fuzzy cryptography has been devel-

oped mainly for key derivation from biometric data [58, 59, 201]. Several

protocols using shared sensory input such as device movement or ambient

audio have then been based on the same techniques [123, 156, 178, 188].

While the details of the protocols vary, the main idea is to exchange error

correction codes in plaintext over the insecure network, so that differences

in the fuzzy inputs can be corrected.

The security of fuzzy cryptography depends on the error correction code

not leaking any information about the secret fuzzy data [45,72,111]. This

is most critical in systems that use long-term fuzzy secrets such as bio-

metrics, but also affects the security of short-term secrets such as envi-

ronmental input. It may be difficult to estimate the actual entropy of the

fuzzy input and, thus, the safe amount of error correction data. In partic-

ular, problems may arise if the attacker has auxiliary information such as

statistical knowledge about the input data, which together with the error

correction code might reveal more than expected [45].

There also proposals where an encryption key is generated directly from

sensor data without using fuzzy cryptography [95, 141]. However, these

protocols have several shortcomings which are described in Publication V

and Publication VI.

Secure but noisy OOB channel: The end nodes in this category of proto-

cols communicate with each other over a secure but noisy out-of-bad chan-

nel (C in figure 2.4). The OOB channel may either be used directly for key

distribution (C1) or for authentication of a key exchange that takes place

on the insecure network (C2). Protocols that use an out-of-band channel

directly for key distribution are relatively simple and typically secure if
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the attacker cannot eavesdrop the OOB channel and if active attacks are

detected. Human Assisted Pure Audio Pairing (HAPADEP) [193] offers

a good illustration: an encryption key with error correction is sent over

an audio channel, which the human user monitors. Active attacks are de-

tected as unexpected sound from an external source. There are also many

ways to use the noisy out-of-band channel for verifying the result of a key

exchange (e.g. unauthenticated Diffie-Hellman). For example, Soriente

et al. [192] simply authenticate the keys by sending a message authen-

tication code over the OOB channel. Other protocols rely on the user for

comparison of the noisy signals, such as audio in Loud-and-clear [94] and

two-dimensional bar codes in Seeing-is-believing [142].

2.5.3 Opportunistic and leap-of-faith methods

Bergmann et al. [48] develop a secure bootstrapping mechanism that does

not rely on pre-provisioned credentials using the resurrecting duckling im-

printing scheme of Stajano and Anderson [194]. Their bootstrapping pro-

tocol involves three distinct phases: discover (the duckling node searches

for network nodes that can act as the mother node), imprint (the mother

node imprints a shared secret establishing a secure channel once a posi-

tive response is received for the imprinting request) and configure (addi-

tional configuration information such as network prefix and default gate-

way are configured). In this model for bootstrapping, a small initial vul-

nerability window is acceptable and can be mitigated using techniques

such as a Faraday Cage to protect the environment of the mother and

duck nodes, though this may be inconvenient for the user.

Fischer and Geßner [86] discuss the various alternatives for bootstrap-

ping resource-constrained devices in automation networks. The alterna-

tives discussed include offline distribution of credentials with physical ac-

cess to the resource-constrained device, out-of-band credential distribu-

tion with a dedicated Virtual LAN (VLAN), and in-band credential distri-

bution which assumes that the attacker is not present when the device

connects to the network for the first time.
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3. Security for Internet-connected
Smart Objects

If you reveal your secrets to the

wind, you should not blame the

wind for revealing them to the

trees.

Kahlil Gibran

Our goal in this dissertation is to investigate specific security problems

for smart object networks and to develop solutions for them. As stated

in chapter 1, the goal is not to come up with an overarching security ar-

chitecture that claims to solve all the security challenges for ubiquitous

computing. Given the diverse nature of devices and usage scenarios for

ubiquitous computing, such an architecture may not provide any value

and might instead hamper the progress of those aiming to develop new

applications and services that rely on smart objects. Take for example the

Internet of Things Architecture (IoT-A), a European Union (EU) project

which has produced an Architectural Reference Model (ARM) spanning

hundreds of pages [21]. Although reference models and standardization

are important for interoperable implementations, many innovative ser-

vices such as Facebook1 and Nest2 do not require the long standardization

process or verbose reference models. Such services that address specific

user needs are often more influential than reference models which do not

aim to directly provide services to users. Consequently, we begin by build-

ing solutions for specific ubiquitous computing security challenges that

can easily be deployed where appropriate.

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of each of the individ-

ual publication and how it solves a concrete security challenge. We also

document the impact of each publication and the follow-up work that has

1https://www.facebook.com/
2https://nest.com/thermostat/meet-nest-thermostat/
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taken place since, as well as possible future research directions. We begin

the chapter by first looking at a subset of extremely resource-constrained

ubiquitous smart objects and develop a secure communication architec-

ture 3.1 (Publication I). In section 3.2 (Publication II), we investigate

how resource-constrained smart devices can authenticate and communi-

cate with a variety of online services without requiring any user action.

Thereafter, we examine the problem of secure bootstrapping and man-

agement of digital signage in section 3.3 (Publication III and Publication

IV). Lastly, we describe our secure device pairing protocol in section 3.4

(Publication V and Publication VI).

3.1 Communication Security for Sleepy Smart Objects

Many smart objects that are part of ubiquitous computing not only have a

small amount of memory and computational power but also a limited en-

ergy supply available to them. Therefore, in many circumstances, these

smart objects or devices need to sleep for long periods in order to save en-

ergy and can wake up only for short periods to report sensory data or

receive commands. Such smart nodes cannot afford to stay online for

long durations to be polled or support computationally intensive secu-

rity protocols. We believe that such extremely resource-constrained sleepy

smart objects will form a large part of the ubiquitous computing environ-

ment and therefore need appropriate security and communication mech-

anisms. The existing Internet security protocols need to be adapted for

these battery-powered platforms. In Publication I, our goal was to de-

sign a security solution that not only ensures end-to-end data integrity

and authenticity but also allows low-power sleepy sensors to delegate to

a gateway or proxy the task of serving data to their clients.

For ensuring data integrity and authenticity in our security architec-

ture, we wanted to utilize asymmetric public-key signature schemes. Sev-

eral researchers in the past had demonstrated that asymmetric public-key

cryptography is indeed possible even on extremely resource-constrained

devices. Gura et al. [96] for example carry out a performance comparison

of the RSA and ECC public-key cryptographic schemes on 8-bit microcon-

trollers. Blaß and Zitterbart [52] also implemented elliptic curve public-

key cryptography on an 8-bit ATmega128 microcontroller. The work done

by Uhsadel et al. [200] also accomplished a standards-compliant 160-bit

ECC signature generation operation in 2881 cycles (0.39 seconds) on an
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8-bit 8 MHz microcontroller. While there was sufficient evidence that

software-only implementation of public-key cryptography was possible on

resource-constrained devices, there was however still doubt and debate

in the standards community about whether the performance of asymmet-

ric cryptography is acceptable for smart objects. Therefore, we began by

investigating if message signing with public-key cryptography can be eas-

ily implemented using code and libraries that are publicly available. We

chose an 8-bit microcontroller platform for evaluating the libraries even

though 32-bit processors are more common and even available at cheaper

prices with better energy-efficiency than their smaller counterparts. The

reason for this choice was to demonstrate that asymmetric key cryptog-

raphy can easily be implemented in software even on the smallest pro-

grammable platforms.

For this experiment, we found four publicly available online li-

braries that support public-key cryptography on resource-constrained de-

vices. The four libraries were AvrCryptolib [204], Relic-Toolkit [34],

TinyECC [134] and Wiselib [46]. We evaluated the performance of mes-

sage signing for the aforementioned libraries on Arduino Uno3 and Ar-

duino Mega4 prototyping platforms.

RSA
Key
Length
(bits)

Execution
Time (ms):
Keys in RAM

Memory foot-
print (bytes):
Keys in RAM

Execution
Time (ms):
Keys in ROM

Memory foot-
print (bytes):
Keys in ROM

64 64 40 69 32
128 434 80 460 64
256 3516 80 3818 64
512 25,076 320 27,348 256
1,024 199,688 640 218,367 512
2,048 1,587,567 1,280 1,740,258 1,024

Table 3.1. RSA private-key modular exponentiation performance with AvrCyrptolib

We briefly discuss here the important findings from our performance

evaluation. The results of raw RSA private-key modular exponentiation

performance using AvrCryptolib are summarized in table 3.1. Figure 3.1

depicts the results from the performance comparison of ECDSA signa-

ture generation using all the different cryptographic libraries surveyed.

The libraries were tested with the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) and the Standards for Efficient Cryptography Group

(SECG) standardized curve parameters.

3http://arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno
4http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardMega
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Performance Comparison of ECC
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Figure 3.1. Elliptic curve digital signature algorithm performance

As expected, the performance of elliptic curve signature generation

schemes was far superior to RSA. With the Relic-Toolkit, it was possible

to sign messages in as few as 261 milliseconds (ms). The RAM required

for all the libraries never exceeded more than 3000 bytes. These results

confirmed that the strong asymmetric public-key based message signing

was possible even on the tiniest resource-constrained devices.

With these results, we could start designing our secure communication

architecture. One of the primary goals at the outset was to ensure that

low-power resource-constrained smart sensor objects can sleep for long

durations during the operational phase to save energy. However, we did

not want this requirement to be a hindrance for a client that wishes to

obtain the most recent measurement recorded by the smart sensor object.

Thus, our intention was to satisfy two conflicting goals: the smart objects

should be able to sleep in order to save battery and at the same time

appear to be online to serve data.

In order to achieve these conflicting goals, we used a mirror proxy [208]

to which sleepy smart objects delegate the task of serving data. A mirror

proxy is an entity responsible for caching and serving data to clients on

behalf of the sleeping constrained smart objects, which we also call Sleep-

ing End-Points (SEP). The mirror proxy is assumed to have sufficient

computational power and energy supply to remain online and serve data

collected from several SEPs. It is similar to a caching reverse proxy ex-

cept for the fact that it caches content from an origin client rather than an

origin server. The smart objects no longer operate as servers that respond

to client requests for sensor data. Instead, they act as clients of the proxy

themselves. This resulting architecture is shown in figure 3.2.

In order to ensure security, the communication model of our architecture
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Figure 3.2. Secure communication architecture

requires each constrained device to have a public-private key pair. The

architecture is independent of the asymmetric cryptographic algorithm.

However, Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is not only more efficient

to compute than RSA but it also results in smaller signatures, thereby

reducing the network traffic. The key pair can be pre-generated and con-

figured into the constrained device at the time of manufacture, or it can

be created on the fly during the deployment phase. It is also important to

ensure message freshness in this communication architecture to protect

against replay attacks. In Publication I, we discuss several alternatives

for replay protection including sequence numbers and timestamps.

As seen in figure 3.2, when a smart object in our solution sends a regis-

tration request to the mirror proxy, it also adds its public-key in the reg-

istration message. The mirror proxy is responsible for storing the public-

key of each of the smart objects that it serves. Each sleepy smart object

wakes up at pre-determined intervals and uses the corresponding private

key to sign data updates sent to the proxy. The public keys and the signed

content are sent in the standard JSON Web Key (JWK) [114] and JSON

Web Signature (JWS) [115] formats respectively. This system essentially

implements an SSH-like leap of faith where, after trusting the initial con-

nection, data integrity and authenticity are ensured. Such a system does

not require any pre-configuration and allows the integrity and authentic-

ity of the updates to be verified by any node in the network at any point

of time, even when the smart sensor object itself is asleep.

As explained in chapter 2, a Resource Directory (RD) can be used to
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host the descriptions of the resources located in the network nodes. When

a smart object registers with the mirror proxy, the proxy registers the new

resources separately in a resource directory, as depicted in figure 3.2. Any

client that is interested in obtaining the sensory information recorded by

the sleepy smart object first contacts the resource directory to obtain the

location of the smart object hosting the resource. The location returned

by the directory points to the proxy, but the client is unaware of this fact

and believes it to be the location of the smart object itself. Thus, the

mirror proxy serves data from the sleepy smart objects to the clients in a

transparent manner. A client can cache the location returned and bypass

the directory when it wants the next data update from the smart object.

The client first obtains the public-key of the smart object which resides

on the mirror proxy and then retrieves signed data updates, which are

transparently cached at the proxy. The client can now correctly verify

the authenticity and the integrity of the data objects signed by the sleep-

ing smart object. The communication between the client and proxy, as

shown in figure 3.2, occurs over HTTP or CoAP and must be protected

with TLS [70] or DTLS [171] respectively. Therefore, this architecture

ensures data-object integrity and authenticity end-to-end from the smart

object to a requesting client over a multi-hop network topology. Using

TLS or DTLS ensures that signed updates are protected from malicious

eavesdroppers and man-in-the-middle attackers. Since the smart objects

sleep for long durations and are never directly contacted by the clients to

request data, they are also inherently protected against denial-of-service

attacks that exhaust the battery, such as the sleep deprivation attack de-

scribed by Stajano and Anderson [194].

We developed a proof-of-concept prototype of the communication archi-

tecture. The implementation used the standard C99 programming lan-

guage. The sleepy smart object in the prototype sends signed temperature

updates in the Sensor Markup Language (SenML) format using the El-

liptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) available in the Relic

library. The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) was implemented

as part of the wider project and used as the application layer protocol for

messaging between the smart object and the mirror proxy.

A straw-man analysis of the performance of this prototype is provided

in table 3.2. Our intention here was to demonstrate the feasibility of the

entire architecture with public-key cryptography on an 8-bit microcon-

troller. We believe that the performance can be improved considerably in
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a production version.

Flash memory usage (for the entire prototype in-
cluding Relic library + CoAP + UDP)

51 kB

RAM usage (for the entire prototype including
DHCP client + key generation + signing the
hash of message + CoAP + UDP)

4678
bytes

Execution time for creating the key pair + send-
ing registration message + time spent waiting
for acknowledgement

2030 ms

Execution time for signing the hash of message
+ sending update

987 ms

Signature overhead 42 bytes

Table 3.2. Prototype performance

Our initial research goals were two-fold. First, we wanted to demon-

strate to the standards community at the IETF that asymmetric

public-key cryptography is relatively easily implementable without hard-

ware support using publicly available libraries even on very resource-

constrained devices. Second, we wanted to validate our hypothesis that

using traditional transport-layer security protocols such as TLS and

DTLS was not suitable for smart objects that transition into energy-

saving sleep mode during their operational phase. We postulated that

such sleepy smart objects required security handling at the application

layer. Therefore, we developed a communication architecture where the

authenticity and integrity were protected for each individual message.

This also allowed the device to avoid any complex cryptographic hand-

shakes and storage of state information needed by transport layer secu-

rity solutions. The results of the publication were documented in an Inter-

net Draft [180] and were presented at the smart object security workshop

organized by the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) preceding the IETF

83 meeting in Paris. The discussions from the workshop are documented

in RFC 7397 [93]. The Internet Draft containing the results was later also

presented to the Light Weight Implementation Guidance (LWIG) work-

ing group of the IETF. The working group accepted this draft and it

is expected to become an informational RFC. Over time, the standards

community has started to realize that application-layer security mecha-

nisms might indeed be needed for a certain subset of smart objects. This

is evident from our ongoing standards track work to define message-based

object security for CoAP [179].
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3.2 Secure Bootstrapping for Resource-Constrained Devices

As discussed in chapter 2, deploying Internet-connected smart objects is

challenging since they need to be correctly configured with appropriate se-

curity credentials. This is exacerbated by the fact that they have minimal

input capabilities and may be installed locations that are not easily ac-

cessible. We have reviewed many different methods that are available for

secure configuration of credentials in section 2.5. However, there are still

several examples of poorly designed systems for configuration of security

credentials in smart objects. These security credentials are typically used

for the initial network access authentication and for the subsequent au-

thentication to application services on the Internet. The poor design can

cause many Internet-connected smart objects to be compromised early on

in their lifecycle. For example, Tekeoğlu and Tosun [197] document how

many cloud-connected IP cameras are acutely vulnerable because of hard-

coded default credentials for user configuration and management.

The cellular network infrastructure, however, is one instance where se-

cure network access authentication occurs accurately with little to no user

interaction. It is one of the largest deployments of cryptographic security

that relies on Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards [26] which store

symmetric secret keys. As discussed in chapter 2, Generic Bootstrapping

Architecture (GBA) [28] is a standard for re-using the cellular security

infrastructure for subsequent application-layer authentication of the de-

vices and their owners to a variety of Internet-based services without re-

quiring any complex user interaction. Admittedly, the adoption of GBA as

a mechanism for user authentication to various services on the Internet

has been slow compared to industry expectations. As noted by Levä et

al. [131], the adoption of a protocol can often be hindered because of non-

technical reasons. Nonetheless, in Publication II, we wanted to investi-

gate if the existing standard and the mobile network infrastructure can

be reused for securely authenticating resource-constrained smart objects

to online services. This authentication is an important requirement as

many resource-constrained smart objects need to communicate securely

with a variety of services over the Internet. These services are typically

hosted in the cloud and may be used for logging and analyzing the sen-

sory data recorded by the smart objects, or for sending control commands,

configuration updates as well as firmware and security updates.

Although GBA re-uses the credentials stored on the UICC, it requires
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no mobile network access and only needs an Internet connection to the in-

frastructure of the mobile network operator. It seemed that GBA authen-

tication could be a simple and usable secure authentication mechanism

for many resource-constrained devices as it does not require any human

interaction. In Publication II, our GBA-based authentication solution tar-

geted the following functional objectives:

• Suitability for low-end platforms: The authentication process should

be suitable for very resource-constrained smart objects built on low-

end platforms, such as those including only an 8-bit microcontroller

and a few kilobytes of Random Access Memory (RAM).

• Access network transparency: The authentication process should ex-

ploit the existing standards-compliant IP infrastructure. The de-

signed solution should not require the constrained device to use a

specific access network and should support different communication

technologies.

• No user interaction: The authentication process should be fully au-

tomated. The software implementation should not rely on the con-

strained smart device having input and output capabilities beyond

those needed for the network access.

• Security: The process should ensure the security of the authentica-

tion process between the constrained device and the online service.

It should also provide means to guarantee the authenticity, confiden-

tiality and integrity of communications once a session is established.

As explained in section 2.5, the goals of bootstrapping not only include

configuring initial network access but also secure access to application-

layer services. In Publication II we focused on how a smart object can

authenticate with GBA and obtain secure access to various cloud-based

Internet services. During our work, we soon realized that resource utiliza-

tion for implementing GBA can be reduced by simplifying its functionality

without compromising the compliance with the existing standard. We pro-

vide a summary of the resource optimizations that can easily be realized

on a constrained smart object.

As specified by 3GPP [28], the GBA client can securely authenticate

to an online service with either HTTP Digest [83] authentication or Pre-

Shared Key (PSK) TLS [77] authentication. HTTP digest authentication

normally requires the client to implement the entire HTTP stack. How-
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ever, the number of HTTP messages required for a complete GBA au-

thentication transaction is minimal. Hence, the necessary messages can

be hand-crafted and sent directly on top of the transport layer, without

the need for an HTTP stack. The plain-text nature of the HTTP protocol

version 1.1 allows such an approach to work in practice. Similarly, the re-

sponse can be parsed from the packets received over the transport layer,

without the need to perform error checks because cryptographic integrity

checks are done on the extracted data. Receiving an unknown packet or

malformed data would simply lead to a re-start of the message exchange.

Next, by purging unnecessary functionality from memory when it is

no longer needed, the memory overhead incurred from GBA can be re-

duced significantly. Since GBA is used for the initial authentication only,

all the statically allocated memory related to GBA can be purged from

the RAM, thereby allowing the available RAM to be reallocated for other

application-specific purposes. Such memory management enables GBA to

be utilized for authentication and secure communication of devices with

strict memory constraints.

We found that there are many resource-optimized software implemen-

tations of AES [69,118]. The session keys derived from a successful GBA

authentication together with the symmetric cipher provide communica-

tion security between the smart object and the application-layer service.

The communication security can either be provided at the transport layer

with protocols such as TLS and DTLS, or at the application-layer by en-

crypting each application message object individually.

Following the observations described above, we successfully imple-

mented the GBA authentication scheme on a resource-constrained Ar-

duino Mega5 board. We utilized Gladman’s byte-oriented AES implemen-

tation [5] for the authentication and key agreement. We picked readily

available SHA-256 [3] and MD5 [2] libraries for implementing the crypto-

graphic hash functions. For the performance evaluation of the prototype

implementation, we set up an experimental testbed by connecting the Ar-

duino Mega board to the Internet with an Arduino Ethernet Shield6. We

tested the implementation against standards compliant GBA authenti-

cation and application servers. We found that the average duration of a

single successful GBA authentication transaction was 1.47 seconds with a

standard deviation of about 45 ms. The RAM usage of the prototype never

5http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardMega
6https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoEthernetShield
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Theaveragepowerconsumptionfortheexperimentswas1,115milli-

Watt(mW)withaverylowvariance.Eventhoughthisvaluemayappear

ratherhigh,ithastobeconsideredwithrespecttothebaselinepowercon-

sumption,i.e.,theoneforanidleboard.Therefore,itisbettertoconsider

theaveragepowerconsumptionasafunctionoftime.Figure3.3shows

themeasurementsfortheauthenticationprocess.Thefigureshowsthe

averagevalueoftheaggregatedsamples(thedarkline)aswellasthecor-

respondingminimumandmaximumvalues(grayband).Forconvenience,

thetimeisexpressedasapercentagewithrespecttothetotaldurationof

theexperiment(i.e.,1.75seconds).Fromthefigure,wecanobservethat

thepowerconsumptionoftheidleboarditselfwasnearly1,080mW.

Figure3.3.Averagepowerconsumptionasafunctionoftime

Itshouldbenotedthatforourimplementation,wedidnotuseanactual

UICC.Instead,allitsfeatureswereimplementedinsoftwaredirectly

ontheArduinoboard.Thiswasdonetodemonstratethatalltheneces-

sarycommunicationandcryptographiccomponentsfortheGBAstandard

canbeimplementedonresource-constrainednodes. Additionalenergy

wouldbeconsumedtoprovidepowertotheUICCcardifwehadused

one,butthiswouldalsomeanthatthecryptographiccomputationcould

beoffloadedfromthememoryoftheresource-scarcenodetotheUICC.

Establishingasecureconnectionwithanapplicationserverinthecloud

isanimportantrequirementformanysmartdevices.Aremoteapplica-

tionservercanbeusedfortheconfigurationandmanagementofthede-

vicesdirectlyfromthecloud.SinceGBAdoesnotrequireanyuseraction

tosecurelyauthenticateandcommunicatewithonlineservices,itcanbe
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a convenient alternative to other methods of device authentication, which

often require complex user interaction that lead to mistakes. Additionally,

many smart devices that are part of ubiquitous computing do not have the

necessary user interface to support other forms of authentication, such as

those that are based on providing a username and password. Lastly, the

security of GBA authentication relies on the 3GPP Authentication and

Key Agreement (AKA) protocol [27]. This protocol has been thoroughly

analyzed and at least currently does not have known serious security vul-

nerabilities as long as the network operator is trusted and the UICC is of

the latest generation [222].

We documented the results from the prototype implementation in an In-

ternet Draft [181] and presented it to the Light Weight Implementation

Guidance (LWIG) working group of the IETF. Our prototype implementa-

tion also renewed the interest in GBA as a business opportunity for mobile

network vendors and operators. GBA is currently not used for device au-

thentication by many online services because there are alternatives for

interactive user authentication such as OAuth 2.0 [99]. Many new smart

devices that are connected to the Internet will be resource-constrained

and have limited user interface. The number of Internet-connected smart

devices is set to increase in the next few years, and some reports even

suggest that the number of these devices may reach 26 billion by the year

2020 [23]. In view of this renewed interest, our GBA prototype was used

as part of a larger technical demonstration at the annual Mobile World

Congress event held in Barcelona during the years 2013 and 2014.

As a direct result of our research work, GBA has also seen commercial

deployment for secure authentication of smart devices. The smart ob-

ject sensor network deployed at four vineyards in Germany’s Mosel Val-

ley uses GBA for device authentication [76]. This deployment enables

wine producers to collect and process real-time information about their

crop. Finally, while GBA was defined for use on devices that have access

to a UICC, we are now also investigating how the same authentication

scheme and the existing mobile network infrastructure can be extended

to authenticate devices that do not have access to such a smart-card secu-

rity module.
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3.3 SecureBootstrappingforUbiquitousElectronicDisplays

CredentialsstoredsecurelyonaUICCprovideubiquitouscomputingde-

vicesanelegantmethodforsecurebootstrappingbyusingtheUICCcre-

dentialsforbothnetworkaccessauthenticationaswellassubsequentau-

thenticationtoapplications.However,manyindoordeploymentsofsmart

devicesrelyonWi-Fi[15]forconnectivityanddonothaveaccesstosecure

credentialsonaUICC. Onesuchclassofubiquitouscomputingdevices

areelectronicwirelessdisplays. Electronicdisplayssuchasthosethat

arepartofadigitalsignagesystemhavebecomeubiquitousinurbanen-

vironments.Theycanbefoundinpublic,semi-publicandprivatespaces

suchasshops,cafés,transporthubs,streets,offices,classroomsaswellas

homes. Wefoundthatdeployingubiquitousdisplayscanbecumbersome

sincetheyneedtobecorrectlyconfiguredandauthorizedtoaccessboth

theInternetandthenecessaryonlineservices,despitethefactthatthey

haveminimalinputcapabilitiesandmaybeininaccessiblelocations.

InPublicationIII,weinvestigatedthecommunicationandsecureboot-

strappingaspectsofsuchubiquitousdisplays.Theworkwasmotivatedby

thebeliefthatthecurrentandfuturegenerationsofubiquitouselectronic

displayswillrelyondirectIPconnectivityandmostlyuse Wi-Fiorsim-

ilarwirelessstandardstoaccesstheInternet. Usingexistingorshared

multi-purposenetworksreducesthedeploymentandmaintenancecosts.

Additionally,thedisplayswillbemanagedbyandservedcontentfrom

serversinthecloud. Thiscloud-based management makesiteasyfor

userstoremotelyconfigureandcontrolthedisplays.Thisarchitectureis

illustratedinfigure3.4.

Figure3.4.Cloud-basedwirelessdisplays

Unliketraditionalsignagesolutions,thesedisplaysdonotneedanex-

ternalmediaplayerorcontrolcomputerwhichfurtherlowershardware

costsandtherelatedenergyconsumption.Furthermore,signageismov-

ingawayfromproprietaryrenderingtechnologiestostandards-compliant
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HTML5 [105]. The use of standard web languages enables rapid develop-

ment of rich content.

Cloud-connected public displays have been suggested in the past. For

example, Lindén et al. [133] proposed a cloud-based web-application

platform for deploying interactive services on public displays. Simi-

larly, Kubitza et al. [126] have designed a system for personalized cloud-

based applications on public displays. There are several other cloud-

connected display systems that have been discussed in the research lit-

erature [135, 189]. However, the previous research did not give much

attention to how the displays are configured for Internet access and as-

sociated with cloud services for secure communication.

The configuration of cloud-managed displays consists of at least two

main steps: (1) enabling Internet access through a local wireless net-

work and (2) connecting the display to a given user account on a specific

cloud-based management service. After that, (3) the asset management

and content selection can be done via a web-based management interface.

Our research goal in Publication III was to make the two initial steps as

smooth as possible, while also ensuring the security of the setup process.

The main challenges we faced in designing a secure bootstrapping solu-

tion were the large number of displays anticipated, and the need to sup-

port the ad-hoc deployment of off-the-shelf hardware. We realized early

on that our solution should enable organizations and individuals to de-

ploy any number of displays with minimal administrative overhead and

no special training. The task was also made difficult because these dis-

plays often have limited or no user input capabilities, and are occasionally

installed in hard-to-reach locations.

To address these challenges, we built a new user-assisted protocol that

provides a one-pass secure configuration procedure for wireless displays,

connecting them simultaneously to a cloud service and to the wireless

access network. The user simply scans a two-dimensional bar code on the

freshly installed display through a camera phone, which takes the user

to the management service web page on the phone’s web browser. The

display is automatically added to the user’s or the organization’s managed

display assets, and wireless access for the display is enabled.

Before explaining the protocol modalities, we first explain the system ar-

chitecture. The system architecture for our secure bootstrapping solution

is shown in figure 3.5. On one side, a display — equipped with a wire-

less interface — is installed in a public or private space to provide certain
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Figure3.5.Systemarchitecture

services.ThedisplayrendersHTML5contentthroughafull-screenweb

panel.AnenterprisewirelessaccesspointprovidesInternetaccesstothe

display. TheaccesspointsupportsIEEE802.1x[9]authenticationand

authorizationthroughtheorganization’sownauthenticationserveroran

externaltrustedserver. Ontheotherside,twoserver-sidecomponents

aredeployedinthecloudinfrastructure.Themanagementserveristhe

coreelementofourproposedsystemandisinvolvedinthewholelifecycle

ofthedisplay.Ittakescareoftasksrelatedtotheinitialconfiguration

aswellastheremotemonitoringandcontrolofthedisplays. Acontent

serverprovidestheactualcontenttothedisplay.Finally,theinstaller’s

mobilephoneprovidesanout-of-band(OOB)channeltothecloudinorder

toaccomplishtheinitialsecureconfigurationofthedisplay.Themobile

phoneisassumedtohaveacameraandtobeconnectedtotheInternet

throughacellulardataconnectionoreventheWi-Finetwork.

Wenowdescribetheuserexperienceofsettingupofanewdisplay:

1.Oncethedisplayispoweredupforthefirsttime,itshowsaQRcode

alongwiththetextualnetworkinformationnexttoit.

2.TheuserscansaQuickResponse(QR)codewiththebuilt-incameraof

amobilephoneandopensthereceivedURLonamobilewebbrowser.

Themanagementserverwebpageisopened.

3.Thewebpagepromptstheusertoenterausernameandpasswordfor

anaccountonamanagementserver.Beforeenteringthelogincreden-

tials,theusermustcheckthattheconnectionissecureandthatthe

serveristhecorrectone.Thissteponlytakesplaceonlyiftheuseris

notalreadyloggedin.

4.Theuseroptionallyentersadescriptionstringforthedisplay,takesa

photoofitslocationandgeotagsitthroughthephone.

5.Theusermayselectthecontent(i.e.,awebapplication)forthedisplay,

orleavethattobedonelater.
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From the user’s point of view, the only requirement is the prior knowl-

edge of the user account on the management server to which the display

will be registered. Most mobile phones have a camera, a web browser,

and support the scanning of URLs from QR codes. Thus, almost any mod-

ern phone can be used and no new application needs to be installed. The

wireless network is discovered automatically. Sometimes, the display is

in the range of multiple wireless networks that could be used to connect to

different management servers. In that case, the display shows (or cycles

through) multiple bar codes and the user selects one (in step 2) based on

the textual network information shown next to each QR code.

In order to describe how this user experience is achieved in practice, we

recall that two distinct security associations are needed: one between the

display and the access network, and one between the display and the man-

agement service. These security associations will be implemented by es-

tablishing shared secret keys. In a traditional system, these two security

associations would be set up manually for each display, requiring the user

to enter the usernames and keys or passwords (or long-term secret keys)

into the display. Our bootstrapping protocol sets up these credentials au-

tomatically. It also ensures that each display has different credentials so

that the security of one display device does not depend on another.

To establish a security association between the display and the manage-

ment server in the cloud, we use an out-of-band channel provided by the

user with the mobile phone. Specifically, the URL in the QR code contains

a freshly generated random number, the knowledge of which enables the

management server to compute the keys that allow it to control the dis-

play. This authorization is linked to a specific user account on the man-

agement server when the user logs in. In order to establish the second

security association between the display and the wireless access network,

we need to introduce our second important architectural decision: there

is a pre-established trust relation between the management server and

the wireless access network. More precisely, the management server is

authorized to grant devices Internet access through the wireless network.

Thus, after the association between the management server and the dis-

play has been established with the help of the phone, the management

server tells the wireless network to enable Internet access for the display.

The pre-established trust relation between the management server and

the wireless network is a strong assumption. However, without this re-

lation, wireless network access would have to be manually configured for
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each display device. Since we may need to revoke access for individual

displays without rekeying all others, a separate account would have to be

created for each display. Certainly it is far less administrative work to

establish once the trust relation between the display management server

and the wireless network than to create such individual access accounts

for each display. Moreover, as we will explain later, this can be done us-

ing standard protocols, without software or hardware upgrades at most

wireless networks. As a result, the user will see the wireless network

connection enabled almost “magically”.

The security of the bootstrapping process is accomplished through the

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) protocol [66].

The access points in enterprise networks are configured to connect to a

RADIUS server, which performs the actual client authentication. The au-

thentication messages are tunneled through the access point and other

network infrastructure, so that only the client device and the RADIUS

server need to be aware of the protocol details. We make use of this ca-

pability, and the cloud-based display management service in our system

acts as a remote RADIUS server. Organizations that use the management

service need to route the relevant access requests to this remote RADIUS

server, thus delegating some network-access decision to it. The tunneling

of authentication between the wireless clients and the RADIUS servers

follows the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [30] specification.

As part of our proposed system we designed a new EAP method. The

message exchanges for this EAP method are shown in figure 3.6. The

method differs from most EAP methods in two significant ways. First, it

not only authenticates previously registered clients but can also register

new ones with the user’s help. Second, clients use this method to probe

for networks that support our display management scheme. From the

security perspective, the EAP method implements a Diffie-Hellman key

exchange [71] between the display and the management server. Diffie-

Hellman is convenient for registering new devices because it can create

a secure association (shared secret key) between two entities without au-

thenticating them. We then rely on user’s action to ensure that the cor-

rect entities are associated. The user, with the phone, acts as an out-of-

band channel that prevents man-in-the-middle attacks against the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange. From then on, future authentications to the same

wireless network will use the established key and will not require user

interaction.
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Figure3.6.MessagediagramfornewEAPmethod

The OOBchannelisnecessarytopreventa man-in-middleattack

againsttheDiffie-Hellmankeyexchangebetweenthedisplayandthe

managementserver.Asexplainedearlier,todeliverinformationoverthe

OOBchannel,theuserisrequiredtoscanaQRcode.ThisQRcodecon-

tainstheHTTPSURLofthemanagementserverwithwhichtheDiffie-

Hellmankeyexchangewasperformed.TheURLalsocontainsafreshly-

generatedrandomnumber,theknowledgeofwhichenablesthemanage-

mentservertocomputethekeysthatallowittocontrolthedisplay.Along-

sidetheQRcode,auserisalsoshowntextualinformationabouttheSer-

viceSetIdentifier(SSID)oftheAccessPoint(AP)throughwhichtheEAP

messagesarebeingtunneledandtheURLofthemanagementserver.It

ispossiblethattherearemanywirelessnetworksintherangeofthedis-

playwhenitispoweredupforthefirsttime.Inoursolution,thedisplay

scansallaccesspointsinitsrangethatsupportIEEE802.1x[9]authenti-

cation.Itthenattemptstoconnecttotheminaround-robinfashionwith

thenewEAPmethod. NetworksthatdonotsupportourEAPmethod

respondwithaNegativeAcknowledgment(NAK)andarenotcontacted

again.EachconnectionattempttoanetworkthatdoessupportourEAP

methodresultsinadifferentQRcodeshownonthedisplay.Theuseris

thenresponsibleforselectingthecorrectQRcodebasedontheSSIDand

themanagementserverinformationshownonthedisplay.

Wenowdiscusssomeattacksthatcouldcircumventthesecurityofour
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bootstrapping solution. The most serious threat against our protocol is

that we rely on TLS and a web browser on the user’s phone for deliver-

ing the OOB message to the management server. The user must verify

that the URL in the QR code indeed opens an HTTPS connection to the

management server where he has an account. Phishing and typo squat-

ting attacks are possible: the attacker may set up a fake access point that

serves a subtly different base URL to the display, and the user will need

to detect it. The usual countermeasures apply here: user education and

bookmarking the URLs. The user could also avoid the attacks by first log-

ging into the management server through a bookmark or a trusted portal

page and only then scanning the QR code. A safer alternative is to use a

custom application instead of the phone’s web browser.

Another issue is that the out-of-band channel (QR code) is vulnerable to

visual spying. The QR code contains the secret random nonce which gives

the management server the ability to take control of the display. If the

attacker is able to spy this nonce, it can hijack the display. This will lead

to denial of service for the legitimate display owner and possibly to the

posting of unwanted content on the display, which can be embarrassing if

the display configuration takes place in a public location. In any case, the

solution is to reset the display to factory settings and to start again from

the beginning. Fortunately, the attacker needs to be physically present

at the display location to spy the QR code, and thus the hijacking attack

cannot be done remotely over the Internet.

Finally, when multiple access points that support the new EAP method

are present, the user is responsible for scanning the correct QR code from

multiple alternatives. This can be seen as a burden for the user. An at-

tacker can also take advantage of a negligent user by setting up a fake

access point (with an SSID that the user is expecting to see) and a corre-

sponding management server. To carry out the attack, the management

server of the attacker would provide a URL in the EAP message exchange

that is only subtly different from the URL of the real management server

in which the user has an account. The attacker would then hope that

the user delivers the OOB message without noticing the subtly different

URL while scanning the incorrect QR code. However, let us compare this

to how Wi-Fi devices are currently configured. Even devices such as lap-

tops and mobile devices that have a rich user interface require the user to

choose the correct SSID from a list of potential SSIDs. The user is suscep-

tible to the evil twin attack [173] and may inadvertently connect with a
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rogue access point. The burden for a potential attacker against our boot-

strapping solution is higher. The attacker not only needs to physically

install a fake access point with the same SSID near the target user, he

also has to setup a corresponding management server and hope that the

user scans the wrong QR code without noticing the different URL. More-

over, several countermeasures can be used to avoid such attacks. Firstly,

the usual countermeasures of user education and bookmarking the URLs

can be beneficial. Secondly, the user could avoid the attacks by first log-

ging into the management server through a bookmark or a trusted portal

page and only then scanning the QR code. Thirdly, the display software

can check that the management server information shown in textual for-

mat matches the URL encoded in the QR code. Lastly, phishing detection

tools [90] can be used on the phone to alert the user of a potentially rogue

management server.

To verify the practical feasibility of this protocol, we also implemented

a prototype of this bootstrapping architecture. We extended the wpa_-

supplicant [8] and the hostapd [6] packages to implement the new EAP

method. In order to have conditions similar to those of real-world deploy-

ments, we set up an enterprise wireless network with a local RADIUS

server based on the FreeRADIUS open-source implementation [4], as well

as a remote RADIUS server hosted at the management server.

To evaluate the usability of the proposed system, we performed a user

study involving 23 participants. For this study, our aim was to obtain a

wide spectrum of potential users. We were also particularly interested

in people who had little experience with information and communication

technologies. Therefore, we looked for participants among not only stu-

dents but also other staff including secretaries, janitors, and facility man-

agers. We used different methodologies for our user study. We first ex-

ploited controlled observation. Participants were invited to sit on a couch

in front of the display; they were then provided with a short introduction

to the study and a brief description of the task to be performed. Specif-

ically, participants were instructed to configure the display by scanning

the QR code and then to complete the configuration process. We did not

provide many details about the process so that the participants had to

rely on the instructions shown by the phone; the users were anyway in-

vited to ask for clarifications as needed. We assumed that the users were

configuring a display for the first time; as a consequence, after scanning

the QR code, they had to login to the management server with a username
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and password which we provided. The users were encouraged to express

their thoughts according to the think-aloud protocol; the conversations be-

tween them and the research team were recorded for further processing

and analysis.

After the evaluation, the participants were asked to fill an online ques-

tionnaire. The questionnaire covered aspects related to both the users’

feelings about the proposed system and their previous experience with

related technology, such as QR codes and smart screens. In evaluating

users’ satisfaction, we used a 5-point Likert scale in which the value of 1

corresponds to “Strongly disagree” and 5 to “Strongly agree”. We summa-

rize some important observations from our study here:

• The scanning process created most of the troubles for unexperienced

users — eleven participants had not scanned QR codes before our user

study. On the other hand, one user praised the QR code scanning pro-

cess (“that was smooth”), probably because of the live feature of the used

software (it does not require the user to take a picture and instead, au-

tomatically detects and prompts the user to open the URL in the QR

code).

• Most of the participants felt that the process was easy. Users also found

the process fast (comments included “that’s it?” and “I don’t feel I did

anything”); indeed, it took less than five minutes to be completed on

average. The actual duration was largely affected by the fact that many

users had never scanned a QR code before the study. With minimal

training, the bootstrapping process could easily be completed within a

minute or so.

• When asked if they felt that “[the system] was secure”, the participants

were actually neutral. All users found the input of the username and

password natural; it was clear that the authentication was necessary to

perform the configuration of the display. This provided us with a good

lesson that sometimes security rituals can be important.

• Most of the users, despite the initial introduction, did not seem to

clearly understand the purpose of the process. For most users, a dis-

play is an output device of a personal computer, and as such, it does

not need to be configured. However, a few of them had used large-size

displays attached to set-top-boxes, media centers and gaming consoles.

They explicitly pointed out the inconvenience in performing advanced

configuration with current tools.
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To conclude, our solution can be seen as a discovery protocol: the end

result is that new devices, which have just been brought to the range of

a local wireless network, are registered to and managed by the appro-

priate server. However, our technical solution is quite different. First,

we have taken the modern cloud-service perspective without bringing our

own agent (hardware or software) to the access network. We also do not

depend on broadcast messages (except for the Wi-Fi beacon) or a service

directory for the discovery, but rather establish the association between

the device and the online service directly with the help of the user. From

the security perspective, the usual order and direction of the establishing

wireless network security is reversed. Normally, devices first authenti-

cate to the wireless network to gain Internet access and then connect to

an online service. In our bootstrapping mechanisms, the display is first

associated with the online management service, which then enables the

Internet access for the display.

While the focus of this publication is on electronic displays, the same ar-

chitecture is capable of handling other devices that need to be connected

to online services. Other devices with the ability to output a dynamic

machine-readable URL can obviously also use our protocol without mod-

ification. These include all devices with a graphical display, printers, as

well as all devices that have a Near Field Communication (NFC) interface

with NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) tag emulation capability.

In Publication IV, we continued the work on ubiquitous cloud-connected

displays. Here we investigated how users can securely perform remote-

management operations on their displays once the displays have received

Internet access and are associated with the management server in the

cloud. Our goal was to design a simple and easy-to-use remote manage-

ment system with focus on users and staff that have limited knowledge of

technology and on deployments that scale from a single display to thou-

sands. The management system is implemented as a cloud application

that can be made available as an open service. Even though there have

been some commercial deployments of management systems for displays

that are part of a digital signage system, there has been limited research

into the actual requirements and challenges faced by an average user

of these management systems. To this regard, our contribution in this

publication was the collection of requirements from actual digital signage

deployments and the design of a system that encompasses all the differ-

ent phases involved in the display lifecycle, with focus on monitoring and
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management.

We collected requirements for digital signage systems from different

deployments. The deployments not only included experimental systems

used at universities and research centers but also solutions deployed in

enterprises including hospitals, business parks, facility companies, and

government agencies. Some of the requirements were explicitly pointed

out by the stakeholders, while others emerged from the product support

of long-term digital signage deployments. We summarize the most impor-

tant ones below:

Flexibility: Digital signage deployments are long-lasting, with a target

lifetime of several years. During this timeframe, there may be differ-

ent changes to the organization that operates the system, ranging from

a change of brand to renovations of the facilities or even relocation. The

digital signage system should be flexible in handling such organizational

and physical changes in the sense that it should be easy to reconfigure.

Customization: Organizations have their own peculiarities and features

that need to be reflected in the digital signage system. Among them,

each device can identify spaces with different levels of granularity. For

instance, digital signs can be associated with desks in offices or they can

be linked to a bed in a hospital. The organization may have a peculiar

system for identifying devices and locations that has to be followed by the

digital signage software.

Direct control: After introducing a digital signage system, many orga-

nizations have realized that it has become an asset for their services and

workflow. Consequently, they are becoming reluctant to outsource the

management of the displays to external companies. They are willing in-

stead to have their own employees to administer their system. However,

in order to do so, the management and monitoring functions have to be

user-friendly, i.e., easy to use for untrained and non-technical personnel.

Based on these collected requirements, we designed a secure remote-

management system that took into account the entire lifecycle of a display

in a digital signage system. The lifecycle for such displays is no different

from the lifecycle of any smart object in ubiquitous computing. This life-

cycle is illustrated in figure 2.1. The different components of our remote-

management system are:

Display Registration: Although we developed a solution for display boot-

strapping and registration in Publication III, in Publication IV we covered

the broader background involved in the registration process. The remote-
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management system developed in Publication IV is agnostic to the boot-

strapping method used for providing the displays with all necessary cre-

dentials. However, we expect that during this registration process, the

unique identity of the display is communicated to the management ser-

vice running in the cloud. As a part of this bootstrapping process, the

user is also encouraged to enter some contextual information about the

display that is useful for management purposes. The relevant contextual

metadata may include a textual description of the display, its purpose

and location, and an illustrative photo. For our implementation, we re-

used the previously described bootstrapping protocol that connects the

displays with the management server in the cloud and wireless network

with a single scan of a QR code.

Figure 3.7. Management interface

Management Interface: Our management interface is shown in fig-

ure 3.7. The management interface is web based and is realized as a scal-

able cloud service where users and organizations can sign up for accounts.

The number of displays belonging to each user account is currently small

but we expect it to grow to thousands and beyond for some users. The

same service should eventually be able to scale from small experimental

and home deployments to organizations with very large numbers of dis-

plays. The focus of our current implementation has been on finding the

minimal set of universally required management features.

Every display is uniquely identified by its hardware address or a cryp-

tographic key fingerprint. Since it is difficult or even impossible for a

user to remember such information, we exploit various forms of meta-

data to help users to recall and identify the display. As mentioned earlier,

this metadata includes a textual description and a picture of the display.

We implemented the management interface with HTML5 and the jQuery

mobile framework to allow users to access the management service from

mobile devices. We use the jQuery short polling technique for updating

the displays shown on the management interface.

Content Selection: Directing displays to the desired content is perhaps
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the most important feature for any display management system. As ap-

parent from our management interface, the user is provided with a simple

dropdown menu from which pre-configured content can be selected. The

user can choose an arbitrary URL or a file to be shown through the ad-

vanced configuration button next to the dropdown list in figure 3.7. When

a user uploads a new file that needs to be shown on a particular display,

our cloud backend saves this file as a new resource and assigns it an ad-

dressable URL. The display always points its browser to the most recent

URL received from the cloud backend. We use standard HTML5 for ren-

dering content to the web browser engine on the display, and most of the

well-known video, audio, and textual formats are already supported by

modern browsers. Moreover, while our current system is aimed mainly at

showing static or dynamic content, it is technically possible for a web ap-

plication to exploit interactive features such as a touch screen or a camera

built into the display.

Remote Monitoring: As ubiquitous displays are usually left unattended

after the installation, remote monitoring and control is essential to trou-

bleshoot issues related to both misconfiguration and hardware or software

malfunctions [63]. Our management interface provides low-level access

to the display operating system through a URL unique to each registered

display. The user can simply click on it and access the remote operating

system to perform simple management operations such as restarts and

software updates.

To implement this low-level web access to the display operating system,

we rely on the shared secret that is established between the display and

the cloud as a result of the bootstrapping process. Using this shared se-

cret, we further derive two additional keys. The first key is used to set

up a Secure Shell (SSH) [220] tunnel from the display to the cloud. This

is necessary as the displays are often located behind a Network Address

Translator (NAT), and therefore a connection in the reverse direction is

not possible. The SSH tunnel provides security for the administrative ac-

cess between the display and the cloud. The SSH shell is used for the

lowest layer of administrative access to the Linux-based display device,

and it is intended to be used only for emergency remote software updates

and reconfiguration. Most users will never need access on the shell level

and may prefer to physically access the display device for major updates.

However, when the number of displays grows and they are geographically

distributed, it will become important to avoid physical access for even ex-
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ceptional administrative processes.

The second key is used to run a secure Virtual Network Connection

(VNC) [172] server on the display so as to allow graphical remote access

and control for authenticated clients. In our implementation, we run the

x11vnc [174] server on the display. The SSH tunnel set up previously

has port forwarding enabled to allow the cloud backend to connect to the

x11vnc server on the display. In order to allow users logged into the man-

agement dashboard to have remote access to the displays directly from

their browsers, we use the noVNC [139] browser-based VNC client. The

noVNC client uses standard HTML5 technologies such as WebSocket [82]

and canvas, which work on most modern desktop and mobile browsers.

The management interface provides a unique URL link for every man-

aged display. This unique URL already embeds the credentials for access-

ing the x11vnc server; the user can get remote access by simply clicking on

the URL once logged in on the cloud-based signage management service.

In the less common scenario in which the display has completely lost

connectivity and cannot be remotely accessed any more, the user will have

to physically reset the display by pressing the power button, for example.

In extreme cases, the display may even have to be registered afresh. Nev-

ertheless, it is important to minimize the need for on-site maintenance,

and we therefore implement remote control at different levels, from URL

redirection to remote desktop and secure shell access. The availability

of remote connection also allows external actors (such as a helpdesk) to

diagnose and solve problems. In closed networks, remote hard resets can

also be accomplished, especially if the display is deployed with Power over

Ethernet.

As apparent from figure 3.7, our current implementation of the manage-

ment dashboard is minimal, without any bells and whistles. When the

number of displays is small, the information for all the displays managed

by a single user is directly accessible on one page. We do not believe in

complex work flow management where content would be approved before

being uploaded. With the explosion in the number of electronic displays,

it would be expensive to assign employees or to hire external contractors

to manage them. Our flexible signage management system adapts to the

needs of the users, scaling both up and down. On the one hand, users are

able to register to cloud service accounts to manage their displays them-

selves. On the other hand, organizations have the option to implement

groups, access-control policies, and delegation as the need for it arises.
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This would not only save costs but would also allow users to start manag-

ing their displays with little overhead and without having to initially rely

on organizational processes.

In the two publications summarized here, we have shown how usable

security can be provided during the entire lifecycle of a ubiquitous com-

puting device by taking the specific example of an electronic display in a

digital signage system. The EAP method has undergone several iterations

of improvements since the original publication. It was named as Nim-

ble out-of-band authentication for EAP (EAP-NOOB). This method not

only supports devices with the ability to output machine-readable codes

such as displays and speakers, but also devices that have the ability to re-

ceive machine-readable codes such as network cameras. The EAP-NOOB

method is specified in an IETF document [41] and we are currently pursu-

ing its standardization. Additionally, we are working on an open-source

implementation of this new method7. In the future, we aim to perform

more elaborate user studies of the device configuration process with this

protocol. We are also developing formal models for the protocol in the

SPIN model checker [107] and ProVerif [51] to verify the protocol design

and its security. Finally, we are also integrating our remote monitoring

and bootstrapping protocol as a part of the popular Concerto signage sys-

tem [196] so that the benefits of our solutions can reach a large existing

user base.

3.4 Device Pairing with Synchronized Drawing

Secure pairing of personal computing devices to enable ad-hoc transac-

tions as well as creation of long-term associations is an important and

widely studied problem [127]. As noted in section 2.5.2, the key challenge

in device pairing is to allow two devices to securely identify and authenti-

cate each other without having any a priori information about the other.

This problem of connecting devices to each other is older and has received

much more attention than connecting devices to the cloud, and thus there

are many highly optimized methods available for it. To recap, several se-

cure device pairing solutions use contextual or location-dependent infor-

mation, or alternatively rely on more natural forms of input and output

such as audio. These solutions typically perform pairing by utilizing a

shared fuzzy secret that the devices only know approximately. For ex-

7https://github.com/tuomaura/eap-noob
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ample, the shared secret may be extracted from ambient audio or radio

signals [140,188].

During our study of secure device pairing protocols that use fuzzy se-

crets, we discovered a novel human source for the fuzzy secret: synchro-

nized drawing with two fingers of the same hand on two touch screens or

surfaces. We wanted to investigate if a secure device pairing protocol that

relies on such a source of fuzzy input can be implemented in practice. This

scheme for pairing devices can be promising for many ubiquitous comput-

ing scenarios because, unlike previously presented approaches, synchro-

nized drawing can be used to pair devices of different classes, for example,

a mobile phone and a large interactive surface. It only requires users to be

able to bring the touch sensitive parts of the involved devices close to each

other in order to touch both devices with two fingers of the same hand. As

seen in figure 3.8, such a source of human input can not only be used to

pair two smart phones but also a smart phone with a laptop.

(a) Pairing two phones (b) Pairing a phone with a laptop

Figure 3.8. Pairing with synchronized drawing

In order to develop a secure device pairing protocol that relies on user

drawings, we found no reliable way to measure the entropy of the draw-

ings made by the user. Without knowing the entropy of the fuzzy input,

we could not be certain that the error correction codes used in fuzzy cryp-

tography would not leak any information about the secret to an attacker

who may have a good statistical model of the user drawings. We also

looked at the MANA III variant protocol [92] and were met with a diffi-

cult trade-off in deciding the number of partitions for the fuzzy secret. If

the number of rounds is small, one needs to partition the input data into a

small number of pieces, which must all have approximately equal entropy

and be independent of each other. On the other hand, if the number of

partitions is high, the communication overhead grows and the partitions

made by the two devices need to be accurately synchronized. These prac-

tical problems in re-using the existing protocols pushed us to look for a

new solution where the fuzzy inputs (user drawings) are communicated
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and compared in one piece and the security depends only on the total en-

tropy of the fuzzy data. The fewer security-critical parameters, such as

number of rounds or error correction code length, the easier it is to deploy

the protocol. It also makes the protocol safer for use in new applications.

We briefly describe our new commitment-based key establishment pro-

cedure here. The protocol consists of the following steps:

1. Diffie-Hellman key exchange over the insecure network.

2. Fuzzy secret input to both the devices with synchronized drawing.

3. Commitment phase: exchange of cryptographic commitments bound

to the shared secret key derived from the Diffie-Hellman key ex-

change from step 1 and the fuzzy secret data from step 2.

4. Opening phase: opening of the commitments and verification of their

correctness, as well as exchange and comparison of fuzzy secret data.

Device A Message Device B

1. Diffie-Hellman key exchange
1a: gx−−−−−−−−−→

k := gxy.
1b: gy←−−−−−−−−− k := gyx.

2. Fuzzy data
vA := noisy input 2a. vB := noisy input 2b.

3. Commitment
Fresh random number

rA ∈R {0, 1}128.
Fresh random number

rB ∈R {0, 1}128.
Compute commitment
cA := H(A, vA, rA, k).

Compute commitment
cB := H(B, vB , rB , k).

3a: cA−−−−−−−−−→
Display to user

“commitment received”.
3b: cB←−−−−−−−−− Display to user

“commitment received”.

4. Opening the commitments
Wait for user

approval to continue.
Wait for user

approval to continue.
4a: Ek(A, vA, rA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
4b: Ek(B, vB , rB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Accept k if A 6= B,
cB = H(B, vB , rB , k),
and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

Accept k if B 6= A,
cA = H(A, vA, rA, k),
and D(vB , vA) ≤ d.

Figure 3.9. Basic protocol: explicit synchronization by user

The security of the protocol relies on the assumption that the devices

move to the opening phase only after the commitment phase has been

completed. That is, both devices should open their commitments only
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after both devices have received the other’s commitment. If this were

not the case, an active attacker would be able to replay the fuzzy secret

revealed by one device in the opening phase to the other device that is still

in the commitment phase.

In the first variant of our protocol shown in figure 3.9, the user has the

responsibility of enforcing this time separation. After each device has sent

and received a commitment, they wait for the user approval to continue.

The user should give this approval only when both devices have reached

the same state. If users can be educated to follow this policy, the protocol

is secure. However, it is possible that an impatient user presses on the

“continue” button on one device without checking the state of the other,

thereby compromising the security of the authentication.

Device A Message Device B

1. Diffie-Hellman key exchange
1a: gx−−−−−−−−−→

k := gxy.
1b: gy←−−−−−−−−− k := gyx.

2. Fuzzy data
vA := noisy input 2a. vB := noisy input 2b.
tA,0 := A’s local time
at the end of input.

tB,0 := B’s local time
at the end of input.

3. Commitment
Fresh random number Fresh random number

rA ∈R {0, 1}128. rB ∈R {0, 1}128.
Compute commitment
cA := H(A, vA, rA, k).

Compute commitment
cB := H(B, vB , rB , k).

3a: cA−−−−−−−−−→
Abort if message 3b received

at time > tA,0 + ∆1

by A’s local clock.

3b: cB←−−−−−−−−−
Abort if message 3a received

at time > tB,0 + ∆1

by B’s local clock.

4. Opening the commitments
Wait until time
tA,0 + ∆1 + ∆2.

Wait until time
tB,0 + ∆1 + ∆2.

4a: Ek(A, vA, rA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
4b: Ek(B, vB , rB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Accept k if A 6= B,
cB = H(B, vB , rB , k),
and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

Accept k if B 6= A,
cA = H(A, vA, rA, k),
and D(vB , vA) ≤ d.

Figure 3.10. Final protocol: implicit time-based synchronization

In the final version of our protocol shown in figure 3.10, we further re-

duce the risk of a security failure by synchronizing the timing without

explicit user input. Instead, we use the local clocks of the devices and

one synchronized reference event for synchronizing the transition from
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the commitment phase to the opening phase. The reference event in our

scheme is the end of the user input, which in the synchronized drawing

tends to be almost simultaneous between the devices. We also verified the

security of this key establishment protocol with ProVerif [51].

The devices also need a metric for comparing the observed and the re-

ceived user drawing. The device pairing protocol should only complete

successfully if the drawings are sufficiently similar. This is necessary to

prevent malicious Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attackers who might guess

the user drawings. In Publication V, we discuss several different met-

rics that can be used for comparing the drawings. The main contribution

however is a new string-based metric which we refer to as LURD.

R R R R

R R R D

D

D

LLLLLLD

D

LD

D
Finger trajectory

Figure 3.11. LURD-string encoding

The basic idea for the LURD metric is to convert the movement of

the finger on the touchscreen into a string of characters (L=left, U=up,

R=right, D=down) and to compute a string distance between the strings

recorded by the two devices. More precisely, the conversion into a string is

done as follows. The area covered by each drawing is divided into a grid of

32 x 32 squares. Each movement of the finger that crosses at least one grid

line is mapped to characters, one for each crossed grid line. The charac-

ters indicate the direction of the crossings. For example, if the movement

crosses one vertical grid line towards right and then one horizontal grid

line in the downward direction, the string will be “RD” (see figure 3.11).

The substrings from the recorded movement events are concatenated to

represent the entire drawing. The strings from the two devices are then

compared using a string distance metric that gives weight 1 to each dele-

tion or insertion (and 2 to substitution) of a character that is required to

convert one of the strings to the other.

As seen from figure 3.12a, our results with drawings from six different

users show that the LURD string distance metric satisfactorily separates

the synchronized drawings from pairs of unrelated drawings. Moreover,

it automatically synchronizes the two drawings by inserting characters
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to the beginning of the one that starts later. There are simple and effi-

cient algorithms for computing string distances [221], and these proved

to work well on the mobile devices. We found that the LURD string met-

ric is particularly reliable to implement because the strings only depend

on the movement path and not on the timing of the movements. The

time data on the movement events received from the device touchscreen

Application Program Interface (API) is not necessarily accurate enough

for millisecond-level correlation. We also experimented with the LURD

metric on different types of touch sensitive devices. It is evident from

figure 3.12b that the LURD metric accurately distinguishes synchronized

drawings from unrelated drawings on many types of touch surfaces.
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drawings
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(b)
Figure 3.12. LURD distance metric performance a Variation with different users and b

Variation with different devices

We implemented a prototype of our device pairing protocol on Android

smart phones, a tablet device, and a laptop with a touch pad. Our pair-

ing protocol could also be used to pair other similar devices such as large
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touch screen tables (e.g. Microsoft Pixelsense8) and even Bluetooth en-

abled stylus pens (e.g. YuFu UltraFine Stylus9).

The security of the pairing protocol also requires that the user drawings

have sufficient entropy to prevent a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack.

Although it is difficult to measure the entropy of the drawings, we are for-

tunately using the fuzzy secret only for authenticating the key exchange.

This means that u bits of uncertainty reduces an active attacker’s guess-

ing probability to 2−u. Therefore, uncertainty of 20 to 30 bits is typically

sufficient for unsuccessful active attacks to be detected before the attacker

is successful. It is easy to believe that a typical pair of synchronized draw-

ings would have this much shared secret information. Nonetheless, we

employ two rudimentary criteria to detect particularly bad inputs: (1) the

minimum drawing length is set to 4 seconds, and (2) the minimum num-

ber of direction changes in the LURD string is set to 90. These minimum

values can be adjusted later based on more detailed analysis of the en-

tropy of the typical inputs. The ent [210] entropy test tool gave an upper

bound of 102 bits/second for a drawing with extended length when en-

coded as a LURD string, but such results should be treated skeptically in

security-critical applications.

Based on the feedback we received, we later developed a more generic

and accurate version of the LURD string metric. In Publication VI, we de-

velop the angle string metric. Instead of encoding the drawings as fixed-

length movements in only four possible directions, the angle string metric

allows encoding of more directions. For example, we use the angle string

metric to encode 16 possible directions. The direction of the drawings is

determined at intervals, and the direction that most closely follows the

user drawing is selected. Thus, the drawing is encoded as a string with

an alphabet of 16 symbols (instead of the four in LURD). We found that

there is an optimum fixed step or interval length that best captures the

similarities and differences of the two user drawings. Both too short and

too long steps make the metric less accurate. In Publication VI, we also

compared various comparison metrics with each other. The results con-

firmed our early observation that the LURD metric performs surprisingly

well. Since the angle metric is a generalization of LURD, it is naturally

more accurate, but not so much that it would justify the higher computa-

tional cost.
8http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/default.aspx
9http://hex3.co/products/yufu
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Traditional threats such as shoulder surfing and spy cameras are im-

portant to consider for this pairing protocol. If the attacker is able to ob-

serve and copy the drawing in real time, then a man-in-the-middle attack

will obviously be possible. We tried such attacks and, in ideal circum-

stances, it is indeed possible to follow another person’s slow-moving hand

accurately enough to confuse the distance metrics. The same problem of

spying applies to other manual input methods used for secret input and,

more generally, to most types of user input, environmental input, and

location-limited channels. To make the spying of the drawings slightly

more difficult, we implemented the drawing display as a fading trail. The

drawings have an advantage compared to more traditional key-based in-

put methods, such as passwords and pin codes, in that the continuous

movement of the finger on an unmarked surface may be more difficult to

observe and reproduce in real time from low-quality video than the dis-

crete key presses on clearly labeled keys.

Another potential way to increase the difficulty of spying would be to

ignore the broad movements of the finger and use only the high-frequency

component of the user input. We were, however, unable to get any useful

results after such filtering. This may be explained by the limitations of

the touch-screen APIs provided by the operating systems. Further exper-

iments with a more accurate input device would be needed to determine

if the high-pass filtering can be made to work.

The contribution of the research work done in Publication V and Publi-

cation VI is three-fold. Firstly, we document a new human source of fuzzy

secret: synchronized drawing with two fingers of the same hand. Sec-

ondly, we design a commitment-based secure device pairing protocol that

can use fuzzy secrets as one piece of data rather than requiring them to

be partitioned into time intervals, which makes the protocol more robust

against variations in input entropy. Thirdly, we develop novel metrics for

comparing user drawings. Secure device pairing is a perennial problem

especially since the current and future state-of-the-art devices vary sig-

nificantly in their computational capabilities and the user interface avail-

able. We believe that these research contributions may prove to be useful

for others in the research community. For example, we found that Ahmed

et al. [31] have developed a metric for comparing user gestures that is sim-

ilar to our LURD and angle string metric. Similarly, Sherman et al. [186]

are investigating if user drawn free-form drawings can replace passwords

for authentication.
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I came; I saw; I conquered

Julius Caesar

At the beginning of this dissertation we briefly defined the terms ubiq-

uitous computing and Internet of Things (IoT). During the past few years

we have witnessed the emergence of several new terms that essentially

refer to the same phenomena. These include Industrial Internet of Things

(IIoT) [24], Industrial Internet [81], Internet of Everything (IoE) [55] and

Cyber-Physical System (CPS) [43]. At the same time, many enterprises

have made bold claims about the positive societal impact and financial

savings that ubiquitous computing can offer. As an example, Intel claims

that IoT combined with data analytics would save the global manufactur-

ing sector approximately 100 million US Dollars (USD) in expenditure

by 2017 [25]. Similarly, a Goldman Sachs report [22] claims that IoT

technologies can result in savings of 300 billion USD for the American

healthcare system. While all this extensive coverage and hype has given

hope to some, it has also left some early adopters disillusioned about the

real value of ubiquitous computing. This is very well illustrated with the

statement made by the deputy mayor of Barcelona at the Smart City Expo

in 2013:

“I am fed up with the streets full of devices. It is a waste of time, a waste

of money, and doesn’t deliver anything; it is just for the sake of selling

something to the press and it does not work.” [203]

The current hyperbole about IoT is primarily driven by enterprises who

by their very nature are overzealous and try to capture the entire market

with generic solutions and bold statements. This is also reflected by the

number of IoT platforms that are currently available. Platforms such as
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the Amazon IoT platform1, the Elisa IoT platform2, and the GIoTTO3 plat-

form developed jointly by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and Google

all aim to provide similar services.

Nevertheless, the deployment numbers for smart devices that address

specific challenges currently faced by users and enterprises is increas-

ing. The growing installation base of the Nest thermostat 4 and Internet-

connected cameras for remote monitoring [1,18] clearly indicates that de-

ployment of smart objects will happen as long as a particular user or en-

terprise need is addressed appropriately and the benefits are tangible. For

this reason, we decided early on in the dissertation-project that instead of

developing a generic security architecture, our research work aims to de-

sign solutions to address specific security challenges. In the collection of

articles that are part of this dissertation, we have experimented with a

diverse set of security solutions for ubiquitous computing.

We began by highlighting that since a wide variety of actors are involved

in the manufacture, installation and actual use of smart objects, it is crit-

ical to consider the entire lifecycle of a smart object when designing any

security solution. It is disconcerting to see that many ubiquitous comput-

ing devices are already being deployed for long term use with woefully lit-

tle or no security. Take for example the vulnerabilities found by Tekeoğlu

and Tosun [197] in off-the-shelf cloud-connected IP cameras. The severity

of such security vulnerabilities is also illustrated by the Shodan search

engine5 that provides access to a repository of video streams from com-

promised IP cameras [60]. In many instances, these devices are easily

compromised because they provide access to the management interface

with well-known or easy-to-guess username and password combinations.

The username and password combination is typically embedded into the

device at the time of its manufacture. This reflects how a security flaw in-

troduced during the manufacturing phase can result in insecurities dur-

ing the operational lifetime of the device. As noted by Schneier [177], the

problem is aggravated and sometimes impossible to rectify because many

vulnerable ubiquitous computing devices have no provisions to receive

and install security updates or patches.

1https://aws.amazon.com/iot/how-it-works/
2https://oma.elisa.fi/yrityksille/info/tuotteet-ja-palvelut/tuotteet/
elisa-iot/in-english
3http://www.cmu.edu/news/stories/archives/2015/july/google-internet-of
-things.html
4https://nest.com/thermostat/meet-nest-thermostat/
5https://www.shodan.io/
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With this knowledge about the importance of security during the entire

smart object lifecycle, we first investigated the security issues for smart

objects that sleep for long durations in their operational phase to save

energy. From the outset, we decided to use public-key cryptography be-

cause of its flexibility over symmetric key cryptography. Our performance

evaluation confirmed that software implementation of public-key cryptog-

raphy on resource-constrained devices is not only possible but can also be

efficient. Thereafter we designed and implemented our secure commu-

nication model that relied on the concept of Mirror Proxy [208] to cache

signed updates sent from the sleepy smart objects. This delegation mech-

anism allowed the smart objects to behave as clients of the proxy rather

than as servers that respond to client requests directly. The smart objects

no longer had to stay online for serving requests and were therefore able

to save energy by sleeping for long durations in their operational phase.

Next, we explored how resource-constrained smart devices can securely

authenticate to and subsequently communicate with various Internet

based services without the need of any human interaction. We realized

that this can be achieved for devices that already rely on credentials

stored securely on a Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC) for net-

work access authentication. Such smart devices can utilize the existing

standard Generic Bootstrapping Architecture defined by the 3rd Genera-

tion Partnership Project. We provide important guidelines for efficiently

realizing a software implementation of GBA on resource-constrained de-

vices without requiring any changes to the existing standards. Based on

these guidelines, we implemented GBA on an Arduino board and ana-

lyzed its performance in terms of resource utilization. Our experimental

results showed that a resource-constrained device is able to securely au-

thenticate with an application server in acceptable time, while consuming

only minimal amounts of RAM and flash memory.

UICC credentials provided an elegant method for network access au-

thentication as well as subsequent authentication to applications. How-

ever, many indoor deployments of ubiquitous devices rely on Wi-Fi [15] for

connectivity and do not have access to secure credentials on a UICC. We

looked at one such class of ubiquitous computing devices: electronic wire-

less displays. We found that deploying such ubiquitous displays can be

cumbersome since they need to be correctly configured and authorized to

access both the Internet and the necessary services, despite the fact that

they often have minimal input capabilities. Therefore, we developed a so-
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lution to allow easy and secure configuration of such ubiquitous displays.

In our solution, the displays show a QR code which, when scanned by the

user with a camera phone, allows automatic configuration of the wireless

network along with the content to be shown. We relied on existing tech-

nologies and standard protocols, including Remote Authentication Dial-

In User Service (RADIUS) [66] and Extensible Authentication Protocol

(EAP) [30], without requiring new software to be installed on the phone

or changes to the network infrastructure. We additionally conducted a

preliminary user study to evaluate the usability of our new bootstrap-

ping solution. Based on the secure keys established by this bootstrapping

mechanism, we also built a prototype for a scalable cloud-based remote-

management system for such electronic displays.

As the last research problem, we examined how users can perform se-

cure pairing of personal computing devices that have no a priori informa-

tion about each other. We developed a natural pairing mechanism that

requires the user to synchronously draw the same figure on the two touch

sensitive devices using two fingers of the same hand. To make use of the

fuzzy shared secret, we designed a secure key-establishment protocol that

could work with the synchronous user drawings. We explored potential

metrics for comparing the user drawings and demonstrated that string

edit distance metrics are suitable for the task. A prototype of this secure

pairing mechanism was implemented on Android smart phones, a tablet

device, and for laptops with a touch pad. Finally, we verified the security

of the key establishment with ProVerif [51] to avoid any crude mistakes.

Our experiments indicate that, together with the commitment-based pro-

tocol, synchronized drawing could provide a new natural way of pairing

devices securely.

It may not be immediately discernible as to why this particular set of

security problems was chosen for our research. The choice was governed

by many factors. Firstly, the work was driven to a certain extent by our

standardization goals. For example, we wanted to demonstrate to the

IETF community that asymmetric cryptography was easy to implement

on resource-constrained devices. Secondly, as a personal goal, we wanted

to experiment with a diverse set of protocols and research methodologies.

As a consequence, we not only became well-versed with different network

protocols and technologies, but we also learned about different research

methodologies such as formal modeling to analyze the security of network

protocols and user studies to evaluate usability. Thirdly, as with any re-
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search, we stumbled upon some of the ideas and problems during informal

coffee room discussions.

One may also wonder as to why we chose to develop new security solu-

tions instead of improving the state of security existing products by find-

ing and disclosing vulnerabilities. This is explained as follows. While dis-

cussing the issues with computer security education, Aura [39] notes that

security researchers can often be “antiproductive”. The author mentions

that while security experts correctly draw attention to the security vul-

nerabilities and bugs, they often do not help to solve them. This practice

is typically learned at the university, where there isn’t always sufficient

incentive to build functioning systems, and where the number of publi-

cations is an important performance metric. Aura concludes that often

security researchers choose the much easier path of enumerating flaws

in other systems than building their own or fixing some of the persistent

security problems. Therefore, in this dissertation, rather than finding the

abundant vulnerabilities in existing off-the-shelf smart devices, we devel-

oped new secure deployment and communication models for ubiquitous

computing devices.

The research work for this dissertation was completed with university

researchers while working in the industry. Cooperation with the univer-

sity not only provided us with an open learning environment where we

could share and improve our research ideas, it also gave us access to the

infrastructure needed for completing the user studies. The industrial set-

ting encouraged us to spend a considerable amount of time and effort to

investigate the commercial feasibility of the research results with initial

prototypes and trials. The author of this dissertation was the primary con-

tributor for building the first proof-of-concept prototype in all the publica-

tions that are part of this dissertation. The prototypes were also demon-

strated at various internal and external fora, including the annual Mobile

World Congress event held in Barcelona. As mentioned in chapter 3, our

work has already resulted in the initial field trials of GBA for authen-

tication of smart objects deployed at four vineyards in Germany’s Mosel

Valley. We also presented our research work to standards bodies such as

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). This was not only done to

receive initial feedback, but to gradually also work towards the standard-

ization of the developed security solutions. Standardization is necessary

to ensure large-scale inter-operable deployments. Furthermore, some ad-

ditional related research work done by the author of this dissertation was
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considered business critical and was therefore protected as intellectual

property.

As future work, we plan to steadily pursue the real-world deployment of

the developed security solutions. Our goal is to iteratively learn and im-

prove our research results based on peer feedback and observations from

initial trials. We have already discussed our specific future endeavors in

chapter 3. These include for example the standardization of the new EAP

method at the IETF and integrating our monitoring and bootstrapping

protocol as a part of the popular Concerto signage system [196]. As a

concluding remark, we want to convey that security is inherently a race

between an adversary and an honest user or enterprise. We do not think

that with these results we can declare victory or claim that the security

issues for ubiquitous computing have been solved, since there is always

the possibility of a more determined attacker who will find new ways to

circumvent the system security. However, we do believe that in this dis-

sertation we have nudged the state-of-the-art in the right direction by de-

veloping secure deployment and communication models that are simple,

user-friendly, and also energy efficient.
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Publication V

In figure 3b, during the Commitment phase, the equation should be:

Abort if message 3a received at time > tB,0 + ∆1.

In section III, the ∆1 is 200 ms, ∆2 is 500 ms. No ∆3 exists.
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an inter-connected
world where physical devices are seamlessly integrated into
the Internet. The emergence of technologies such as Zigbee,
Bluetooth low energy, and embedded sensors has transformed
simple physical devices into smart objects that can understand
and react to their environment. Such smart objects form the
building blocks for the Internet of Things.

Although the need for security is widely accepted, there is
no clear consensus on how IP-based Internet security protocols
can be applied to resource-constrained smart object networks.
In this paper, we develop a new secure and energy-efficient
communication model for the Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP), a light-weight communication protocol designed for
smart object networks. This architecture and the communication
model ensures data integrity and authenticity over a multi-hop
network topology. It provides a mirroring mechanism that uses a
proxy to serve data on behalf of sleeping smart objects, thereby
allowing them to act as always-online web servers. A working
prototype implementation of the architecture is also developed.

The security features in the architecture presented in this
paper are based on using strong public-key cryptography. Con-
trary to popular belief, our performance evaluation shows that
asymmetric public-key cryptography can be implemented on
small 8-bit microcontrollers without modifying the underlying
cryptographic algorithms using public libraries.
Index Terms—IoT, smart objects, security, CoAP, asymmetric
cryptography, integrity, authenticity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term Internet of Things (IoT) was first coined by the
MIT Auto-ID center [1] which had envisioned a world where
every physical object is tagged with an RFID tag having a
globally unique identifier. This would allow for tracking of
objects in real-time and querying of data about them over the
Internet. However, since then, the meaning of the Internet of
Things has expanded and now encompasses a wide variety
of technologies, objects and protocols. With the progress
made in near field communication and sensor technology, the
physical objects no longer act as unresponsive nodes but rather
understand and react to the environment they reside in. Such
objects, referred to as smart objects, form the building blocks
of the Internet of Things.

Security is an important consideration in all modern com-
munication systems. Since a wide variety of actors are in-
volved in the manufacturing, installation and actual use of
smart objects, the security challenges associated with a net-
work of such objects is more perplexing than the Internet.

Smart objects need to be protected against a wide variety
of attacks during their lifecycle. For example, during the
provisioning phase, an adversary may be able eavesdrop and
obtain keying materials, security parameters, or initial settings
if they are exchanged in the clear over a wireless medium. It
can be non-trivial to perform device authentication since smart
objects usually do not have a priori knowledge of each other
and cannot always differentiate malicious network nodes from
innocent neighbors via completely automated mechanisms.

Another factor that plays an important role while designing
security solutions for smart objects is the resource-constrained
nature of these devices. The devices not only have a small
amount of memory and computational power but also a
minimalistic energy supply available to them. Therefore, in
many circumstances, the devices need to sleep for long periods
in order to save energy and can wake up only for short periods
to report sensor data. Such smart objects cannot afford to
stay online for long durations to be polled data or support
computationally intensive security protocols. We believe that
extremely resource-constrained “sleepy” smart objects would
form a large part of the deployment space and need appropriate
treatment in terms of security and delegation mechanisms. Our
work has the following contributions:

• Designing a standards-compliant security architecture for
smart objects with an energy-efficient communication
model.

• Developing a prototype based on the new architecture.
• Implementing and evaluating the performance of asym-

metric public-key cryptography on 8-bit architectures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we present our work on public-key cryptography on smart
objects. The background information required to understand
our proposed architecture is provided in section III. The
entire architecture and its functioning is elucidated in section
IV. In section V, we describe the proof-of-concept prototype
developed for this architecture. Finally, section VI provides a
summary of the paper and examines the potential future work
in this area.

II. ASYMMETRIC CRYPTOGRAPHY IN IOT
There are several proposals that attempt to secure smart

object networks with non-public symmetric-key based au-
thentication and key distribution mechanisms [2], [3], [4].
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The underlying assumption being that public-key cryptography
is too resource intensive for implementation on constrained
devices. In symmetric-key based approaches, if an individual
key is used for every node in a network of n nodes, then
each node is required to store n − 1 keys. Although this
provides strong resilience against individual node compromise,
it also leads to scalability issues making it undesirable for large
networks. Conversely, when a single symmetric key is used
for all the nodes in the network, the memory requirement for
each node is reduced, but the resilience of the network also
decreases.

In response to these problems, many probabilistic key
distribution schemes for symmetric-key algorithms have been
proposed [5], [6]. These schemes either need a pre-distribution
of keys with complex configuration during provisioning, or
large amount of network traffic that results in higher energy
consumption. In general, symmetric-key schemes do not offer
the flexibility of not having pre-shared keys that is provided
with public-key asymmetric cryptography. Moreover, there are
several studies that contradict the aforementioned assumption
of feasibility of public-key cryptography on smart objects.
We discuss some of the previous work related to public-key
cryptography on smart objects in the next sub-section.

A. Previous Experiments with Asymmetric Cryptography
Gura et al. [7] carry out a performance comparison of RSA

and ECC based public-key cryptographic schemes on 8-bit
microcontrollers. They include several well known mathemati-
cal optimizations for improving the performance. The modular
multiplication algorithm for RSA and ECC used a hybrid ap-
proach comprising of row-wise and column-wise schoolbook
multiplication to increase the performance efficiency while
keeping the SRAM consumption small. The authors were able
to achieve 1024-bit RSA private key operation with exponent
e = 216 + 1 in 0.43 seconds and 160-bit elliptic curve point
multiplication in 0.81 seconds on an 8-bit microcontroller with
a clock speed of 8 MHz.

Blaß and Zitterbart [8] implement elliptic curve public-
key cryptography on an 8-bit ATmega128 microcontroller. By
using several optimizations they were able to achieve ECDSA
based signature generation in 6.88 seconds. Besides the rel-
atively slow performance, it is demonstrated that the 112-bit
ECDLP can be solved in 3.5 months using 200 PlayStation 3
game consoles [9], making 113-bit elliptic curves vulnerable
to attacks as well. In general, it is suggested that applications
use 128-bit curves or higher to ensure sufficient security.

The work done by Uhsadel et al. [10] accomplishes a
standards-compliant 160-bit secp160r1 curve based signature
generation operation in 2881 cycles (0.39 seconds) on an 8-bit
8 MHz microcontroller. This is faster than the work done by
Gura et al. [7] discussed earlier. The authors claim that the
work provides the fastest known implementation of 160-bit
elliptic curve point multiplication (in 2007).

Toheed and Razi [11] evaluate the feasibility of asymmetric
public-key cryptography on the Contiki Operating System1.

1The Contiki OS, http://www.contiki-os.org/

Their thesis provides a comprehensive performance compari-
son of two libraries, namely Libtomcrypt [12] and Relic [13]
on the MSP430F1612 microcontroller [14] and on the COOJA
simulator [15]. The authors evaluate ECC based signature
generation and verification performance in terms of execution
time, SRAM/ROM usage and energy consumption.

Gupta et al. [16] not only perform public-key cryptography
on 8-bit platforms but also implement an entire web stack
with a fully functional Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [17] suite
based on ECC. The implementation discussed can perform an
entire SSL handshake on 8-bit 8 MHz microcontroller with
4 kB of SRAM in one second and can communicate 1 kB
of application data over SSL in 0.4 seconds. This allows the
sensors to be monitored and controlled remotely over the web
without compromising on end-to-end security. The authors
claim that the implementation provides the world’s smallest
secure web server (in 2005).

There have been several other works that have measured the
energy efficiency of asymmetric cryptography on small plat-
forms [18], [19]. With all the works presented thus far, there
is a strong argument against the assumption that public-key
cryptography is too resource intensive for execution on small
platforms without changing the underlying cryptographic algo-
rithms. However, most of the research work that was presented,
did not have code in the public domain. Therefore, we set out
to find code that is easily available online for use on 8-bit
platforms and evaluate its performance.

B. Available Cryptographic Libraries

We provide a brief description of the libraries we found were
suitable for such platforms and that were publicly available:

• AvrCryptolib [20]: Provides a variety of symmetric-key
algorithms such as DES, Triple DES, AES, and RSA
as an asymmetric public-key algorithm. The library only
performs modular exponentiation and does not provide
standardized padding such as PKCS #1 version 1.5 [21].
Parts of RSA algorithm were written in AVR 8-bit assem-
bly language to reduce the execution time. The library
also provides an option to store the keys in flash and
access them directly from there, thus, saving the amount
of SRAM consumed.

• Relic [13]: Written entirely in C, it provides a highly
flexible and customizable implementation of a large va-
riety of cryptographic algorithms. This not only includes
RSA and ECC, but also pairing based asymmetric cryp-
tography. Relic provides an option to build and include
only the desired components for the required platform.
While building the library, it is possible to select a variety
of mathematical optimizations that can be combined to
obtain the desired performance. Relic can be customized
to use different bit-length words thus making it easy to
compile for different architectures.

• TinyECC [22]: Designed for using elliptic curve cryp-
tography on smart objects. It is written in the nesC
programming language and is designed for specific use on
TinyOS. However, the library can be ported to standard
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TABLE I
RSA PRIVATE-KEY MODULAR EXPONENTIATION PERFORMANCE WITH AVRCYRPTOLIB

RSA Key
Length (bits)

Execution Time (ms):
Keys in SRAM

Memory footprint
(bytes): Keys in SRAM

Execution Time (ms):
Keys in ROM

Memory footprint
(bytes): Keys in ROM

64 64 40 69 32
128 434 80 460 64
256 3516 80 3818 64
512 25,076 320 27,348 256
1,024 199,688 640 218,367 512
2,048 1,587,567 1,280 1,740,258 1,024

C99 by rewriting parts of the code. This allows for the
library to be used on platforms that do not have TinyOS
running on them. The library includes a wide variety of
mathematical optimizations such as sliding window and
Barrett reduction. While TinyECC only performs curves
over prime fields, Relic performs curves over prime as
well as binary fields.

• Wiselib [23]: Wiselib is a generic library written for
sensor networks containing a wide variety of algorithms.
It includes algorithms for routing, cryptography, localiza-
tion, topology management. The library was designed to
easily interface it with operating systems such as iSense.
However, since the library is written entirely in C++
with a template based model similar to Boost/CGAL, it
can be used on any platform directly without using any
of the operating system interfaces provided. Similar to
TinyECC, it implements curves over prime fields only.
Wiselib does not implement many of the well known
theoretical performance enhancement features.

C. Performance Analysis

For experimenting with public-key cryptography on
resource-constrained platforms, we chose Arduino Uno
board2. Arduino Uno has an ATmega328P (an 8-bit micro-
controller with a clock rate of 16 MHz), 2 kB of SRAM,
and 32 kB of flash memory. We specifically chose an 8-bit
platform to demonstrate that our security architecture can be
implemented even on very constrained platforms.

We have summarized the initial results of raw RSA private-
key modular exponentiation performance using AvrCryptolib
in Table I. The keys were generated separately with the
value of public exponent as 3 and were hard coded into
the program. The performance was faster for smaller key
lengths as was expected. With longer keys the execution time
increased exponentially. We performed two different sets of
experiments for each key length. In the first case, the keys
were loaded into the SRAM from the flash memeory before
they were used by any of the functions. In the second case,
the keys were addressed and used directly from the flash
memory. As was expected, the second case used less SRAM
but led to slightly longer execution time. The SRAM values
indicate RSA processing only and do not reflect the SRAM
consumption of the entire program. The execution times were
calculated as mean of five consecutive experiments.

2Arduino Uno, http://arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno

It is worth noting that the implementation performs basic
modular exponentiation without mathematical optimizations
used by Gura et al. [7]. With more SRAM, we believe that
1024/2048-bit RSA operations can be performed in much less
time as has been shown elsewhere.

In Figure 1 we present the results from the performance
comparison of ECDSA signature generation for all the libraries
surveyed. Although we tested the libraries with various differ-
ent curve parameters providing different levels of security, we
only present the performance of curves with 80-bit symmetric-
key equivalent security. The libraries were tested with National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and Standards
for Efficient Cryptography Group (SECG) standardized curve
parameters provided in the libraries. All the libraries provide
a SHA-1 hash algorithm, which was used in our performance
analysis. While performing experiments on the Relic library,
we were unable to use the Arduino Uno board because
of memory constraints. However, since the library looked
promising from previous experiments [11] we chose to test
it on Arduino Mega3 which has similar microcontroller as the
Uno but has more SRAM (8 kB) and ROM (128 kB).

In order to measure the SRAM consumption for each of
the curves we used the Avrora simulator [24]. Since all the
libraries and our code use only stack based allocation, the stack
trace produced by the simulator gives an accurate value for
the memory footprint. The execution times were calculated on
Arduino boards using the on-board ATmega internal oscillator
which provides an accuracy of four microseconds. We use the
rand() function provided in the Arduino library for creating
random numbers. We performed all the experiments with a
common seed (300) to the pseudo-random number generator
so that the results are reproducible.

While Wiselib used the least amount of SRAM among all
the libraries, its execution times for signature generation were
the highest. In comparison, TinyECC was able to perform
signature generation for the same curve parameters in times
ranging from 2.2 to 2.5 seconds with 50 bytes of extra SRAM.
TinyECC provides several optimizations which include Barrett
reduction [25], hybrid multiplication and squaring [7], curve
specific optimizations [7], projective coordinate system [26],
sliding window for scalar multiplication [26], and Shamir
trick [26]. We however only use the projective coordinate
system, sliding window optimization for scalar multiplication
and SECG curve specific optimizations for our experiments.

3Arduino Mega, http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardMega
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Performance Comparison of ECC
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Fig. 1. ECC Performance

While we did not include Shamir trick as it helps only during
verification, hybrid multiplication and squaring could not be
ported to Arduino Uno as they were coded in incompatible
assembly. Liu and Ning [22] demonstrate that Barrett reduction
is only efficient when used with hybrid multiplication. Since
we could not port hybrid multiplication, we also chose to
exclude Barrett reduction from our code. Finally, we used
assembly code only for simultaneous multiplication with ad-
dition and simultaneous multiplication with subtraction which
were compatible with Arduino platforms.

Both the libraries implemented three different SECG curves
over prime fields (secp160k1, secp160r1 and secp160r2 de-
picted as 160k1, 160r1 and 160r2 respectively) and their
execution times and SRAM consumption are depicted in Fig-
ure 1. We experimented TinyECC with and without assembly
optimizations. It was interesting to observe here that the
assembly version consumed the same amount of SRAM but
saved about 1.5 seconds of execution time for each of the three
curves tested. It is evident that using assembly optimizations
for the target platform can result in improved performance.

For Relic we tested curves with equivalent security over
binary fields only. Though Relic implements curves over
prime fields as well, previous work [27], [28] shows that
binary fields are more suited for Atmel platforms used on
Arduino boards. We tested two different configurations of the
library for curves over binary fields: one which resulted in the
least execution time and another which consumed the least
amount of memory4. We tested two standard NIST curves
over binary fields (NIST-K163 and NIST-B163 shown as k163
and b163 respectively). While experimenting with Koblitz
curves, we tested a special case where the binary arithmetic
was implemented in assembly (shown as k163-asm). As was
expected, the assembly versions performed significantly faster

4Relic-Configurations, https://github.com/ms88/relic-configurations

than the non-assembly versions.
We intentionally did not focus any of the experiments

towards the flash memory consumption of the libraries as it is
available at low cost and is generally not the limiting factor
on constrained devices. However, as a rough estimate Wiselib
consumed about 17 kB of ROM, TinyECC consumed about
20 kB of ROM, while relic consumed 27-40 kB of ROM
depending on the configuration. The TinyECC values differ
from those in [22] as we no longer use the original nesC code
and re-wrote the library in standard C99.

From these results it is clear that software implementation of
public-key cryptography on smart objects is not only possible,
but can be efficient with publicly available code. There is
scope further performance enhancement and we believe, with
increase in computational power and cost reduction, it will
be even more trivial to achieve basic public-key cryptography
on such devices. We did not measure signature verification
times since our architecture described later, does not require
verification on such devices.

III. DESIGN

In order to understand the proposed security architecture,
we first introduce a few basic concepts:

• CoAP: Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [29]
is a RESTful application layer protocol designed for
resource constrained devices in M2M and smart object
networks. It is currently being developed by the Con-
strained RESTful Environments (CoRE) working group
at the Internet Engineering Task force (IETF). CoAP
provides a request/response interaction model similar to
HTTP while keeping in mind the specific requirements
of constrained device networks, such as support for
multicasting, asynchronous messaging and low packet
parsing overhead. CoAP uses a short fixed sized header
and compact options along with a small payload. It
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runs on top of the unreliable User Datagram Transport
(UDP) protocol with optional reliability. Using a binary
base header, it supports two message types, request
and response. A request can be a confirmable or non-
confirmable depending on whether an acknowledgement
is required from the recipient. A CoAP request consists
of the Request Method for the resource being requested,
an identifier, a payload and an Internet media type (if
any) with optional meta-data about the request. The
basic Request Methods supported in CoAP are GET,
POST, PUT and DELETE. These methods can easily be
mapped to HTTP and have the same safe (retrieval only)
and idempotent (multiple invocations have same result)
properties as HTTP. A CoAP response is identified by
the Response Code in the CoAP header and is similar to
the Status Code field of the HTTP header. It indicates the
result of an attempt to execute the received request.

• Link Format: M2M and smart object networks are en-
visoined to work without human interaction. In such a
scenario, discovery of resources hosted by a constrained
server/smart object is important. Similar to Web Dis-
covery and Web Linking [30] defined for HTTP, the
CoRE working group is developing an equivalent CoRE
discovery and CoRE link format [31] for constrained
devices to support resource discovery and web linking.
The resource discovery mechanism provides a set of
Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) or links that rep-
resent the resources hosted on the constrained server
along with any additional attributes and link relations
between the resources. The link format is carried as
payload data and is assigned its own internet media type
“application/link-format”. A well known URI “/.well-
known/core” is defined as the default entry point for
requesting a list of resources hosted by the constrained
server.

• Resource Directory: In many M2M networks, smart ob-
jects are often dispersed and have intermittent reach-
ability either because of network outages or because
they sleep during their operation cycle to save energy.
In such scenarios, direct discovery of resources hosted
on the constrained server might not be possible. To
overcome this barrier, the idea of a Resource Directory
(RD) [32] is being developed. A Resource Directory is
an entity that hosts the descriptions of resources which
are located on other dispersed constrained nodes. End
Points (EPs) or constrained servers proactively discover,
register and maintain their resources with the RD. The RD
provides interfaces for registering, updating and removing
resources to the EPs. It is also possible for the RD to
proactively discover resources from the EPs and add or
validate these entries.

• Mirror Proxy: A Mirror Proxy (MP) [33] is an entity
that allows sleeping nodes to participate in RESTful
architecture despite the fact that they do not behave as
traditional web servers and sleep for long periods during
their operation cycle. The MP is responsible for caching

and serving data on behalf of sleeping constrained devices
also referred to as Sleeping End Points (SEPs). The
Mirror Proxy is designed such that it would host the
resources of other SEP in its own resource tree on their
behalf. The MP is supposed to update its /.well-know/core
resource to add the resources of the registered SEP. The
MP also registers the resources of the SEP as separate
resources in the RD.

• JSON Web Singatures and Web Key: JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation (JSON) Web Signatures (JWS) [34] is a
representational format that uses JSON data structures
for depicting content that has been secured with Hash
based Message Authentication codes (HMACs) or digital
signature schemes such as ECDSA. The representation
format is independant of the content and can be used
with any arbitrary data. A JWS representation consists of
three parts: the JWS header, the JWS payload, and the
JWS signature. The JWS header describes the HMAC
or signature algorithm used. The payload consists of
the content that needs to be secured and the signature
is obtained by applying the cryptographic or HMAC
algorithm over the header and payload. Similar to JWS,
JSON Web Key (JWK) [35] is used to represent and
communicate public keys as JSON objects. The JWK
representation of a public key consists of JSON-object
members that describe the public key such as the asym-
metric cryptographic algorithm used.

IV. SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

While designing the architecture, one of the primary goals
at the outset was to ensure that smart objects can sleep for
long durations during the operational phase to save energy.
However we did not want this requirement to be a hindrance
for a client that wishes to obtain the most recent data update
sent from the smart object. Thus our intention was to satisfy
two contradicting goals where smart objects can serve updates
to requesting clients at any time despite the fact that they sleep
for long durations during their operational phase. In order to
achieve these contradicting goals, we use Mirror Proxies [33]
in our architecture to delegate the task of serving data from
smart objects to proxies as shown in Figure 2.

A Mirror Proxy is assumed to have sufficient computational
power and energy supply to remain online and serve data
collected from several SEPs or sleeping smart objects. The
SEPs no longer operate as servers that serve to client requests
for data and rather act as clients of the MP themselves.
The SEPs register their resources with the MP. When the
MP receives a registration request, it adds the resources of
the SEPs into its own resource tree as sub-resources and
updates its /.well-known/core resource to reflect the additional
resources. Once the registration is successfully acknowledged
by the MP, the SEPs can sleep and wake-up at pre-determined
intervals to update the cached content that is continuously
served by the MP. The communication network between the
SEPs and the MP runs on CoAP over UDP.
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Fig. 2. Architecture

While SEPs can update the cached content with either
Confirmable or Non-Confirmable CoAP messages, it may
be desirable to use Non-Confirmable messages in certain
scenarios to allow the SEPs to sleep without waiting for ac-
knowledgements. This might be desirable when, for example,
the transmission medium is relatively reliable or when the MP
is interested in the mean or average value from a number of
reporting SEPs and an occasional loss of updates is tolerable.

In order ensure security, our architecture requires each
constrained device to have a public-private key pair. The
architecture is independent of the public-key algorithm chosen.
However, our results in Section II-C and results from previous
work [7] suggest that ECC is not only more efficient than RSA
but also results in smaller signatures, thereby reducing the net-
work traffic. The key pair can be pre-generated and configured
into the constrained device at the time of manufacture or can
be created on the fly during the operational phase.

As seen in Figure 2, when a smart object sends a registration
request to the MP, it also adds its public key to the registration
message. The MP is responsible for storing the public key of
each of the SEP that it serves. The SEPs wake-up at pre-
determined intervals and use the corresponding private key
to sign all subsequent updates sent to the MP. The public
keys and the signed content are sent in the standard JSON-
based JWK [35] and JWS [34] formats respectively. This
system essentially provides a SSH-like leap of faith where,
after an uncompromised initial connection, the data integrity
and authenticity is ensured. Such a system does not require any
pre-configuration and allows the integrity and authenticity of
updates to be verified by any node in the network at any point
of time even when the SEP is asleep. This allows incremental
deployment, where new SEPs can be added to the network
at any point of time and also allows SEPs and MPs from
different manufacturers to inter-operate. It also enables the
MP to maintain several administrative domains with different
access policies depending on the SEP or the client it is serving.

In some deployments, the network between the SEPs and
the MP can be assumed to be secure and sending messages

in plaintext along with signature is acceptable. However if
required, data confidentiality can be assured if the MP also
owns a public-private key pair and performs a Diffie-Hellman
exchange with the SEPs at the time of registration to establish
a shared secret. This shared secret would then be used to
encrypt and decrypt the signed updates. A Mirror Proxy also
needs to verify the updates sent from SEPs to prevent itself
from caching malicious data. Alternatively, it may also choose
to cache the data only for a limited maximum amount of time
or store only a maximum number of signed data updates to
prevent a compromised SEP from overwhelming it.

When a smart object registers with the MP, the MP registers
the new resources separately in the Resource Directory (RD).
In order to obtain data updates for a resource, a client contacts
the RD to obtain the location of the SEP hosting this resource.
On receiving a request from a client, the RD responds with
the location of the resource requested. Although the location
returned by the RD points to the MP, the client is unaware of
this fact and believes it to be the location of the SEP itself.
Thus, the MP serves data from the SEPs to the clients in a
transparent manner. A client can save the location returned
and bypass requesting the RD when it wants to obtain the
next data update for the resource.

A client first obtains the public key of the SEP (which
resides on the MP) and then retrieves the signed data updates
(transparently cached by the MP). It can now correctly verify
the authenticity and the integrity of data objects signed by the
SEP. This communication between a client and the MP, as
shown in Figure 2, occurs over HTTP or CoAP and should be
protected with SSL [17] or DTLS [36] respectively. Therefore,
this architecture securely communicates data-object integrity
and authenticity end to end from the SEP to the client over a
multi-hop network topology. Using SSL or DTLS ensures that
signed updates are protected from a malicious eavesdroppers
and man-in-the-middle modifications. Since the SEPs sleep
for long durations and are never directly contacted with client
requests for data, they are also inherently protected against
denial-of-sleep attacks [37].

It is also important to ensure message freshness to protect
the architecture against replay attacks. Including sequence
numbers in signed messages can provide an effective method
of replay protection. The MP should verify the sequence
number of each incoming message and accept it only if the
sequence number is greater than the highest previously seen
sequence number. The MP drops any packet with a sequence
number that has already been received or if the received
sequence number is greater than the highest previously seen
sequence number by an amount larger than the preset thresh-
old.

Sequence numbers can wrap-around at their maximum value
and, therefore, it is essential to ensure that sequence numbers
are sufficiently long. However, including long sequence num-
bers in packets can increase the network traffic originating
from the SEP and can thus decrease its energy efficiency. To
overcome the problem of long sequence numbers, we can use
a scheme similar to that of Huang [38], where the sender and
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receiver maintain and sign long sequence numbers of equal
bit-lengths but they transmit only the least significant bits.

Although sequence numbers protect the system from replay
attacks, the MP has no mechanism to determine the time
at which updates were created by the SEP. Moreover, if
sequence numbers are the only freshness indicator used, a
malicious eavesdropper can induce inordinate delays to the
communication of signed updates by buffering messages.
Depending on the hardware used by the SEPs, they may have
access to accurate hardware clocks which can be used to
include timestamps in the signed updates. These timestamps
are included in addition to sequence numbers. The clock time
in the SEPs can be set by the manufacturer or the current time
can be communicated by the MP during the registration phase.
However, these approaches require the SEP to either rely on
the long-term accuracy of the clock set by the manufacturer or
to trust the MP, thereby increasing the potential vulnerability
of the system. The SEPs could obtain the current time from
NTP, but this may consume additional energy and give rise
to security issues discussed by Mills [39]. The SEPs could
also have access to a GSM network or the Global Positioning
System (GPS), and they can be used obtain the current time.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

To verify the feasibility of our architecture we developed a
proof-of-concept prototype. In our prototype, the SEP was im-
plemented using the Arduino Ethernet shield over an Arduino
Mega board as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Arduino SEP

Our implementation uses the standard C99 programming
language on the Arduino Mega board. In this prototype, the
Mirror Proxy (MP) and the Resource Directory (RD) reside
on the same physical host. A 64-bit x86 linux machine serves
as the MP and the RD, while a similar but physically different
64-bit x86 linux machine serves as the client that requests data
from the SEP. We chose the Relic library version 0.3.1 for our
sample prototype as it can be easily compiled for different
bit-length processors. Therefore, we were able to use it on the
8-bit processor of the Arduino Mega, as well as on the 64-bit
processor of the x86 client. We used ECDSA to sign and verify
data updates with the standard NIST-K163 curve parameters
(163-bit Kobltiz curve over binary field). While compiling
Relic for our prototype, we used the fast configuration without
any assembly optimizations.

We used the Ericsson Gateway [40] running on a x86 linux
machine to serve as the MP and the RD. The gateway imple-

ments the CoAP base specification in the Java programming
language and extends it to add support for Mirror Proxy and
Resource Directory REST interfaces. We also developed a
minimalistic CoAP C-library for the Arduino SEP and for
the client requesting data updates for a resource. The library
has small SRAM requirements and uses stack-based allocation
only. It is inter-operable with the Java implementation of CoAP
running on the gateway. The ECDSA signature generation and
signature verification functionality were used with this library.
The location of the MP was pre-configured into the SEP by
hardcoding the IP address. We used an IPv4 network with
public IP addresses obtained from a DHCP server.

Fig. 4. Registering and Caching Updates

In our prototype, the SEP registers with the MP by sending
a Confirmable CoAP POST message as shown in figure 4.
This registration message includes a temperature resource in
the CoRE link format along with the public key of the SEP in
the JWK format. The MP adds this resource as a sub-resource
in its own resource tree and also updates its ./well-known/core
resource. The MP then sends a piggybacked CoAP ACK to the
SEP to confirm the successful registration. The piggybacked
CoAP ACK contains the location that would be used by the
SEP to update the cache. The MP also stores the public key
of the SEP received in the registration message.

Once the ACK from the MP confirming the registration is
received by the SEP, it can go into the energy saving sleep
mode. However, if the registration message or the ACK is
lost, the SEP would re-transmit the registration message. The
MP is responsible for registering the new resources with the
RD and it sends a confirmable CoAP POST message to add
these new resources as shown in Figure 4. In our prototype, we
use hardcoded temperature values in the SenML [41] format
as sample data along with simple sequence numbers to ensure
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freshness. This SenML data is signed with ECDSA algorithm
and sent to the MP in the JWS format with Non-Confirmable
CoAP PUT messages. This allows the SEPs to return to the
sleep mode without having to wait for any acknowledgements.
Although the Non-Confimable CoAP PUTs do not result in
an ACK from the MP, the MP still responds to the requested
operation indicating a success or failure as shown in Figure 4.
The SEP in this case remains in the sleep mode and is unaware
of any packets sent to it. There are no CoAP options currently
available for suppressing such responses.

Fig. 5. Retrieving Data Updates

A client (the x86 linux machine) that wishes to obtain
data updates from the SEP first contacts the RD as shown
in Figure 5. We assume that the location of the RD is known
to the client through DHCP or through pre-configuration. The
client uses a Confirmable CoAP GET message for the /.well-
known/core resource and specifies the resource type parameter
to determine the location of the temperature resource. The
RD responds with a CoAP ACK containing location of the
resource piggybacked in the message. Although this location
points to the MP, the client is not aware of this and believes
it to be the location of the SEP itself (transparent caching).

The client then sends a second CoAP GET message to
the location returned by the RD for the ./well-known/core re-
source. The MP returns a piggybacked CoAP ACK containing
the location where the data is being cached along with the
public key of the SEP from which the updates were received.
The client stores the public key for this SEP and sends a third
CoAP GET message as shown in Figure 5 to obtain the actual
signed content in the JWS format. The client can use the public
key received to verify all subsequent signed data updates. If
the signature verifies correctly, the client can be assured of
the integrity and authenticity of these data updates. We use an
unprotected CoAP communication channel between the client
and the MP. However if required, this communication could
be secured with DTLS or by using HTTP over SSL.

Some important statistics of this prototype are listed in
table II. Our straw man analysis of the performance of this
prototype is preliminary. Our intention was to demonstrate
the feasibility of the entire architecture with public-key cryp-
tography on an 8-bit microcontroller. The stated values can
be improved further by a considerable amount. For example,
the flash memory and SRAM consumption is relatively high
because some of the Arduino libraries were used out-of-the-
box and there are several functions which can be removed.
Similarly we used the fast version of the Relic library in the
prototype instead of the low memory version.

TABLE II
PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE

Flash memory consumption (for the entire prototype
including Relic cryto + CoAP + Arduino UDP, Ethernet
and DHCP Libraries)

51 kB

SRAM consumption (for the entire prototype including
DHCP client + key generation + signing the hash of
message + COAP + UDP + Ethernet)

4678 bytes

Execution time for creating the key pair + sending
registration message + time spent waiting for acknowl-
edgement

2030 ms

Execution time for signing the hash of message + sending
update

987 ms

Signature overhead 42 bytes

To demonstrate the efficacy of this communication model
we compare it with a scenario where the smart objects do
not transition into the energy saving sleep mode and directly
serve temperature data to clients. As an example, we assume
that in our architecture, the smart objects wake up once every
minute to report the signed temperature data to the caching
MP. If we calculate the energy consumption using the formula
W = U ∗I∗t (where U is the operating voltage, I is the current
drawn and t is the execution time), and use the voltage and
current values from the datasheets of the ATmega2560 (20mA-
active mode and 5.4mA-sleep mode) and W5100 (183mA)
chips used in the architecture, then in a one minute period,
the Arduino SEP would consume 60.9 Joules of energy if
it directly serves data and does not sleep. On the other
hand, in our architecture it would only consume 2.6 Joules
if it wakes up once a minute to update the MP with signed
data. Therefore, a typical Li-ion battery that provides about
1800 milliamps per hour (mAh) at 5V would have a lifetime
of 9 hours in the unsecured always-on scenario, whereas
it would have a lifetime of about 8.5 days in the secured
sleepy architecture presented. These lifetimes appear to be low
because the Arduino SEP in the prototype uses Ethernet which
is not energy efficient. The values presented only provide an
estimate (ignoring the energy required to transition in and out
of the sleep mode) and would vary depending on the hardware
and MAC protocol used. Nonetheless, it is evident that our
architecture can increase the life of smart objects by allowing
them to sleep and can ensure security at the same time.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we demonstrate how public-key cryptography
can be implemented in software on small resource constrained
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devices with publicly available cryptographic libraries. Al-
though performing a key exchange followed by the use of sym-
metric keys would be desirable in some cases, such a model
works well only for DTLS and other transport layer solutions
and works less well for data object security, particularly when
the number of communicating entities is not exactly two.

Using these publicly available libraries, we develop a func-
tional standards-compliant prototype of secure communication
and mirroring mechanism with CoAP for sleepy smart objects.
Our architecture and communication model not only allows
intermediaries to act as caches without impacting the security,
it also operates in the presence of traditional middleboxes such
as protocol translators or NATs although we do not recommend
their use in these environments. Our architecture is agnostic
to the application layer communication protocol used, and can
work seamlessly over HTTP instead of CoAP if desired. We
use a leap-of-faith provisioning system as a starting point and
it requires further investigation on how things can be paired
securely. We intend to research how multicasting can be used
in such networks, how to implement group communication
and what kind of congestion control, if any, would be needed
in such networks.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an inter-
connected world where physical devices seamlessly integrate into
a global network and become active participants of business,
information, and social processes. These physical devices are
referred to as smart objects since they understand and react
to the environment they reside in. However, deploying such
Internet-connected smart objects is challenging, since they need
to be correctly configured with appropriate network and security
credentials. This is exacerbated by the fact that they have minimal
input capabilities and may be in inaccessible locations. In this ar-
ticle, we describe how to employ the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) to
ensure secure authentication and communication among a variety
of devices and services. Although GBA relies on the infrastructure
of mobile network operators, it requires no mobile network access
but only IP connectivity to perform authentication. We show the
feasibility of our approach with a prototype implementation that
incurs in a minimal memory overhead. Experimental results also
show that our solution is energy-efficient.

Keywords—IoT, authentication, resource-constrained, AKA,
GBA, energy-efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an inter-connected
world where physical devices are seamlessly integrated into the
Internet and become active participants of business, informa-
tion and social processes. The IoT relies on the interconnection
of a large variety of heterogeneous devices and networks [1].
With technologies such as the Bluetooth low energy, ZigBee
and embedded sensors, the physical objects in our vicinity have
become objects that understand and react to the environment
they reside in. These smart objects form the building blocks
of the IoT [2, 3].

The Internet Protocol (IP) enables smart objects such as
sensors and actuators to establish an end-to-end communi-
cation with other resource-constrained devices and services
in heterogeneous networks. These smart objects are deployed
in many applications that involve and require high security
and integrity-awareness, such as security systems, industrial
automation, health monitoring, and machine-to-machine com-
munications [4]. The highly sensitive nature of the information
being transmitted calls for robust, light-weight, and compact
authentication as well as secure communication protocols that
provide integrity and confidentiality. While all security pro-
tocols require these attributes, memory limitations, along with
power supply restrictions of these devices make the problem of
ensuring security more critical. Additionally, smart objects are
often deployed in small spaces and inaccessible areas, which

limits the possibility of regular maintenance for installing
software updates and fixing security vulnerabilities. Moreover,
deploying such ubiquitous smart objects is challenging because
they need to be provided with appropriate network and security
credentials despite their minimal input capabilities. In order
to enable wide-scale deployment and acceptance of these
smart objects, it is thus necessary to provide mechanisms for
the initial configuration (i.e., bootstrapping) of network and
security parameters without relying on human involvement.

One option for obtaining initial security credentials is to
leverage an existing infrastructure. The security infrastructure
of mobile network operators is an excellent candidate as it
is scalable, dependable, and easy to use [5]. Such a security
infrastructure has been standardized by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) under the Generic Authentication
Architecture (GAA) [6]. One of its components, the Generic
Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA), specifically targets auto-
matic provisioning of shared keys between a device and an
application server [7]. Specifically, GBA enables to bootstrap
devices that have credentials in a Universal Integrated Circuit
Card (UICC). Although GBA re-uses the credentials stored
in the UICC, it requires no mobile network access but only
IP connectivity to the infrastructure of the mobile network
operator. Indeed, GBA could be a simple and usable boot-
strapping mechanism for such resource-constrained devices as
it does not require any human interaction. Accordingly, this
article presents a secure and low-power implementation of
GBA for constrained devices. In detail, we show the feasibility
of using GBA even for devices with very limited resources
in terms of memory and processing power. Our solution is
based on an efficient implementation that incorporates only
the bare minimum of the needed functionalities for secure
authentication, without requiring any changes in the existing
standards. We provide a prototype for an Arduino board and
analyze its performance in terms of resource utilization. The
obtained results show that our proposed solution incurs in a
low power consumption.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
overviews the relevant work in the literature. Section III
introduces the reference security architecture and presents
the design objectives of our work. Section IV presents some
considerations for enabling GBA on constrained devices, fol-
lowed by a prototype implementation. Section V introduces the
testbed setup and presents the experimental results. Section VI
discusses aspects related to security and outlines relevant use
cases. Finally, Section VII provides some concluding remarks.
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II. RELATED WORK

Several solutions in the literature have tried to address
the limitations of existing authentication protocols for IoT
scenarios. For instance, Druml et al. [8] present a lightweight
and flexible authentication method based on Elliptic-Curve
Cryptography (ECC) that reduces the resource requirements
at the devices. Specifically, the proposed solution moves the
cryptographic processing from the resource-constrained device
to an authentication terminal, thus mitigating the computational
overhead at the device. Hummen et al. [9] also focus on
an IP-based IoT scenario and introduce a delegation archi-
tecture which offloads part of the computation task to a
delegation server. More precisely, they separate the connection
establishment procedure from the actual protection of the
application data with the Datagram Transport Layer Security
(DTLS) protocol. Such an approach allows them to delegate
the connection establishment procedure to an external server.
As a consequence, the resource-constrained device no longer
needs to implement public-key cryptography and can only
leverage symmetric-key cryptography to secure application
data. Hummen et al. [10] also claim that certificate-based
DTLS is a suitable protocol for peer authentication in resource-
constrained environments. The authors reduce the overhead
generated in the DTLS handshake process to allow the protocol
to be deployed in IoT scenarios. This reduction in the overhead
is partially achieved via pre-validation of certificates, a session
resumption method that minimizes transmission overheads,
and (as already mentioned) delegating the association estab-
lishment procedure to more powerful devices.

The work by Raza et al. [11], similar to the one by
Hummen et al. [10], aims at reducing the DTLS overhead. The
authors apply header compression techniques while leveraging
the IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network
(6LoWPAN) [12] standard. The authors show that their so-
lution significantly reduces the amount of transmitted data
while maintaining compliance with the DTLS standard. In
contrast, we adopt an authentication approach that is assisted
by the existing mobile operator network infrastructure and
does not rely on certificates, handshake offloading or header
compression.

Secure bootstrapping of ubiquitous devices has also been
discussed in the literature. Sethi et al. [13] introduce a cloud-
based system for bootstrapping ubiquitous displays that can
also be generally applied to smart objects. The proposed
solution relies on a pre-existing WiFi enterprise infrastructure
and leverages active user participation to perform the initial
configuration of the devices, which includes obtaining Internet
access through a private wireless network. In contrast, a GBA-
based solution does not require explicit user interaction for
bootstrapping the devices. Furthermore, our approach does not
rely on a specific access network such as WiFi.

Others in the research community have also investigated the
suitability of GBA for IoT scenarios. For instance, Agarwal
et al. [4] extend the GBA architecture to provide automatic
authentication for machine-to-machine communication scenar-
ios involving ZigBee-based wireless sensor nodes. While their
solution exploits the existing cellular operator infrastructure
to perform GBA authentication, they rely on specific features
of the ZigBee specification. In contrast, our solution is not
tied to a specific communication technology but only requires

IP connectivity to the Internet. Han et al. [14] also adopt
GBA to bootstrap security for a ZigBee-based wireless sensor
network. Specifically, they rely on a mobile phone as a gateway
between the ZigBee network and the operator infrastructure.
They also introduce a new protocol for mutual authentication
of the smartphone and the sensor nodes. On the contrary, we do
not rely on additional network elements, such as gateways, to
authenticate constrained devices. We rather allow the devices
themselves to directly bootstrap security credentials by using
the existing network infrastructure.

Finally, some considerations for using GBA in resource-
constrained devices are also provided by Korhonen [15]. In
detail, Korhonen proposes modifications to the bootstrapping
procedure and advocates the use of CoAP instead of HTTP
during the bootstrapping process to explicitly address the
resource-constrained nature of IoT devices. In contrast, we
show the feasibility of using a standards-compliant GBA
authentication system for resource-constrained devices. We do
not require any modifications to the existing infrastructure, but
rather realize a careful implementation of the minimal subset
of functionalities needed to implement GBA as it is currently
defined.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we overview the security infrastructure we
rely on, followed by our design objectives.

A. The Generic Authentication and Bootstrapping Architectures
The Generic Authentication Architecture (GAA) [6] builds

upon the existing cellular security infrastructure to pro-
vide general-purpose authentication for applications and ser-
vices [5]. GAA specifies two authentication mechanisms. One
relies on a public-key infrastructure and digital certificates,
whereas the other one provides all communicating entities with
a shared session key. The latter mechanism is called Generic
Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) [7], and constitutes a major
building block of GAA. GBA leverages the cellular security
infrastructure to bootstrap security credentials by using the per-
manent secret stored in the smart card of the User Equipment
(UE), more precisely, in the Universal Integrated Circuit Card
(UICC). Often, such a card is called the Subscriber Identity
Module (SIM) card. GBA provisions both the UE and an
application server with a shared session secret.

The Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) relies on
the 3GPP Authenticating Key Agreement (AKA) protocol,
which provides mutual authentication of the communicating
entities and derivation of a session key to protect data ex-
change [6]. The combination of authentication and session key
agreement constitutes the main idea of AKA. Besides, GBA
leverages AKA to bootstrap a secure connection between a UE
and an application server.

GBA consists of four major network elements: the Home
Subscriber Server (HSS), the Bootstrapping Server Function
(BSF), the Network Application Function (NAF), and the
terminal or UE. The HSS contains subscriber data and man-
ages their identity, access, and security. It shares a long-term
master key K with the UICC in the terminal. The BSF is a
GBA-specific server that facilitates the bootstrapping process
between the UE and a target application server. In the GBA
terminology, such an application server is called Network
Application Function (NAF). In order to authenticate users
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Fig. 1: GBA (a) bootstrapping and (b) usage procedures (adapted from [5])

with GBA, a NAF must have a secure communication link with
the BSF. For instance, this secure link might be established
with certificates and TLS. However, the 3GPP standard does
not mandate any particular mechanism for establishing such a
secure link.

The permanent secret shared between the UICC of the
user and the mobile network operator is used to generate a
time-limited GBA master key Ks that is shared between the
UE and the BSF. The BSF then generates a NAF-specific
session key Ks NAF and distributes it to the appropriate NAF.
The session key allows mutual authentication and protects the
communication between the UE and the NAF. Figure 1a shows
the bootstrapping message flow of GBA. The interactions
between the network elements take place on top of interfaces.
The bootstrapping procedure follows the message flow outlined
below.

1. The UE initiates a bootstrapping procedure by identifying
itself to the BSF with the identity known to the infrastruc-
ture of the mobile network operator. Such an interaction
takes place over the Ub interface.

2. The authentication process between the UE and the HSS
generates the session keys to be shared between the UE
and the BSF, and a GAA master session key Ks is derived
at the UE.

3. The BSF also derives the master session key Ks and
constructs a Bootstrapping Transaction Identifier (B-TID),
then receives user profile data from the HSS over the Zh
interface. All these data are stored in the BSF database for
the lifetime of the key.

4. The BSF sends then the session key Ks and B-TID along
with the lifetime information to the UE.

5. Finally, the UE stores the data received in the previous
step.

This message flow corresponds to the bootstrapping of the
credentials between the UE and the BSF. The next step consists

of actually using these credentials for authenticating the UE
to the NAF.

Figure 1b shows how a shared secret is derived for mutual
authentication and secure communication between a UE and an
application server (NAF). Specifically, the bootstrapping usage
procedure consists of the following message flow.

1. Whenever the UE attempts to access a given application
in a NAF, it generates an application-specific session key
Ks NAF from the master session key Ks.

2. The UE sends a request to the NAF containing the B-TID
along with the application-specific message. Such requests
are sent over the Ua interface.

3. The NAF queries the BSF with the B-TID received in the
previous step, along with its own identifier, the NAF-ID.
Such messages are sent over the Zn interface.

4. The BSF then queries its database for the received B-
TID. It also checks whether the NAF is authorized to
receive application-specific keys for the given subscriber.
The decision is based on the user profile information that
the BSF has received from the HSS.

5. Once the BSF finds a matching B-TID in its database, it
uses the corresponding Ks along with the NAF-ID to derive
the application-specific key Ks NAF.

6. Next, the BSF proceeds by sending the Ks NAF key and
the application-specific part of the user profile data to the
NAF over the Zn interface.

7. Once the NAF receives and stores such data, the UE and the
NAF can securely communicate by utilizing the Ks NAF
key to protect subsequent messages.

B. Design objectives
In designing our solution, we target the following func-

tional objectives.

• Suitability for low-end platforms. The authentication
process should be suitable for very constrained devices
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built on low-end platforms, such as those including an 8-
bit microcontroller and a few kilobytes of memory. The
software should provide all needed capabilities itself when-
ever possible, at most relying on a few external libraries.
The software should be compatible with different classes
of constrained devices, in terms of both hardware and
software features.

• Access network transparency. The authentication process
should exploit the existing standard-compliant communi-
cation infrastructure. The designed solution should not
require the constrained device to use a specific access
network (e.g., cellular radio) but should support different
communication technologies.

• No user interaction. The authentication process should be
fully automated, i.e., it should not require any explicit user
interaction with the constrained device as part of the initial-
ization process. Conversely, the software implementation
should not rely on the constrained device having input and
output capabilities beyond those needed to fulfill network
access.

• Security. The process should ensure the security of the
authentication process involving the constrained device
and a network service. It should also provide means to
guarantee the authenticity, confidentiality and integrity of
communications once a session is established.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ON CONSTRAINED DEVICES

In this section, we first provide some guidelines that enable
implementing GBA on resource-constrained IoT devices. We
then detail a prototype implementation of our solution for the
Arduino platform.

A. Reducing resource utilization
Resource utilization can be reduced in the first place by

simplifying the functionalities needed as much as possible,
without compromising the compliance with the existing stan-
dards. A few related principles are detailed next.

HTTP stack requirements. According to the 3GPP spec-
ifications, GBA relies on either HTTP Digest [16], or Pre-
Shared Key (PSK) TLS [17]. In the former case, the HTTP
digest authentication requires the client to implement an HTTP
stack. However, HTTP client libraries for resource-constrained
devices are often unnecessary because the number of HTTP
messages required for a complete GBA authentication transac-
tion is very limited. Hence, using such libraries requires more
memory than the actual communication-related data structures
for message exchange. In order to avoid this memory overhead,
the necessary messages can be hand-crafted and sent directly
on top of TCP, without the need of a full HTTP stack. The plain
text nature of the HTTP/1.1 protocol allows such an approach
to work in practice. A sample HTTP request is shown below:

char httpReq[82] = "GET /naf/resource HTTP/1.1\r\n"
"Host: p123.example.net:8080\r\n"
"Connection: Keep-Alive\r\n"
"\r\n";

Similarly, the response can easily be parsed from the
packets received from the transport layer, with no need to
perform error checks. Receiving an unknown packet or data
would lead to a re-start of the message exchange, thus saving
computational resources for other purposes.

Cryptographic algorithms. Cryptographic algorithms are
known to be computationally expensive. GBA relies on stan-
dard encryption algorithms, namely, the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [18]. Many resource-constrained platforms
have an AES hardware engine, for instance, those shipping
an IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee)-compliant radio module. This
allows offloading the cryptographic computations to the AES
hardware engine. Besides, optimized software-only implemen-
tations of AES suitable for IoT devices [19, 20] are also
available for platforms lacking specialized hardware. In any
case, it is possible to use AES in the reference IoT scenario
we are considering in this work.

Memory requirements. Our solution copes with the resource
constraints of IoT devices by purging unnecessary function-
alities from memory when they are no longer needed. It
is worth mentioning that, once the UE establishes a secure
communication channel with the NAF, only the Ks NAF and
the B-TID need to be retained in memory. However, if the
UE decides at a later moment to connect to other NAFs, the
master key Ks and the data structures needed for its derivation
need to be retained as well. Moreover, since GBA is used
for initial authentication only, all the code and the libraries
related to GBA can be purged from memory, thereby allowing
the available memory to be reallocated for other application-
specific purposes. Once the lifetime of the key expires, the
GBA code and libraries can be loaded back into the memory.
In scenarios employing session keys with a long lifetime, the
device can even switch to other applications as well as routing
or transport protocols (e.g., CoAP and RIPL/UDP) after secure
bootstrapping. Such memory management enables GBA to
be utilized for authentication and secure communication of
devices with strict memory constraints.

Error handling. A typical GBA implementation requires a
state machine to keep track of the messages exchanged with
the BSF and the NAF. However, implementing such a state ma-
chine with appropriate error handling would consume a large
amount of memory and computational power in IoT devices.
Therefore, an easier and simple hard failover implementation
is preferable for resource-constrained devices. For instance,
once an erroneous or an unknown message is received, or
a timeout occurs, the hard failover aborts the current GBA
authentication transaction and starts over. Although such a
solution reduces the complexity of the system and the related
memory requirements, the energy consumption of the device
may increase as a result of many failed GBA authentication
attempts. Setting a limit to the number of failed attempts
mitigates such a drawback. It is also recommended that devices
enter a low-power sleep mode between failed authentication
runs to save energy.

B. Prototype implementation
In this section, we describe our implementation of the GBA

authentication specifically designed for constrained devices by
following the principles outlined above.

For our prototype, we employed an Arduino Mega board
and an Ethernet shield for interconnecting with the Internet.
The Mega board1 is equipped with an 8-bit ATmega2560 mi-
croprocessor, 8 KB of RAM, 4 KB of EEPROM and 256 KB
of flash memory. We adopted Brian Gladman’s byte-oriented

1 http://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardMega2560
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Application
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____
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HTTP GET with username and 
password from AKA

HTTP GET /bsf/bootstrap

401 Unauthorized

200 OK with B-TID

HTTP GET with digest response derived from B-TID  and Ks_NAF

200 OK

Fig. 2: Message sequence in the prototype implementation

AES implementation2 for encryption, whereas we used readily
available SHA2563 and MD54 libraries for implementing the
cryptographic hash functions. We wrote our software in the
C programming language and provided minimal platform
abstraction methods so that it can easily be executed on Linux-
based embedded systems such as the Raspberry Pi. In our
prototype implementation, we leveraged the default Ethernet
and TCP libraries provided by the Arduino platform.

A representative sequence of the message flow in our proto-
type implementation is illustrated by Figure 2. The constrained
device first contacts the NAF it intends to communicate with
and sends an HTTP GET request to access the desired resource.
The NAF responds to such a request with an HTTP 401
Unauthorized message with the WWW-Authenticate header set
to indicate that digest authentication is needed for the device
to access the given resource. The header of the HTTP contains
the realm prefixed with 3GPP-Bootstrapping@, suggesting the
device to perform a GBA run in order to obtain the ap-
propriate keys for digest authentication. As a consequence,
the device contacts the BSF hosted by the serving network
operator via an HTTP GET request. The BSF responds with a
401 Unauthorized message with the HTTP header containing
algorithm=AKAv1-MD5, thereby prompting the device to run an
AKA authentication. The device then runs the AKA algorithm
and sends another HTTP GET containing the username and
password to the BSF. The BSF verifies the parameters and
responds with a 200 OK message, whose body contains the B-
TID and indicates the lifetime of the B-TID and the derived
master key Ks. Finally, the device contacts the NAF with an
HTTP GET request containing the B-TID as the username and
the Ks NAF as the password. Here, Ks NAF is derived from
Ks and the fully qualified domain name of the NAF. The NAF
verifies the supplied username and password, responding with

2 https://github.com/abhay/gladman-aes
3 https://github.com/Cathedrow/Cryptosuite
4 https://github.com/tzikis/ArduinoMD5

Parameter Value

Program size 42,740 bytes

Data size 2,893 bytes

Average duration of one GBA transaction 1,473.6 ± 46.73 ms

Average power consumption 1,114.97 ± 6.55 mW

TABLE I: Resource utilization of the prototype implementation

a 200 OK message if they are found to be valid. Following
this message, the device and the NAF can communicate
securely with the derived shared secret Ks NAF. They can use
this session key for TLS or DTLS in pre-shared key mode.
Alternatively, this key can also be used to provide message-
level encryption and/or integrity protection, for instance, in
EAX mode [21].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the following, we first briefly describe the testbed
setup used for our experimental evaluation, together with the
considered metrics. We then detail the obtained results.

A. Testbed setup and considered metrics
We set up our experimental testbed by connecting the Ar-

duino Mega board to the Internet through the Aalto University
network. We tested and evaluated our GBA implementation
against standard 3GPP BSF and NAF interfaces running on
Ericsson’s public servers. In order to obtain information about
the network traffic, we collected traces at the server by using
the Wireshark network protocol analyzer [22], following the
approach used by Lin et. al [23]. We utilized the Monsoon
Power Monitor [24] to measure the power consumption of
the constrained device. Specifically, we enabled the USB
passthrough mode of the power meter and connected its USB
port to the one on the Arduino board as power supply. We
then connected the meter to a workstation that logged and
processed the power consumption readings. In our evaluation,
we replicated each experiment 15 times. We then derived the
average values along with the related standard deviations.

In the experiments, we evaluated the following metrics.

• Memory utilization, as the amount of memory used by the
prototype implementation on the considered platform.

• Execution time, as the time needed to complete one au-
thentication transaction.

• Average power consumption, obtained by averaging the
instantaneous power consumption reported by the power
meter over the whole duration of an experiment.

The obtained results are detailed next.

B. Experimental results
The results about resource utilization of the prototype

implementation are summarized by Table I. The first row
indicates the overall size of the program, whereas the second
row reports the size of the data segment of the executable.
Such a parameter represents the size of the static data defined
in the code. We can see how the size of the program and
the data segment are both significantly below the maximum
ones allowed by the hardware. It is worth noting that the
data segment is stored in the main memory and does not
include uninitialized global or static variables nor dynamically
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Fig. 3: Average power consumption as a function of time in a
representative run of the authentication process

allocated data. However, the total memory usage is well below
the 8 KB available in the Arduino Mega platform.

The third row of the table shows that the average duration
of a single GBA transaction is equal to 1.47 s with a standard
deviation of about 45 ms (i.e., 3% of the average). This
includes the time from the very first connection until the final
result is received, according to the message flow illustrated by
Figure 2, and overall consisting of 8 messages. Such a duration
is reasonable and overall rather limited, especially considering
that the board needs roughly 10 s only to boot and initialize
the network card.

Finally, the last row of the table shows that the average
power consumption in the experiments is 1,115 mW with a
very low variance (below 1%). Even though this value may
appear rather high, it has to be considered with respect to
the baseline power consumption, i.e., the one for an idle
board. Therefore, it is better to consider the average power
consumption as a function of time. Figure 3 indeed shows
the corresponding measurements for a representative run of
the authentication process. All samples logged by the power
meter were aggregated with a granularity of 15 milliseconds.
The figure shows the average value of the aggregated samples
(i.e., the dark line) as well as the corresponding minimum and
maximum values (i.e., the light gray bands). For convenience,
the time is expressed as a percentage with respect to the total
duration of the experiment (i.e., 1.75 seconds).

We can observe that the power consumption of the idle
board is of nearly 1,080 mW. At about 10% of the exper-
iment, there is a sharp increase in the power consumption.
This happens as the device connects to the NAF. The power
consumption first reduces, then increases again as the device
is connecting to the BSF. The derivation of the secret material
further increases the power consumption, that reaches about
1,130 mW after 50% of the experiment duration. The rest of
the time includes the final part of the message exchange illus-
trated in Figure 2 that completes5 the authentication process.
Overall, the difference between the minimum and maximum
power consumption is rather constant, roughly corresponding
to 30 mW. Based on the obtained results, we can conclude

5After establishing the session, the power consumption goes back to the
initial value of 1,080 mW (not shown in the figure).

that our software implementation incurs an overhead of about
45 mW with respect to the base power consumed by the idle
board. As the average duration of a transaction is of about 1.5 s
(Table I), the total energy overhead is of about 70 mJ. This
result demonstrates how our implementation indeed achieves
a low energy consumption.

VI. DISCUSSION

The security of our proposed solution relies on that of
the 3GPP AKA. The latter has been thoroughly analyzed
and (at least currently) does not present any serious security
vulnerabilities as long as the network operator is trusted [25].

GBA is used for authenticating a device based on the
3GPP subscription credentials stored in the device. Normally
the credentials are stored on a UICC, but also embedded
UICCs (eUICC) are possible. eUICCs are targeted to scenarios
where the 3GPP subscription should be changeable remotely,
without having to physically replace the card in the device.
Both UICCs and eUICCs provide hardware-based protection
of the subscription credentials used for authentication in 3GPP
networks. However, it is also essential to protect the access to
the (e)UICC from applications to prevent man-in-the-middle
attacks [26]. If a UICC or eUICC is not available, the GBA
digest can be used [7]. The GBA digest uses Session Initia-
tion Protocol (SIP) digest credentials, basically a username-
password pair as well as a secret deducted from TLS, to
perform GBA. The 3GPP requires that the SIP credentials are
securely stored within the terminal.

Establishing a secure connection with an application server
allows to perform remote configuration and management of
the constrained device directly from the cloud where the
application server resides [27]. To establish such a secure
connection, the constrained device could be pre-configured
with access credentials such as those provided by an UICC
or eUICC. Unlike other methods, GBA-based authentication
with pre-configured credentials does not require any interaction
between the user and the device. The cloud service would
then be used to configure and manage the device through
the previously established secure Internet connection. This
approach is particularly valuable for devices without (or with
very limited) input capabilities such as those we are targeting
in this study. Finally, the cloud-based solution may perform
not only device management, but also data collection and
visualization.

Our solution can be applied to several scenarios involving
resource-constrained (possibly battery-powered) devices. Such
scenarios include, for instance, cloud-based access control
(e.g., with electronic locks) and remote home monitoring.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have shown the feasibility of using
the Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) defined by the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to perform secure
authentication of resource-constrained IoT devices. We have
provided guidelines on how to efficiently realize a software
implementation with low memory utilization by reducing the
needed functionalities to the bare minimum, while interfacing
with the infrastructure of mobile network operators without
any changes in the existing standards. We have implemented
our solution on an Arduino board and analyzed its performance
in terms of resource utilization. Our experimental results have
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shown that the device is able to securely authenticate with an
application server in less than 1.5 seconds, thus resulting in a
low energy consumption.
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ABSTRACT
Eventually, all printed signs and bulletins will be replaced by
electronic displays, which are wirelessly connected to the In-
ternet and cloud-based services. Deploying such ubiquitous
displays can be cumbersome since they need to be correctly
configured and authorized to access both the Internet and the
necessary services, despite the fact that they have minimal
input capabilities and may be in inaccessible locations. Our
goal is to enable easy and secure configuration of ubiquitous
displays such as digital signage and advertisements, which
are managed by cloud services and show HTML5 content.
In our solution, the display shows a QR code which, when
scanned by the user with a camera phone, allows automatic
configuration of the wireless network along with the content
to be shown. This is accomplished by a long-term trust re-
lation configured between the cloud service and the wireless
access network. We build on existing technologies and stan-
dard protocols, including RADIUS and EAP, without requir-
ing new software to be installed on the phone or changes to
the network infrastructure.

Author Keywords
Displays; security; WiFi; access-point; EAP; QR code; smart
phone; configuration; bootstrapping; digital signage; cloud.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
User Interfaces

General Terms
Human Factors; Security; Management.

INTRODUCTION
Electronic displays have become ubiquitous in urban environ-
ments, including public, semi-public and private spaces such
as shops, cafés, transport hubs, streets, offices, classrooms
as well as homes. The displays fulfill varying purposes from
disseminating official information to advertising and from en-
tertainment and art to personal communication. New tech-
nologies such as digital paper [18] and wireless charging [14]

Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-
party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact
the Owner/Author. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s).
UbiComp ’14, September 13-17, 2014, Seattle, WA, USA
ACM 978-1-4503-2968-2/14/09.
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will help to push down the cost, broaden the range of display
sizes, and improve their power efficiency, thus enabling new
applications. Many of the new displays are replacing func-
tions previously served by paper and ink: traffic and safety
notices, time tables, advertising billboards, office signs, price
tags, photo frames etc. Eventually, we could expect informal
and ad-hoc communication, such as public bulletins, posters,
sticky notes, to also move to a digital format. Overall, the
developments in displays are part of the general trend of ser-
vices first moving to the Internet and then back to the phys-
ical space, but in a new, electronic and connected form that
enables both remote and local access.

We believe that most of these displays will be connected wire-
lessly to the Internet and that they will be managed by and
served content from servers in the cloud. The management of
these cloud-connected displays is profoundly different both
from the current management of organizational assets, which
are mostly administered locally and connected at most to lo-
cal servers, and from personal devices, which are still mostly
paired directly with each other. The management service and
content may be personalized, but it is likely that both will be
provided by open cloud services, which will be partly funded
by advertising. For the display owners, it will remain to in-
stall the devices to their physical locations, to provide them
with Internet connectivity through IEEE 802.11 [21] and sim-
ilar wireless standards, and to choose the desired content.

In this paper, we open the investigation into the communica-
tion and security aspects of such cloud-managed ubiquitous
displays. In particular, we address the issue of secure deploy-
ment and establishment of the necessary trust relations. The
main challenges are the large number of displays anticipated,
and the need to support the ad-hoc deployment of off-the-
shelf hardware. Organizations and individuals should be able
to deploy any number of displays with minimal administra-
tive overhead and no special training. These may be new dis-
play devices just purchased or existing devices that have been
reset to their default configuration and are being redeployed
for a new purpose. While there has been previous research
into display-related technologies ranging from display hard-
ware [19, 20] to social impacts of public displays [32], there
have not been many solutions to support their efficient instal-
lation and configuration in the research literature.

The configuration of cloud-managed displays consists of two
main steps: (1) enabling Internet access through a local wire-
less network and (2) connecting to a given user account on a
specific cloud-based management service. After that, (3) the
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asset management and content selection can be done with a
web-based user interface. It is our goal to make the two initial
steps as smooth as possible, while also ensuring the security
of the setup process. The task is made difficult because the
displays often have limited user input capabilities, or none at
all, and they may be installed in hard-to-reach locations.

We propose a new user-assisted protocol that provides a one-
pass secure configuration procedure for wireless displays,
connecting them simultaneously to a cloud service and to the
wireless access network. The user simply scans a 2D bar code
(QR code) on the freshly installed display through a camera
phone, which takes the user to the management-service web
page on the phone’s web browser. The display is automati-
cally added to the user’s or the organization’s managed dis-
play assets, and wireless access for the display is enabled.

The simplicity for the user is achieved thanks to a long-term
trust relation between the user’s organization and the cloud-
based management service. For example, the user’s employee
or university would choose a specific cloud service for man-
aging its displays. Home users could enable a similar service
by turning it on in their wireless router. Our technical so-
lution makes creative use of standard technology including
RADIUS and EAP. We implement our own EAP method be-
tween the display and the management server; no software
or hardware changes are needed on wireless access points or
other network devices. Even in large organizations, minimal
changes in the network configuration are typically sufficient
to create the long-term trust relation with the management
service. Displays that implement our protocol do not require
any pre-existing relation with either the user or the manage-
ment service.

RELATED WORK
Cloud-connected public displays have been suggested by sev-
eral authors. For example, Lindén et al. [26] proposed a
cloud-based web-application platform for deploying interac-
tive services on public displays, Kubitza et al. [25] designed
a system for personalized cloud-based applications on public
displays, and there have been other cloud-connected display
systems as well [27,31,37]. However, the previous work does
not give much attention to how the displays are configured for
Internet access and associated with the cloud services for se-
cure communication.

As explained in the previous section and as noted by Roy and
Trevor [39], this task of secure bootstrapping can be chal-
lenging, especially when the displays are wireless and need
to establish a secure connection with appropriate wireless ac-
cess points (APs). The main concern is the so-called evil twin
attack, in which an attacker lures the potential victim to con-
nect to a rogue access point by advertising the same network
name (SSID) as a legitimate one. The attacker might then
redirect the user to well-engineered phishing pages [15] and
steal sensitive credentials or information.

At first, it may seem that the various device-pairing schemes
from the literature provide ready solutions. However, these
solutions are mainly intended for personal devices that are in
the physical proximity of each other. In public spaces and in

the enterprise environment, the access points and especially
the management server are often physically inaccessible to
the user. This causes problems with pairing schemes based
on physical proximity [11, 12, 28, 36] as well as visual or au-
dio out-of-band channels. The Seeing-is-Believing [29] and
Loud-and-clear [17] systems provided the important lesson,
however, that the visual and audio channels can be used for
verifying cryptographic data as the human user will easily de-
tect spoofing attacks, unlike in electronic communication.

Kindberg et al. [23, 24] described a unidirectional network
authentication technique for detecting evil-twin access points
based on the Rivest and Shamir’s Interlock protocol [35] and
verification data shown on a public display or, alternatively,
on a public web site. Their solution has many of the same
components as ours but it has different security goals and as-
sumptions; in particular, the display is just an auxiliary device
and is already securely connected to the wireless access point.

As noted by Bauer et al. [10], out-of-band channels can be
cumbersome and impractical for a secure connection between
a wireless client and an AP. Instead, they proposed a one-way
authentication method of APs that defines a new extension,
called EAP-SWAT, to the 802.1X Extensible Authentication
Protocol (EAP) [9]. In their solution, the client is supplied
with a self-signed certificate from the AP on the first connec-
tion. The security of EAP-SWAT thus follows the leap-of-
faith or trust-on-first-use model. The protocol is thus vulner-
able to a man-in-the-middle attack on the first connection at-
tempt when a rogue certificate may be presented to the client.

We were indeed inspired by the use of EAP by Bauer et al.
There exist other EAP authentication methods such as EAP-
TLS [38] that allow strong bidirectional authentication be-
tween a connecting client device and an access point. How-
ever, these EAP authentication methods were designed for de-
vices that have pre-configured cryptographic authentication
credentials like client certificates, or where the user can eas-
ily input a password or some other shared secret.

Establishing a secure connection between a display and an ap-
propriate wireless AP is only a part of the problem. The other
equally challenging task is to connect the display securely
with the appropriate management and content servers. The
closest widely deployed technology to the cloud-managed
displays considered in this paper is Google Cloud Print [1],
where smart printers are first connected to a wireless network
and then to a cloud service. Thereafter, they can be accessed
from any device with Internet connectivity. Like our displays,
the printer is responsible for connecting to the cloud service,
which solves the connectivity problems caused by firewalls
and network address translation. Indeed, our bootstrapping
solution, which was designed with cloud-managed displays
in mind, could also be used for the initial configuration of
such cloud-managed printers.

Naturally, manually provisioned device-specific credentials,
such as usernames and password, can also be used for the
cloud connection. Kerberos [30] is a typical example of such
a protocol that has been used for authenticating devices in
enterprise networks. However, the provisioning of creden-
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tialsisinconvenientifweexpectthedisplaystobedeployed
ad-hocbyusersratherthanbysystemadministrators.The
3GPPSIM-basedGBA[7]solvestheprovisioningproblem
byusingthecellular-networkSIMcardastheauthentication
credential. GBAcanbeapartofthesolution,butitmight
notbepragmatictoassumethatallwirelessdisplayswould
beconfiguredwithaSIM-cardforthebootstrappingalone.

Tosummarize,itisclearthattheexistingtechnologiescan
providemanyideasandinspiration,butnewsolutionsforse-
curelybootstrappingdisplaysarestillneeded.

CLOUD-CONNECTEDUBIQUITOUSDISPLAYS

Thissectionprovidesahigh-leveldescriptionofoursecure
displaybootstrappingsolution. Wefirstintroducetherefer-
encearchitectureandthedesignprinciplesbehindit,thendis-
cusstheintendeduserexperienceandsecurityobjectives.

Beforeproceedingfurther,wewouldliketoemphasizethe
keyaspectsofoursolution:thedisplaysareadministeredby
acloud-basedmanagementservice,showwebcontentand
accesstheInternetthroughawirelessnetwork.Suchdisplays
mayhavenousableuserinputmethod;theyarepurchased
orredeployedwithnopre-configurationandaresetuprou-
tinelybyuntrainedpersons.Thedisplaysneedtobeassoci-
atedsecurelywithbothamanagementserviceandthewire-
lessaccessnetwork;theyalsoshouldbeasself-configuring
aspossible.

Referencearchitectureanddesignprinciples

Thesystemarchitecture,inducedbythekeyaspectsintro-
ducedearlier,isillustratedbyFigure1andcomprisesfive
majorelements. Ontheonehand,aubiquitousdisplay–
equippedwithawirelessinterface–isinstalledinapublic(or
private)spacetoprovidecertainservices.Anenterprisewire-
lessaccesspointisconnectedtotheInternetandallowsthe
displaytoaccesssuchservices.Itsupportsenterprise-level
authenticationandauthorization,i.e.,throughtheorganiza-
tion’sownauthenticationserveroranexternaltrustedserver.
Ontheotherhand,twoserver-sidecomponentsaredeployed
inthecloudinfrastructure. Themanagementserveristhe
coreelementofourproposedsystemandisinvolvedinthe
wholelifecycleofthedisplay.Ittakescareofthedifferent
aspectsrelatedtotheinitialconfiguration(includingthecon-
nectiontotheInternet)aswellastheauthorizationandman-
agement(i.e.,monitoringandcontrol)ofthedisplays.Fi-
nally,acontentserverprovidestheactualservicetothedis-
playforitsintendedpurpose.Forinstance,adisplayinstalled
atabusstopcouldbeinstructedtoshowthepublictransport

timetableaswellaslocation-basedadvertisements.Finally,
theuser’smobilephonebridgesthelocalnetworkwiththe
cloudinfrastructureinordertoaccomplishtheinitialsecure
configurationoftheubiquitousdisplay.Themobilephoneis
assumedtohaveacameraandtobeconnectedtotheInternet,
forinstance,througha3Gor4Gtechnology.

Themanagementserveritselfconsistsofseveralmodules,
eachaddressingaspecificproblem.Thebootstrappingmod-
uleauthorizesuserstoperformtheinitialregistrationand
configurationofthedisplay.Specifically,itestablishesase-
cureconnectionbetweenthedisplay,linksittoaspecific
useraccount,andenablesselectingthecontentthatisinitially
shown.Forinstance,ubiquitousdisplaysinstalledinauniver-
sitymightshowthecoursetimetablesandthelistofseminars,
butmaynotshowadvertisements.Themonitoringandcon-
trolmoduleallowsuserstosupervisetheirregistereddisplay
assets.Theycaninspectthecontentshownbythedisplay
andreconfigureitwhenneeded.Asubiquitousdisplaysare
usuallyleftunattendedaftertheinstallation,themonitoring
andcontrolmoduleisessentialtotroubleshootissuesrelated
tobothmisconfigurationandhardwareorsoftwaremalfunc-
tions[13].

Thedisplaysinourexperimentalimplementationshowweb
contentand,morespecifically,HTML5. Thisfollowsthe
modelofmanyexistingpublicdisplaysystems[26]. The
applicationsoftwareforshowingHTML5contentisafull-
screenwebbrowser;asaresult,thesoftwaredevelopment
costsareminimalandalmostanydisplaydevicewillbecom-
patiblewithminorchanges. Whileourarchitecturedoesnot
inanywayrequirewebcontent,andothercontent-viewers
couldbelaunched,HTML5seemsthemostpracticalandver-
satilechoiceasastandardcontentformatfortheforeseeable
future.Itenablesustofreelycombinecloudservices,display
hardware,andcontentfromdifferentvendors. Wealsoex-
ploitweb-basedtechnologiesfortheconfigurationandman-
agementofthedisplays.Thisisparticularlyusefulforthe
mobiledevice,whichdoesnotrequiretheinstallationofyet-
another-app.

Boththedisplayanditscontentneedtobeprotectedfrom
unauthorizedaccess.Thisistrueforprivatecontent,buteven
moresoifthedisplayisatapubliclocation.Thus,asecure
associationwillneedtobesetupbetweenthedisplayandthe
managementandcontentserversinthecloud.Furthermore,
thedisplaysneedtohaveaccesstotheInternet.Theaccess
networkistypicallyalocalWiFinetworkbecauseofitslow
marginalcostforconnectinganynumberofdevices. WiFi
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does, however, require access credentials such as a username
and password. One of our major design goals is to establish
the wireless access quickly on demand with minimal user in-
teraction. Thus, we have to automate the network selection
and credential configuration. We do not currently support
communication over open wireless networks because it would
be difficult for a self-configuring device with no user input to
know whether the access is allowed. Successful authentica-
tion is an unambiguous indication that access is permitted. Of
course, a suitable user interface could be added for selecting
an open wireless network. We are also working on a version
of the protocol for cellular data connection, but the focus of
this paper is on displays that connect to the Internet over an
access-controlled local network.

A fundamental assumption behind this work is that elec-
tronic displays will become commodity products that benefit
from being self-configuring. When purchased or moved to a
new location, they will not have any pre-configured informa-
tion such as a management-server address, wireless-network
name, or user accounts and keys. Moreover, the display de-
ployment will be a routine task that should not require com-
plex procedures or special training. Eventually, electronic-
paper displays could be placed almost as casually as paper
printouts and posters are fixed to walls today. Of course,
since the content on the electronic displays can be updated
online, much of the work associated with printed paper can
be avoided, but anyone should nevertheless be able to install
them.

User experience
The setup of a new display consists of the following phases.

1. After the display is powered up for the first time, it shows
a QR code along with an organization name next to it.

2. The user scans the QR code with the built-in camera of
a mobile phone and opens the received URL on a mobile
web browser. The management server web page is opened.

3. The web page prompts the user to enter a username and
password for an account on a management server. This
step only takes place once in a while, after which the user
stays logged in.

4. The user enters a description string for the display, takes a
photo of its location and/or geotags it through the phone.

5. The user may select the content (i.e., a web application) for
the display, or leave that to be done later.

From the user’s point of view, the only requirement is the
prior knowledge of the user account on the management
server, to which the display will be registered. Most mobile
phones have a camera, a web browser, and support the scan-
ning of URLs from 2D bar codes. Thus, almost any modern
phone can be used, and no new app needs to be installed.

The wireless network is discovered automatically. Some-
times, the display is in the range of multiple wireless net-
works that could be used to connect to different management
servers. In that case, the display shows (or cycles through)
multiple bar codes and the user selects one (in step 2) based
on the familiar organization name.

Bootstrapping security
The goal of our bootstrapping protocol is to enable the se-
cure deployment of display devices (i) without any user in-
put to the devices; and (ii) without per-device configuration
changes to the local network. The display may have just been
unboxed and lacks any knowledge about the user, network or
management server address. All the configuration informa-
tion, including per-device keys, will be set up automatically.
We achieve this automation by building on several existing
standards and technologies in a novel way.

As already indicated, two distinct security associations are
needed: one between the display and the access network, and
one between the display and the management service. These
security associations will be implemented by establishing
shared secret keys, which are then used to protect the wireless
and end-to-end communication, respectively, with standard
security protocols. In a traditional system, these two security
associations would be set up manually for each display, re-
quiring the user to enter the usernames and keys or passwords
(or long-term secret keys) into the display. Our bootstrapping
protocol sets up these credentials automatically. It also en-
sures that each display has different credentials, so that the
security of one display device does not depend on another.

In order to design a key-establishment protocol for the dis-
plays, we need to understand the security requirements pre-
cisely. In the following, the word authorization is used rather
than authentication to emphasize that the display and man-
agement server do not reliably know each other’s names or
identifiers (they have no certificates) and that the trust rela-
tions are unidirectional, not symmetric. The two main secu-
rity objectives are the following.

Authorizing a management service in the cloud to control
the display. To establish a security association between the
display and the management server in the cloud, we use an
out-of-band channel provided by the user and mobile phone.
Specifically, the URL in the QR code contains a freshly-
generated random number, the knowledge of which enables
the management server to compute the keys that allow it to
control the display. The authorization is linked to a specific
user account on the management server when the user logs in.

Authorizing the display to access the Internet. Next, we
come to establishing the security association between the dis-
play and the wireless access network. For this, we need to
introduce our second important architectural decision: there
is a pre-established trust relation between the management
server and the wireless access network. More precisely, the
management server is authorized to grant devices Internet ac-
cess through the wireless network. Thus, after the association
between the management server and the display has been es-
tablished with the help of the phone, the management server
tells the wireless network to enable Internet access for the
display.

The pre-established trust relation between the management
server and the wireless network is a strong assumption. How-
ever, let us compare with the alternative. Without this rela-
tion, wireless network access would have to be manually en-
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abled for each display device. Since we may need to revoke
access for individual displays without rekeying all others, a
separate account would have to be created for each display.
Certainly it is far less administrative work to establish once
the trust relation between the display management server and
the wireless network than to create such individual accounts
for each display. Moreover, as will be explained later, this can
be done using standard protocols, without software or hard-
ware upgrades at most wireless networks. As a result, the
user will see the wireless network connection enabled almost
“magically”. Therefore, we consider the unusual setup of the
trust relations one of the major contributions of this paper.

Optionally, the user could tentatively link new displays to an
organizational account even without logging in, so that the
configuration process can be completed later by a logged-
in user. Nevertheless, approval by an authenticated user is
needed at some point to avoid misuse of the wireless network
for free Internet access.

Sometimes, the content shown on the display may be private,
which gives us a third security objective.

Authorizing the display to receive the content. The man-
agement service does not serve the content itself but redirects
the display to the actual content pages at another address. It
would be possible to derive keys for the content server from
the key shared between the display and the management ser-
vice. Such key derivation is used, for example, in the Generic
Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) of the 3GPP specifica-
tions [7]. Nevertheless, we found it more practical to de-
couple the content application completely from the manage-
ment server. Some of our example applications achieve this
third security objective by performing another round of QR
code scanning with the phone after the management server
has redirected the display to the content pages. That way, the
content server takes care of its own security and does not even
need to know how the display arrived to its web pages.

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES
The components of the proposed system are interconnected
through a few key communication protocols and technolo-
gies, which will be described in this section.

The security of the bootstrapping process is accomplished
through the Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS) protocol [34]. RADIUS is commonly used for the
centralized management of authorized network user accounts
in secure enterprise wireless networks, as part of the WPA2-
Enterprise protocol suite, and can also be used for control-
ling access to wired local-area networks. RADIUS has been
specifically designed to support a large number of users and
devices. The access points in enterprise networks are con-
figured to connect to a RADIUS server, which performs the
user authentication for them. The authentication is tunneled
through the access point and other network infrastructure, so
that only the client device and the RADIUS server need to be
aware of the details. Moreover, RADIUS servers are able to
route access requests to other, remote RADIUS servers, thus
enabling roaming agreements for wireless access.

We make use of this capability so that the cloud-based display

management service in our system acts as a remote RADIUS
server. Organizations that use the management service need
to route the relevant access requests to this remote RADIUS
server, thus delegating some network-access decision to it.

The tunneling of authentication between the wireless clients
and the RADIUS servers follows the Extensible Authentica-
tion Protocol (EAP) [9] specification. EAP itself does not
perform any authentication; rather, it allows the flexible def-
inition of new client authentication methods, which may be
tailored to specific application scenarios. In our proposed
system, we indeed define a new EAP method for ubiquitous
displays that is detailed next.

The Secure Display Initialization EAP method
We have designed a new EAP method called Secure Display
Initialization (EAP-SDI) as part of our proposed system. We
have made creative use of the standards, and EAP-SDI differs
from most EAP methods in two significant ways. First, it not
only authenticates previously registered clients but can also
register new ones with the user’s help. Second, clients use
this method to probe for networks that support our display
management scheme.

From the security perspective, the EAP method implements
a Diffie-Hellman key exchange [16] between the display and
the management server. Diffie-Hellman is convenient for reg-
istering new devices because it can create a secure association
(shared secret key) between two entities without authenticat-
ing them. We then rely on user’s action to ensure that the right
two entities are associated. The user, with the phone, acts as
an out-of-band channel that prevents man-in-the-middle at-
tacks against the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. From then
on, future authentications to the same wireless network will
use the established key and will not require user interaction.

The initial EAP-SDI authentication exchange is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The ubiquitous display and the management server
communicate with EAP encapsulated in RADIUS, as defined
in the IEEE 802.1x standard [22]. The access point initiates
the message exchange that ultimately results in a success or
failure. Between these steps, it acts as a pass-through de-
vice that simply encapsulates EAP requests to and decapsu-
lates responses from the corresponding RADIUS [34] mes-
sages. To save space, the diagram does not show the local
RADIUS server, which routes the requests and responses to
the management server (i.e., the remote RADIUS server) as
illustrated by Figure 1.

For the 802.1x authentication, the display needs a Net-
work Access Identifier (NAI) [8]. The ubiquitous dis-
plays that implement our protocol will have a NAI of the
form UDID@ubidisplay.org, where a unique display iden-
tifier (UDID) is concatenated with the well-known domain
name. The UDID is the Ethernet address of the wireless
interface in hexadecimal format. The well-known suffix
@ubidisplay.org enables the local RADIUS server to rec-
ognize display devices and to route their access requests to
the chosen management server.

The user-assisted registration and configuration of the display
has the following steps:
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xy)
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Figure2.MessagediagramfortheSecureDisplayInitializationEAPmethod(EAP-SDI).

1.ThedisplaybeginsbysendinganEAPoL-startmessage
totheaccesspointtoinitiatetheauthenticationprocedure.
TheaccesspointrespondswithanEAP-Requestforthe
identityofthedisplay.ThedisplaysubmitsitsNAItothe
accesspoint.

2.The access point decapsulatesthe NAIfromthe
EAP-Responsemessage,encapsulatesitinaRADIUS
Access-RequestmessageandforwardsittothelocalRA-
DIUSserver,whichrecognizesthewell-knownNAIdo-
mainpartandroutesittothemanagementserver.

3.The management server composes a RADIUS
Access-Challengemessagethatcontainstheserver’s
cryptographickey-exchangedataandadditionalinfor-
mation: asessionID(SessID)forthisauthentication
exchange,theserver’sDiffie-Hellmanpublickeygx,a
randomservernonceNms,themanagement-serverbase
URL,andthelocalorganizationname. Thisdata,like
allEAP-SDImessages,areintheJSONformattoenable
easyparsingandextension.Theaccesspointreceivesthe
RADIUSAccess-Challengeandencapsulatesitscontent

inanEAP-Requestmessage,whichisthensenttothe
display.

4.UponreceivingtheEAP-Request,thedisplayresponds
withanEAP-Responsethatcontainsthedisplay’scrypto-
graphickey-exchangedataandadditionalinformation:the
sessionID(SessID),theclient’sDiffie-Hellmanpublic-key
gy,arandomclientnonceNd1,andadditionalinformation
thatwillhelptheuserlateridentifyandmanagethedisplay
(e.g.,manufacturer,modelandserialnumber). Theac-
cesspointforwardstheEAP-Responsetothemanagement
server.

5.Thedisplayalsogeneratesasecondrandomclientnonce
Nd2,theknowledgeofwhichwillauthorizetheman-
agementservertocontrolthedisplay. Thedisplaythen
calculatesthreesecretkeys:thesharedkey material
Kdh = h(Nms,Nd1,g

xy)asahashofthenoncesand
theDiffie-Hellmansharedsecret,theauthenticationkey
KMAC =h(“MAC”,kdh),andthemasterkeyMK =
h(“MK”,Nd2,Kdh),whichwillbethelong-termshared
keyforthedisplayandmanagementserver.
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The display then composes a URL from the base URL
of the management server and the following query string
parameters: the session ID (SessID) of the authentica-
tion exchange, the second random client nonce Nd2, the
unique display identifier (UDID), and a message authenti-
cation code (MAC) of these values computed with the key
KMAC . This URL is converted to a QR code and shown
on the display. The name of the organization is also shown
to help the user identify the correct wireless network and
management server.

6. At this stage, the user is responsible for completing the au-
thentication exchange. The user scans the QR code shown
by the display with a mobile phone camera. This deliv-
ers the URL, including the secret nonce Kd2, to the server.
From the data received in the previous EAP message and
the URL, the management server is able to compute the
shared keys Kdh, KMAC , and MK. It verifies the mes-
sage authentication code in the URL and continues further
only if it is valid.

The user then logs into the management server on the
phone’s web browser, unless he or she is already logged
in. The login links the display to the user’s personal or or-
ganizational account in the server. The user may enter a
textual description of the display, take a picture of its loca-
tion and/or geotag it through the mobile phone.

7. The management server then derives a Pairwise Master
Key PMK = h(“PMK”, Nms, Nd1,MK) from the long-
term master key MK. This PMK may be updated in future
authentications while MK remains the same as long as the
display is controlled by the management server. The server
sends the PMK to the to the access point in a RADIUS
Access-Accept message.

8. Upon receiving the RADIUS Access-Accept message, the
access point sends an EAP-Success message to the display.
The display also computes the PMK value. It then starts
the 4-way handshake of IEEE 802.11 to complete the se-
cure association with the access point. From there on, the
protocol does not differ from any other wireless network
authentication.

The display may need to reauthenticate to the network, for
example, when the access point is reset and forgets the PMK,
or when the display detects another access point with a better
signal. In such future authentications, the master key MK will
be reused, but the nonces Nms and Nd1 will be new. Thus, a
new pairwise master key PMK will be computed. The authen-
tication protocol will be a slightly abbreviated version of the
initial authentication described above: instead of the Diffie-
Hellman keys, only new nonces are exchanged, and no QR
code is shown. The user will not even notice that the reau-
thentication takes place. Only when the user deletes the dis-
play registration from the management server or when the dis-
play device is reset to default settings, the display will again
show a QR code and user assistance will be needed.

Access point selection and other details
In the following, we will cover some aspects of the display
deployment and EAP-SDI that have not yet been discussed.

First, there could be more than one wireless network in the
range of the display when it is powered up for the first time.
Somehow, it needs to know which one to connect to. In
our solution, the display scans all access points in its range
that support the WPA2-Enterprise mode. It then attempts
to connect to them in a round-robin fashion with the EAP-
SDI method. Networks that do not support EAP-SDI respond
with a NAK and are not contacted again after the first connec-
tion attempt. Each connection attempt to a network that does
support EAP-SDI results in a different QR code shown on
the display. The user is then responsible for selecting a QR
code based on the organization name shown on the display.
The management server and display will remember previous
nonce values for a few minutes, so that the user has plenty of
time to complete the authentication and display registration.

Second, if the display does not find any APs that support the
new EAP method for display bootstrapping, or fails to suc-
cessfully connect with any one of them, it will eventually
enter an energy-saving mode and will need a button press,
infrared remote-control signal, or some other user action to
wake up and resume the authentication attempts.

Another question is how the EAP-SDI method fits into the
small-office and home environments where authentication
is more commonly based on a shared passphrase (WPA2-
Personal) than on the 802.1x protocol. There are several al-
ternatives to maintaining a local RADIUS server. First, some
access points have the local RADIUS server built in, so that
the routing can be set up in the access-point control panel.
Second, access points may be configured to connect to a com-
mercial cloud-hosted RADIUS server, which then plays the
role of the “local” server in our protocol. Third, a secondary
access point may be set up or an existing access point may
be configured with a secondary network name (SSID), so that
this second network is only used for displays and all access
requests to it will be sent to the same remote RADIUS server.

Display operation
After the completion of EAP-SDI, the display will be reg-
istered at the management server. Since the display now
has Internet connectivity and knows the management server
base URL, it can connect to the server to retrieve further in-
structions. Our implementation uses HTTP redirection from
a display-specific initial URL to a content service as the
only control mechanism. However simple, such interfaces
would need to be standardized. In our example applications,
TLS without client authentication provides sufficient security.
When the client needs to be authenticated, that could be done
with a key derived from the master key MK.

After the initial configuration and troubleshooting, continu-
ous monitoring is necessary to ensure that the displays are still
functioning in the intended way, and that any unused hard-
ware assets will be reclaimed. Also, additional control func-
tionality may be needed to remotely recover displays that are
stuck or need to be redirected to a new application without
bootstrapping them again. We have implemented the mon-
itoring and control through the Virtual Network Connection
technology [33, 37]. Other remote display solutions can pro-
vide equivalent features. However, depending on the type of
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3. The different pages shown by the display configuration wizard: (a) greeting and prompt for credentials; (b) display description; (c) service
selection; (d) landing page after completion of the configuration. (e) Example of smart sign realized with an e-ink display.

the ubiquitous display, running a full-fledged remote desk-
top server might be an overkill due to resource constraints
such as network bandwidth and battery power. Therefore, a
lightweight custom management protocol may be needed for
controlling displays. For web-based ubiquitous displays, this
protocol could be embedded in a browser plugin; another op-
tion would be to use IFrames and Javascript. The reliability
of such solutions remains an open question though. An ad-
vantage of VNC is that it is able to recover most problem
situations by restarting the full-screen web browser or by re-
booting the display device.

EVALUATION
In this section, we describe a prototype implementation of
our proposed system, the user study that was conducted on
the prototype, and also the results of a security analysis.

Prototype implementation
Our implementation involves software running at the different
system components illustrated by Figure 1. At the ubiquitous
display, we extended the wpa supplicant package [6] to im-
plement the new EAP method, EAP-SDI, in compliance with
RFC 3748 [9]. Furthermore, we developed a simple python
daemon that manages the access to the network and updates
the content of the display after a successful authentication.
This daemon is also responsible for the access point selec-
tion and re-connection strategies discussed earlier. Our im-
plementation has been tested on Ubuntu Linux personal com-
puters; however, it can easily be ported to Linux-based em-
bedded systems such as the Raspberry Pi and Android-based
devices.

In order to have conditions similar to those in practical de-
ployments, we set up an enterprise wireless network with
a local RADIUS server, as well as the remote RADIUS
server hosted at the management server. The local RADIUS
server is based on the FreeRADIUS open-source implemen-
tation [5]. The server was configured to proxy authentica-
tion requests belonging to the ubidisplay.org domain to the
external RADIUS server hosted by the management server.
The latter was realized through the hostapd package [2] that
embeds a minimalistic self-contained RADIUS server. We
added support for the EAP-SDI method to hostapd.

We employed python on the server side for the web appli-
cation through which the mobile phone performs the initial
configuration of the display. The web application exploits
HTML5 and the JQuery Mobile framework [3] to provide a
mobile-friendly, responsive and rich interface. This web ap-
plication is organized as a “wizard” in order to guide the user
through the different phases involved in the configuration of
the display (Figure 3). The wizard is started as a result of the
user scanning the QR code and opening the corresponding
URL on a browser. The web application first greets the user
and shows some information about the ubiquitous display,
such as manufacturer and model. Username and password are
prompted if the user does not already have an active session
on the browser (Figure 3a). Otherwise, the user can directly
proceed to enter additional information about the ubiquitous
display. Such information may include the location and the
description of the display. To this end, the web application
allows the user to geotag the display through the GeoLoca-
tion API. Additionally, the user may take a picture as a vi-
sual description of the display through the getUserMedia API
(Figure 3b). Afterwards, the wizard shows a list of services
that the user is allowed to start on the display (Figure 3c).
A landing page is shown upon completing the process and
the user can logout if no other displays need to be configured
(Figure 3d).

We did not implement content services. However, for the
sake of the evaluation, we have realized two different ser-
vices as representative instances of those used for real ap-
plications. The first one simply displays a video or a playlist
from YouTube, and is meant to be used for advertisements
or for bulletin boards. The second service shows informa-
tion about a given room; it could be used, for instance, for
applications involving smart signs, such as office door signs
(Figure 3e).

We also implemented a rudimentary display monitoring and
control module based on the VNC protocol. Since the
displays are often behind a network address translator, we
adopted an approach based on a reverse connection. Here, the
management server keeps listening for connections initiated
by the monitored displays. Such connections are triggered
by the network configuration daemon after the successful au-
thentication of the display.
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User study
To evaluate the proposed system, we performed a user study
involving people employed at our institution as well as exter-
nal participants. In selecting people, we aimed at obtaining a
wide spectrum of potential users. We were also particularly
interested in people who had little experience with informa-
tion and communication technologies. To this end, we looked
for participants among not only students but also other staff
including secretaries, janitors, and facility managers. In to-
tal, 23 people participated to the user study; 15 of them were
female and their age ranged from 21 to more than 60 years.

We used different methodologies for our user study. We first
exploited controlled observation. To this end, we set up a
room with a Buffalo Air Station WZR-N300 access point and
a 46′′ Sony BRAVIA TV connected to a personal computer.
All the necessary network configuration was performed be-
fore starting the study. Participants were invited to sit on a
couch in front of the display; they were then provided with
a short introduction to the study and a brief description of
the task to be performed. Specifically, participants were in-
structed to configure the display by scanning the QR code
and then to complete the configuration process through the
wizard described in the previous section. We did not pro-
vide many details about the process so that the participants
had to rely on the instructions shown by the phone; the users
were anyway invited to ask for clarifications as needed. In
the evaluation, we assumed that the users were configuring a
display for the first time; as a consequence, they had to lo-
gin with a username and password which we provided. The
users could also freely enter the information about the dis-
play in different ways. For instance, they could either pro-
vide a textual description or take a picture; similarly, they
could enter some text for the location of the display or geo-
tag it through the phone. We provided the participants with
a Samsung Galaxy S3 phone in which we had installed a QR
code scanning application (i.e., QR Droid [4]) and the Google
Chrome browser. However, we allowed the participants to
use their own phone, if the software requirements were sat-
isfied. The users were encouraged to express their thoughts
according to the think-aloud protocol; the conversations be-
tween them and the research team were recorded for further
processing and analysis.

After the evaluation, the participants were asked to fill an
online questionnaire. The questionnaire covered aspects re-
lated to both the users’ feelings about the proposed system
and their previous experience with related technology, such
as QR codes and smart screens. In evaluating users’ satisfac-
tion, we used a 5-point Likert scale in which the value of 1
corresponds to “Strongly disagree” and 5 to “Strongly agree”.

Findings
Here, we summarize the results of our user study.

QR codes. The scanning process created most of the troubles
for unexperienced users – eleven participants had not scanned
QR codes before our user study. In one case the process took
so long that the registration process timed out and it had to be
started over. One user, instead, praised the QR code scanning
process (“that was smooth”), probably because of the “live”

feature of the used software (it does not require to take a pic-
ture but automatically detects and opens QR codes). The QR
code scanning process was perceived as reliable: the median
of the ratings was 5. Indeed, the scanning was not affected by
any issues, except for two experiments that were performed
during sunset due to backlight; in these cases, users had to get
closer to the TV in order to successfully scan the QR code.

Usability. Most of the participants felt that the process was
easy: the median of the ratings in the questionnaire was 5.
Users also found the process fast (comments included “that’s
it?” and “I don’t feel I did anything”); indeed, it took less than
5 minutes to be completed on the average. The actual dura-
tion was largely affected by the fact that many users had never
scanned a QR code before the study. With minimal training,
the bootstrapping process could easily be completed within a
minute or so. All participants except for three took a picture
as a description of the display; all except for two geotagged
the display through the phone. In three cases the username
and password were typed incorrectly at the first try and had
to be re-entered; besides, no major problems were encoun-
tered. However, some of the unexperienced users exited the
applications running on the phone by accidentally pressing
the Android “back” button. This was probably exacerbated
by the design of the Galaxy S3 phone that does not show any
icon for the touch controls next to the physical home button.

Security. When asked if they felt “[the system] was secure”,
the participants were actually neutral, with a median of the
ratings equal to 3. On one hand, all users found the input
of the username and password natural; it was clear that the
authentication was necessary to perform the configuration of
the display. On the other hand, some of the participants raised
some concerns on the security of the QR codes. One user
reported “it is believed that QR codes are insecure and can
make one’s smart phone vulnerable to attacks”. Interestingly,
the participants did not realize that the QR codes shown by
the display are dynamic and contain special “tokens”.

Understanding. Most of the users, despite the initial intro-
duction, did not seem to clearly understand the purpose of the
system. One user explicitly mentioned “I didn’t get the whole
point of this”; another one “I like the idea but it seems you
never see someone using it in real life”. What emerged is that
users do not have a clear idea of ubiquitous displays, even
though they might have seen them in malls and in bus and
metro stops. For most users, a display is an output device of a
personal computer; as such, it does not need to be configured.
Furthermore, most of the users do not even have experience
with smart TVs, whereas a few had used large-size TVs at-
tached to set-top-boxes, media centers or gaming consoles.
The latter group explicitly pointed out the inconvenience in
performing advanced configuration. In the questionnaire we
specifically asked about experiences of configuring the net-
work connection. One user reported “The configuration of
the wireless network access was pretty cumbersome. It could
not work reliably and did not even tell what the problem was.
Had to use wired connection instead”. Another participant
said “The most problematic aspect is typing text [...] The user
interface is often clunky and not intuitive”.
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Security analysis
We have already explained the security design in the “Boot-
strapping security” section. It remains to consider the attacks
that could circumvent the stated security goals.

The Diffie-Hellman key exchange is known to be vulnerable
to man-in-the-middle attacks. RADIUS has its built-in au-
thentication, which protects EAP from external attacks, but
the attacker could very well perform a man-in-the-middle at-
tack on the wireless access network. To detect this, we use
the out-of-band channel provided by the user and the mobile
phone for verifying the Diffie-Hellman shared key (the MAC
included in the URL is a function of such a key). In order
to succeed in the man-in-the-middle attack, the user would
need spoof the QR code. It is difficult to see how this would
be possible unless the user is tricked into scanning the wrong
display. This is not a serious possibility in the applications
that we have considered. However, when displays are used for
viewing confidential content, many aspects of their manage-
ment become harder, and the question of the attacker tricking
the user to authorizing the wrong display could arise for real.

The most serious threat against our protocol is the use of TLS
and a web browser for connecting to the management server.
As in all web connections, the user will have to check the
server and therefore needs to know its name. Phishing and
typo squatting attacks are possible: the attacker may set up a
fake access point that serves a subtly different base URL to
the display, and the user will need to detect it. The usual coun-
termeasures apply here: user education and bookmarking the
URLs. The user could avoid the attacks by first logging into
the management server through a bookmark or a trusted por-
tal page and only then scanning the QR code.

Another issue is that the out-of-band channel (QR code) is
vulnerable to visual spying. The code contains the secret ran-
dom nonce Nd2, which gives the management server the abil-
ity to compute the secret keys and, thus, the authorization to
control the display. If the attacker is able to spy this nonce,
it can hijack control of the display. This will lead to denial
of service for the legitimate display owner and possibly to
the posting of unwanted content on the display, which can be
embarrassing if the display configuration takes place in front
of an audience. In any case, the solution is to reset the dis-
play to factory settings and to start again from the beginning.
Fortunately, the attacker needs to be physically present at the
display location to spy the QR code and the hijacking attacks
cannot be done remotely over the Internet.

The momentary hijacking of control over the display can be
serious if it enables the attacker to install malware to the dis-
play. This is not the case for purely HTML5-based displays,
but VNC is an unsafe technology in this regard. Remote ac-
cess to the display device’s desktop will enable all kinds of
mischief and unintentional blunders. For this reason, we see
VNC as only a temporary control solution.

Finally, one possible concern is that some users in our study
did not feel they had done anything to configure the display.
Thus, they might not have a clear idea that, by scanning a QR
code, they are authorizing Internet access for the display de-

vice. This is probably not a major security issue here, but an
interesting observation on the general level: complex security
configuration processes can be important as rituals that help
the users realize the seriousness of their actions.

DISCUSSION
The solution described in this paper can be seen as a discov-
ery protocol: the end result is that new devices, which have
just been brought to the range of a local wireless network, are
registered to and managed by the appropriate server. How-
ever, our technical solution is quite different. First, we have
taken the modern cloud-service perspective without bringing
our own agent (hardware or software) to the access network.
We also do not depend on broadcast messages (except for
the WiFi beacon) or a service directory for the discovery, but
rather establish the association between the device and the
online service directly with the help of the user.

From the security perspective, the usual order and direction of
the establishing wireless network security is reversed. Nor-
mally, devices first authenticate to the wireless network to
gain Internet access and then connect to an online service. In
our bootstrapping mechanisms, the display is first associated
with the online management service, which enables the Inter-
net access for it. This requires the setting up of a trust relation
between the management service but, from then on, saves the
work of establishing new wireless network connections.

While the focus of this paper is on electronic displays, the
same architecture should be capable of handling other devices
that need to be connected to online services. Our solution
makes use of the display’s capability of showing a URL as a
two-dimensional bar code. Other devices with the ability to
output a machine-readable URL can obviously also use our
protocol without modification. These include all devices with
a graphic display, printers, as well as all devices that have
a near-field-communication (NFC) interface with NDEF tag
emulation capability.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we opened the investigation into the protocol
aspects of ubiquitous wireless displays that are managed by
cloud services. We expect such displays to eventually replace
paper and ink in most applications and, thus, require a very
simple and non-technical configuration process. Neverthe-
less, such a process needs to meet specific security goals. We
have designed and implemented a new user-assisted proto-
col for the secure bootstrapping and management of wireless
displays, and evaluated its usability and security. This solu-
tion provides a one-pass secure configuration procedure for
wireless displays, connecting them simultaneously to a cloud
service and to the wireless access network.
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Abstract—Electronic displays and digital signage have be-
come ubiquitous over the years, and we view or interact
with them on a daily basis. With the emergence of cloud
computing and web technologies, electronic displays can be
connected directly to cloud services from which they retrieve
both configuration commands and HTML5 content. Cloud-
based management makes it easy to update the displays, and
the use of standard web languages enables rapid development
of new dynamic applications. However, the remote manage-
ment aspects and scalability from small personal deployments
upwards have received limited attention in the literature. To
this regard, our major contributions are the collection of
requirements from actual digital signage deployments and
the design of a system that encompasses all the different
phases involved in the related lifecycle. We specifically design,
implement and evaluate a flexible and user-friendly digital
signage management system.

Keywords-Digital signage; electronic displays; requirements;
management; lifecycle; web; HTML5; cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic displays and digital signage are a perfect ex-
ample of technologies that have disappeared into our daily
lives, following Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous com-
puting [1]. In fact, they have become such a pervasive part
of our environment and surroundings that we are no longer
conscious when we use them. Indeed, public, semi-public
and private spaces – such as shops, airports, streets, offices,
classrooms and homes – are increasingly relying on digital
signs for disseminating information. Depending on the con-
text of their deployment, the content may vary from official
information to advertising and from entertainment and art to
personal communication. State-of-the-art technologies such
as digital paper [2] and wireless charging [3] are seeing rapid
commercialization that is not only helping to push down the
cost, but also broaden the range of display sizes and improve
their power efficiency. One typical application is information
displays at airports and other transport stations where central
management of the display content ensures that it is always
up to date. Yet the same locations are still full of printed
signs and advertisements, many of which would benefit from
being digitalized, dynamically updated and re-purposed, and
managed over wireless networks. It can be expected that
many of them will soon be converted to an electronic format.

The methods used for fetching and showing content

Figure 1: Cloud-based wireless displays

on these ubiquitous electronic displays have evolved over
the years. Large screens wired to a general-purpose mi-
crocomputer have been superseded by network-connected
media players attached to displays. The current and the
future generation of ubiquitous smart displays have direct
connectivity to the network and to the cloud from where they
fetch the content. The related architecture is illustrated in
Figure 1. These displays are uniformly IP-based and mostly
use WiFi or similar wireless standards for network access.
Using existing or shared multi-purpose networks reduces
the deployment and maintenance costs. Smart displays do
not need an external media player or computer, which
further lowers hardware costs and the related energy con-
sumption. The displays are moving from proprietary player
technologies such as the Adobe Flash platform to standards-
compliant web browsers that show rich HTML5 content.
While connecting displays directly to the cloud has been
investigated by the research community in the past [4, 5],
only recently have cloud-connected displays started to see
commercial deployment [6].

In this article, we build a remote management system
for such cloud-connected displays. Our goal is to design
a simple and easy-to-use management system with focus on
users and staff that have limited knowledge of technology
and on deployments that scale from a single display to
thousands. The management system is implemented as a
cloud application that can be made available as a service.
We believe that, as these new electronic displays replace
functions previously served by paper and ink, even bulletins,
posters and sticky notes will move to a digital format.
Therefore, our goal is to allow individuals to install and
manage any number of displays with minimal administrative
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overhead and no special training. Even though there have
been some commercial deployments of management systems
for digital signage, there has been limited research into the
actual requirements and challenges faced by an average user
of these management systems. To this regard, our major
contributions are the collection of requirements from actual
digital signage deployments and the design of a system that
encompasses all the different phases involved in the related
lifecycle, with focus on monitoring and management.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
overviews the relevant related work. Section III presents our
requirement analysis and the main design principles behind
our solution. Section IV details our implementation and
Section V discusses some other aspects worth mentioning.
Lastly, Section VI draws some concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Several network management protocols, such as the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [7], exist
and could be employed for managing displays. However,
these protocols were designed for network administrators
to monitor, track and control network nodes. For instance,
SNMP provides read and write functions to re-configure IP
addresses, collect information on how much bandwidth is
being used, store error reports into a log, and many other
configurable options. In order to perform these tasks, SNMP
relies on a Management Information Base (MIB) containing
structured objects with unique identifiers for every network
node that is managed. Needless to say, these parameters are
not something that an everyday owner of ubiquitous displays
would be interested in tweaking. An average user does not
manage personal devices such laptops, tablets, smart watches
for network parameters and therefore it is natural to assume
the same for display devices.

One of the most important aspects of the display that
users want to control is the content, i.e. what is shown
on the display at any given time. Clearly, existing Content
Management System (CMS) tools for the web are not ap-
propriate. Many of them are too complex for the typical user
audience. Back in 2006, Storz et al. [8] had observed that
managing content for ubiquitous displays is a considerable
task for which tools available to them were poorly suited.
They did not find a CMS suitable for ubicomp deployments,
even after examining systems from both the broadcast and
web communities.

Sugiura et al. [9] designed a distributed digital signage
system for multimedia content called InfoShare. Specifically,
they provided a relatively simple management interface
allowing users to select the location and content that needs
to be shown on different displays. The user can choose
from plain text, XAML, image or video content and can
also specify the time duration for which the content will
be displayed. Once any content gets published, the users
can remove or edit it at any time through the management

interface. While we were indeed inspired by their solution,
we found that it was lacking options for remote access
and identified all the displays in the system with integer
numbers. Such an approach is not ideal as the users would
need to remember the unique identifier for every display
that they own to perform any management tasks. Clinch et
al. [10] discussed the requirements, the design principles
and the implementation of an application store for open
display networks. Even though their solution is web-based
and capable of supporting several applications, the focus of
the work is on scheduling the content shown by the displays
as well on developer support, including analytics and billing.
In contrast, we specifically targeted the configuration and
management of digital signage during their lifecycle.

Lindén et al. [11] developed a web system for managing
the screen real-estate. They implemented a framework that
facilitates dynamic partitioning of the area on a display
into several virtual screens assigned to multiple concurrent
web applications. The authors use a resource manager to
feed in the content and a layout manager that decides
how the multiple content applications should be displayed
on the screen. However, the authors rely on an external
digital signage system for creating and uploading the content
playlist to the resource manager. Similarly, Kuikkaniemi et
al. [12] pre-loaded content to be shown on walk-up-and-use
displays through a special component. While the details are
not elaborated, it appears that these systems are designed
for infrequent re-configuration and content updates that are
handled by professionals skilled in performing these tasks.

Heikkinen et al. [13] have discussed aspects related to
remote monitoring and management in the context of a long-
term deployment of pervasive displays. In particular, their
system employed the Nagios software to collect the state
of different resources at the displays, including memory and
CPU usage as well as network connectivity. However, such a
solution was found more useful for profiling and debugging
purposes rather than for detecting actual failures. Similarly,
Friday et al. [14] have presented the lessons learned from
a long-term experimental deployment of public displays,
including maintenance. However, their focus was more on
interactive applications rather than on the digital signage
scenario we target in this paper.

There are also several commercial digital signage man-
agement systems that are currently available on the market.
For instance, the BroadSign digital signage management
system [15] provides templates for creating content and
automatic scheduling of content playlists. They also provide
additional functionality of adding or removing content based
on external conditions such as weather, traffic status and
GPS location. A wide range of formats for audio, video
and static content is supported. Finally, their system can
also split the display area into many zones similar to the
Lindén et al. screen real-estate management framework.
The BroadSign management system represents a typical
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commercial offering with extensive features, most of which
can be troublesome for an average user.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In the following, we present the motivation for and the
design principles of our solution. We start by analyzing the
requirements we have collected from actual deployments of
digital signage in different scenarios. We then illustrate the
different phases of a digital signage lifecycle, with specific
reference to aspects of administration and management. We
finally detail our design choices for the different phases of
the deployment.

Before proceeding further, we would like to recall that our
management system is tailored to displays that are small,
inexpensive and directly connected to the wireless network
and to the cloud through a wireless communication technol-
ogy. These displays use a standard web browser engine for
rendering HTML5 content. Even though electronic displays
may be typically owned and managed by a single user, in the
rest of this article we will rather focus on enterprise settings
as they are the most demanding in terms of their required
functionalities.

A. Analysis of Requirements

We have collected requirements about digital signage
systems from different deployments. They included not
only experimental system used at universities and research
centers, but also solutions deployed in enterprises including
hospitals, business parks, facility companies, and govern-
ment agencies. Some of the requirements were explicitly
pointed out by the stakeholders, others emerged from the
product support of long-term digital sign deployments. We
summarize the most important ones for our study below.
Flexibility. Digital signage deployments are long-lasting,
with a target lifetime of several years. During this timeframe,
there may be different changes to the organization adopting
the system, ranging from a change of brand, to renovations
of the facilities, or even relocation to a different area. The
digital signage system should be flexible in handling such
organizational and physical changes, in the sense that it
has to be easily reconfigured. Here, reconfiguration does
not involve only content or software updates, but rather
encompasses the entire lifecycle of a digital signage. For
instance, a wireless display deployed in one building may
need to be moved to another one, possibly provided with
a different network configuration, following a company
relocation. Thus, the display needs to be removed from the
first physical location and network, moved to the target ones
and re-configured with the new operating parameters.
Customization. Organizations have their own peculiarities
and features that need to be reflected in the digital signage
system. Among them, each device can identify spaces with
different levels of granularity. For instance, digital signs
can be associated with desks in offices adopting shared

Manufacturing Bootstrapping Operational
State

De-commissioning

Re-bootstrapping

Management

Ownership handover

Figure 2: Lifecycle of a digital sign

spaces; they can be linked to a bed in a hospital. The
information system of such an environment may have a
peculiar identification system that has to be followed by the
digital signage system.
Direct control. After introducing a digital signage system,
many organizations have realized that it has become an
asset for their services and workflow. Consequently, they
are becoming more and more reluctant to outsource the
management of the displays to external companies. They are
willing, instead, to have their own employees1 to administer
their system. In order to do so, however, the management
and monitoring functions have to be user-friendly, thus easy
to use for untrained and non-technical personnel.

B. Lifecycle of a Digital Signage

Every display in a digital signage system has an associated
lifecycle, as illustrated by Figure 2. Such a lifecycle begins
when the display is manufactured. Thereafter, the display
is installed and commissioned for network access by an
installer. Depending on the deployment scenario, the installer
may be the manufacturer, the end user, or some third party
(e.g., a facility manager or janitor). In particular, our system
design and the underlying protocols allow users to install
their displays themselves.

After the display has been powered on, it enters the
bootstrapping phase during which it is initially configured
and associated (i.e., registered) to a certain cloud service,
namely, the content provider. Once the display has been
bootstrapped with a network and a cloud connection, it
enters the operational state and is under the control of
the owner. During this phase, the owner performs various
management tasks, such as updating what is shown on
the display. The display remains in the operational phase
until it is finally de-commissioned and removed from the
network. However, it is possible that the removed device is
re-commissioned in a new network under a different owner,
thus, starting the lifecycle back from the bootstrapping
phase. Since the bootstrapping and operational phases are
inter-related and are performed by the users themselves, we
design the management system by taking into account both
these phases.

1For instance, one company – after using our digital signage solution
for two years – has explicitly asked us to provide them with additional
modules, so that its employees could configure and manage the system
themselves.
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Figure 3: Management interface

C. Design Considerations

To explain our system design and the rationale behind it,
we pick a concrete use-case scenario: Soili is a university
secretary and she is taking care of a department corridor
containing electronic displays as door signs for employees.
Soili is responsible for managing these displays and for
updating their content according to the requests from the
employees. For instance, the displays may be used to show
the calendar of employees, their current status (e.g., busy
or away, and eventually their location), or an advertisement
for an open research position. We next detail the relevant
phases of the digital signage lifecycle.

1) Display Registration: Going back to our use case, let
us assume that a new employee has joined the department
and that Soili has ordered a new display accordingly. After
the display is delivered to the department, the janitor hangs
it on the wall next to the office door and powers it up,
eventually by connecting the device to a power supply if
necessary. Once the display is on, Soili provides it with
the necessary configuration parameters for connecting to the
Internet and to the intended cloud service provider. Such a
cloud service will provide the management interface for the
display. Then, Soili may also select the initial content to be
shown by the display.

While a wired display could automatically connect to the
Internet, wireless device requires some preliminary config-
uration to obtain connectivity. This configuration may only
need a 2D tag such as a Quick Response (QR) code [16].
Alternatively, the SSID and the password of the appropriate
wireless access point may be entered manually.

Once the display has Internet access, it will still need to
authenticate and register itself with the cloud service. This
again may be done manually by pointing the web browser to
the correct Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and entering
the username and password or automatically by scanning
a QR code [17]. Our management system is agnostic to
the bootstrapping solution that is used for providing the
displays with all necessary security and network credentials.
However, we expect that, during this registration process, the
unique identity (i.e., the MAC address or a cryptographic

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The display configuration wizard in [17]. The
user can enter (a) a textual description and a picture of the
display as well as (b) its location as part of the bootstrapping
process.

public-key identity) of the display is communicated to the
management service running in the cloud. As a part of this
bootstrapping process, the user is also encouraged to enter
some contextual information about the display that is useful
for management purposes. The relevant contextual metadata
include a textual description of the display, its purpose
and location, and an illustrative photo. As an example,
Figure 4 shows the interface presented to the user by the
bootstrapping solution realized in [17]. Finally, when this
bootstrapping process is over, the display shows the default
page received from the cloud service and the user is able to
redirect it to the actual content.

2) Management Interface: The management interface is
web-based and is realized as a scalable cloud service where
users and organizations can sign up for accounts. The num-
ber of displays belonging to each user account is currently
small but we expect it to grow to thousands and beyond
for some users. The same service should eventually be able
to scale from small experimental and home deployments
to organizations with very large numbers of displays. The
focus of our current implementation has been on finding the
minimal set of universally required management features.

Continuing on the reference use case, Soili returns to
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her office and logs into the online management dashboard
shown in Figure 3. Every display is uniquely identified by
its MAC address or a cryptographic key fingerprint. As it
is difficult or even impossible for a user to remember such
information, we exploit various of metadata to help users
to recall and identify the display. As mentioned earlier,
this metadata includes a textual description and a picture
of the display. In our example, Soili has already entered a
descriptive text for three displays during the bootstrapping
phase by adding the employees’ names to the description
of the corresponding displays. She has also taken a picture
of the devices, which makes it easier for her to identify
and distinguish the displays based on visual memory. This
information is readily shown in the dashboard.

As for location, the user can geotag the display while
bootstrapping it. Even though this may not help in locating
the displays deployed indoors, geographic coordinates may
be useful in distinguishing between different buildings, e.g.,
on a university campus. Our cloud backend can also guess
the location of a display purely based on its IP address,
thereby not requiring any explicit action from the user. The
location information is provided in the management interface
as a link to a location service such as Google Maps.

The user can modify the metadata associated to a certain
display at any time from within the management interface.
For instance, Soili can update the textual description after
the display has already been bootstrapped and a typing error
is discovered. This feature is useful since users can make
mistakes during the bootstrapping process and may need to
update the information later.

3) Content Selection: Directing displays to the desired
content is perhaps the most important feature for any display
management system. As apparent from our management
interface, the user is provided with a simple dropdown menu
from which pre-configured content can be selected. The
default choices include weather, news, as well as other URLs
and files. The user can choose an arbitrary URL or a file to
be shown through the advanced configuration button next
to the dropdown list in Figure 3. When a user uploads a
new file that needs to be shown on a particular display, our
cloud backend saves this file as a new resource and assigns
it an addressable URL in the REST API. The display always
points its browser to the most recent URL received from the
cloud backend.

Consequently, a display can be instructed to fetch its
content from any web page or web application. The con-
tent is typically hosted on a cloud server other than the
management one. We use standard HTML5 for rendering
content to the web browser engine on the display, and most
of the well-known video, audio and textual formats are
already supported by modern browsers. Moreover, while our
current system is aimed mainly at showing static or dynamic
content, it is technically possible for a web application to
exploit interactive features such as a touch screen or a

camera built into the display. In our use case, Soili configures
Ben’s corridor display to show his public calendar; she
selects an out-of-office notice for Alex’s display, instead.

4) Remote Monitoring: Since we rely on HTML5 content
that is directly rendered by the smart display, the related
software (i.e., a modern web browser engine) may need to
be updated or may crash, thus requiring a manual restart.
Therefore, it is necessary to give users a remote monitoring
option to perform such tasks. All the related functions
should be web-based and should work without the need
for installing browser add-ons. Our management interface
provides low-level access to the display operating system
through a URL unique to each registered display. The user
can simply click on it and access the remote operating
system to perform simple management operations such as
restarts and software updates.

It is worth emphasizing that it is of paramount importance
to perform monitoring at different levels. Local network
connectivity, including correct initialization of IP addresses
and the reachability of the default gateway, is the first
step to ensure proper functioning. Once local networking is
successfully tested, remote connections such as Secure Shell
and Virtual Private Network need to be verified. Besides, the
correct functioning of the application running at the digital
sign has to be ensured at all times. This can be accomplished
by periodically checking that the Internet browser is active in
full-screen mode and is actually running in the foreground.
Detected issues should be presented to the user in an easy-
to-understand language and well-defined procedures should
be provided to identify the actual problems. The availability
of remote connection also allows external actors (such as a
helpdesk) to diagnose and solve the problems.

In the less common scenario in which the display has
completely lost connectivity and cannot be remotely ac-
cessed any more, the user will have to reset the display
by pressing a physical button (e.g., the power button). In
extreme cases, the display may have to be registered afresh.
Nevertheless, it is important to minimize the need for on-site
maintenance, and we therefore implement remote control at
different levels, from URL redirection to remote desktop
and secure shell access. In closed networks, remote hard
resets can also be accomplished, especially if the display is
deployed with Power over Ethernet.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation involves software running on the
display and in the cloud. We utilize several different tools
and programming languages for implementing the different
aspects of our management system. The related details are
explained next.

A. Bootstrapping

For bootstrapping the displays and initiating a connection
with both the WiFi network and the cloud service, we used
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the solution previously developed by us [17]. Accordingly,
the display shows a dynamic QR code which, when scanned
by the user with a camera phone, allows automatic con-
figuration of the wireless network and establishes a secure
connection with the cloud service. This is accomplished by a
long-term trust relation that is configured between the cloud
service and the wireless access network.

We employed Linux-based devices as the smart displays,
and we have extended the Linux wpa supplicant pack-
age [18] to implement the Secure Display Initialization EAP
method (EAP-SDI). We also run a modified version of
hostapd [19] in the RADIUS [20] server hosted as part of
our cloud service. The user simply needs to press the power
button on a new display and scan a QR code to both receive
Internet access for the display and to securely connect it to
the cloud service. For scanning the QR code and entering
details such as the bootstrapping location, textual description
and an image of the display with its surroundings, we
provide the user with the mobile friendly web interface
shown in Figure 4. This web interface is implemented
with HTML5 and the jQuery mobile framework [21] to
provide a mobile-friendly, responsive and rich interface.
This web application is organized as a “wizard” in order to
guide the user through the different phases involved in the
configuration of the display. A python script on the display
is responsible for searching the networks, running the EAP
method in the background and starting the browser to show
the QR code and the content.

A minimal one-time network configuration to create the
long-term trust relation between the RADIUS server in the
cloud and the local wireless infrastructure is needed. This
could be done by the user or a professional. For instance, in
our use-case scenario, the university IT department has taken
care of this configuration once. Home network users and
other small installations can perform the relatively simple
configuration of the RADIUS functionality on their local
servers or gateway devices by themselves. It is important
to recall that establishing the initial trust relation is only
a one-time configuration; it enables all future displays that
join the network to be managed. However, this is not
absolutely necessary and the user may also enter the SSID
and password manually for every display to obtain network
access. The user may also manually configure the “home
page” of the browser engine in the display to point to
the right cloud service and, finally, enter a username and
password to authenticate this display for the access to the
cloud service.

B. Management Interface

We currently use the SQLite [22] database server running
in our cloud infrastructure to store all the information about
the users’ displays. This database is automatically populated
with all the information made available by the bootstrapping
phase. Thus, when a user installs and connects a new display

with the cloud service, its unique identifier is automatically
received and a new entry is created in the database. Optional
information, such as the picture of the display and its
location, are also added to the database when provided by
the user. The management webpage is implemented with
HTML5 and the jQuery mobile framework to allow users to
access the management service from mobile devices. We use
the jQuery short polling technique for updating the displays
shown on the management interface.

The python script on the display that is responsible
for searching for networks also regularly polls the cloud
backend after successful connection to the Internet. This
approach is necessary to check if the database has been
updated with a new URL to be shown on the display. If
the retrieved URL does not match the one currently being
shown, the user intends to change the content. Thus, the
python script re-directs the browser to the newly received
URL. We do not perform a server push to keep the server-
side implementation on the cloud-backend simple and save
resources when monitoring database updates. Finally, we do
not provide means for creating content playlists as users can
already build them on existing services such as Youtube,
Spotify, SlideShare, and several professional advertising
playlist servers. Our management servers can integrate with
these playlist services and other applications by simply
pointing the content URL to them.

C. Remote Monitoring

Whenever a new display is authenticated to the cloud
service, either by using the new EAP method or by manually
entering the username and password, a shared secret is
established between the display and the cloud [17]. Using
this shared secret, we further derive two additional keys.

The first key is used to set up a Secure Shell (SSH) [23]
tunnel from the display to the cloud. This is necessary as
often the displays are located behind a Network Address
Translator (NAT), therefore a connection in the reverse
direction is not possible. This SSH tunnel provides security
for the administrative access between the display and the
cloud. The SSH tunnel is used for the lowest level of ad-
ministrative shell access to the Linux-based display device,
and it is intended to be used only for emergency remote
software updates and reconfiguration. Most users will never
need access on the shell level and may prefer to physically
access the display device for major updates. However, when
the number of displays grows and they are geographically
distributed, it will become important to avoid physical access
for even exceptional administrative processes. The tunnel
also enables graphical monitoring of the displayed content,
as explained next.

The second key is used to run a secure Virtual Network
Connection (VNC) server on the display so as to allow low-
level remote access and control for authenticated clients.
In our implementation, we run the x11vnc [24] server on
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the display. The SSH tunnel set up previously uses port
forwarding to allow the cloud to connect to the x11vnc
server on the display. In order to allow users logged into
the management dashboard to have remote access to the
displays directly from their browsers, we use the noVNC [25]
browser-based VNC client. noVNC client uses standard
HTML5 technologies such as WebSocket [26] and canvas,
allowing it to be functional on most modern standard and
mobile browsers such as Firefox, Chrome and Safari. As
the noVNC client relies on WebSocket which is not natively
supported by the x11vnc server, we run the websockify [27]
WebSocket proxy in our cloud infrastructure. This proxy
translates WebSocket connections coming from the noVNC
client (at the user’s browser) to regular socket traffic towards
the x11vnc server on the display. Thus, the connection
between the cloud and the display is protected over SSH
while the connection between the cloud and the user’s
browser on any device is protected with HTTPS username
and password. The management interface provides a unique
URL link for every managed display. This unique URL
already embeds the credentials for accessing the x11vnc
server; the user can get remote access by simply clicking
on the URL once logged in on the cloud-based signage
management service.

V. DISCUSSION

Even though our solution is cloud-based, this does not
necessarily imply that the service has to be hosted in a public
cloud accessed through the Internet. In many organizational
contexts, security policies or simply a lack of trust in the
cloud delivery model prevent such a deployment scenario.
Indeed, a private cloud deployed within the enterprise net-
work of the organization adopting the digital signage system
would work as well. It is worth mentioning that the private
cloud infrastructure within the premises of an enterprise
does not need to be a full-fledged data center with powerful
compute servers. In many situations, a rack or just a physical
machine with virtualization capabilities are enough. Clearly,
this deployment may limit the scalability of the service.
However, it may be the only solution when the target
deployment scenario requires accessing resources that are
not otherwise available from the Internet. We have ourselves
seen such constraints not only in sensitive environments such
as hospitals and government agencies, but also in enterprises
using legacy software such as room reservation systems.
These constraints, however, have not prevented the adoption
of our digital signage solutions.

As apparent from Figure 3, our current implementation
of the management dashboard is minimalistic, without too
many bells and whistles. When the number of displays is
small, the information for all the displays being managed
by a single user is directly accessible on one page. We
do not believe in complex work flow management where
content would be approved before being uploaded. With the

explosion in the number of electronic displays, it would be
expensive to assign employees or to hire external contractors
to manage them. Our flexible signage management system
adapts to the needs of the users, scaling both up and down.
On the one hand, users are able to register to cloud service
accounts to manage their displays themselves. On the other
hand, organizations have the option to implement groups,
access control policies, and delegation as the need for it
arises. This would not only save costs but would also allow
users to start managing their displays with little overhead and
without having to initially rely on organizational processes.

One question that we are currently exploring is how to
describe and register the display feature set and its relation
to the installation context. Scaling non-interactive content to
varying display dimensions can be done entirely in HTML5.
However, it is necessary to also know contextual information
such as how far the viewers are from the display and whether
they actually can reach the touchscreen to fully exploit the
screen resolution or interactive features.

Another challenge is to implement access control for
displays. For entire displays, the access rights can be based
on ownership, delegation, and a simple role-based model.
However, when users share the same display and control
different time slots or subareas, the access control becomes
complicated [12]. Our current intuition is to leave such sub-
display access control to the content application, but that can
sometimes mean doubling the user accounts as well as the
management effort.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have built a flexible management system for cloud-
connected electronic displays such as digital signage. Mo-
tivated by an analysis of requirements collected from real
digital signage deployments in enterprise settings, we have
designed our management system by taking into account the
entire lifecycle of a display. Our system is able to scale up
from a few displays to several thousands. Our design philos-
ophy has been governed by the minimum common require-
ments irrespective of the user and the deployment scenario.
We have implemented this new management system as a
cloud service and relied on modern web technologies so that
it can be remotely accessed from a browser on any device.

We are currently investigating automated cloud-based
mechanisms to reliably derive the operational state of the
digital signs. We are also designing a role-based access
control method that allows different actors to securely access
the components of the systems they are authorized to interact
with, according to their credentials.
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Abstract—Secure device pairing is a widely studied problem.
Local wireless connections such as Bluetooth and WiFi typically
rely on user-entered secret keys or manually verified authentica-
tion codes. Several recent proposals replace these with contextual
or location-dependent sensor inputs, which are assumed to be
secret from anyone not present at the location where the pairing
takes place. These protocols have to cope with a fuzzy secret,
i.e. noisy secret input that differs between the devices. In this
paper, we overview such protocols and propose a new variation
using time-based opening of commitments. Our protocol has
the advantage of treating the fuzzy secret as one piece of data
rather than requiring it to be partitioned into time intervals,
and being more robust against variations in input entropy than
those based on error correction codes. The protocol development
is motivated by the discovery of a novel human source for the
fuzzy secret: synchronized drawing with two fingers of the same
hand on two touch screens or surfaces. Metrics for measuring the
distance between the drawings are described and evaluated. We
implement a prototype of this surprisingly simple and natural
pairing mechanism and show that it accurately differentiates
between true positives and man-in-the-middle attackers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Secure pairing of devices to enable easy creation of long-
term associations as well as ad-hoc transactions is an important
and widely studied problem [17]. The key challenge in device
pairing is to allow two devices to securely identify and
authenticate each other without having any a priori shared
information. Several communication technologies, such as
Bluetooth [3], WiFi [1], and ZigBee [4], require the user
to enter the same key string or authentication code to both
devices or to compare and approve codes displayed by the
devices. While these methods can provide reasonable security,
they require user interaction that is relatively unnatural and
often considered a nuisance. Thus, there is ongoing search in
pervasive computing research for more natural ways of pairing
devices. The method proposed in this paper, synchronized
drawing with two fingers on touch-sensitive surfaces, continues
this work in a world where touch screens and surfaces have
become increasingly ubiquitous.

To reduce the amount of user-interaction required in the
pairing process, several proposals use contextual or location-
dependent information, or natural use input such as sound or
movement, for device pairing. The proposed protocols perform
pairing by utilizing a shared fuzzy secret that the devices only
know approximately. This shared secret may be extracted, for
example, from ambient audio or radio signals [20], [25], [29]
or from simultaneous sensing of user actions. As an example,
Mayrhofer [21] and well as Kirovski et al. [16] derive a shared
fuzzy secret from the user shaking or moving the two devices

together. In such protocols, a major challenge is to establish
an exact shared cryptographic key starting from noisy and,
this, differing measurements of sensor data. We overview the
existing methods for establishing a shared secret from noisy
input and propose a new protocol, which is a single-round,
time-based variant of the existing commitment protocols.

We start in Section II by providing an overview and
taxonomy of existing key-establishment methods that bootstrap
the authentication from fuzzy shared secrets. In Sec. III, we
derive a new time-based variant of the commitment-based key
establishment. Sec. IV presents the novel pairing mechanism
that uses synchronized drawings as the fuzzy shared secret. We
discuss various metrics for comparing the drawings, implement
a prototype and evaluate the security of this pairing mecha-
nism. Sec. V discusses the security of the proposed scheme.
Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides a survey and taxonomy of existing
solutions for authenticated key-establishment with fuzzy data.
We consider protocols that tolerate errors in the data from
which they derive a shared secret key.

More precisely, two devices communicate over an insecure
network, such as a wireless link, and need to establish a shared
secret key. They also have access to an out-of-band (OOB)
channel which has a high error rate. The errors may be caused,
for example, by external noise on the channel or by differences
in the sensory inputs of the two devices. The noisy channel
may be used either to send messages between the devices or
to receive the same external signal. A wide range of key-
establishment protocols have been proposed based on different
types of noisy channels such as ambient sound or radio signals.

The goal of a pairing mechanism is to establish a shared
secret key that can be used to secure subsequent communi-
cation over the insecure network. The security analysis of
this paper assumes a powerful Dolev-Yao type attacker on
the insecure network [11]. The noisy OOB channel, on the
other hand, is assumed to provide some inherent protection
for the confidentiality and integrity of data. This may be, for
example, because the channel is location limited and under the
direct supervision of the user. The attacker aims to subvert the
authentication and access the subsequent communication over
the insecure network either by passively eavesdropping it or
by actively impersonating one or both of the devices.

In the following, we divide the related work into the
categories illustrated in Figure 1.
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Authenticated key 
establishment 
with fuzzy data

A: Commitment 
protocols with 
fuzzy data

A1: Gradual 
revealing of the 
secrets

A2: Time-based 
commitment 
scheme

B: Key extraction 
from shared noisy 
environtment

B1: Direct use of 
the extracted key

B2: Extracted key 
used for 

authentication

C: Key distribution 
over noisy OOB 
channel

C1: Direct key 
distribution over 
noisy channel

C2: Noisy channel 
used for 

authentication

Figure1:Taxonomyofkey-establishmentwithfuzzydata

A.Commitment-basedprotocols

Commitment-basedprotocols(categoryAinFigure1)are
theclosestequivalenttothenewprotocolproposedinthispa-
per.Theearliestprotocoltousecommitmentforprotectingthe
integrityofcommunicationagainstman-in-the-middleattacks
wastheinterlockprotocolbyRivestandShamir[27].Whileit
makesuseofencryptionratherthanhashfunctions,theprin-
cipleissimilartothemodernprotocols.Later,commitment-
basedprotocolsweredevelopedforauthenticationwithashort
one-timesecret.Aswewillsee,thesecanbemodifiedtowork
equallywellwithafuzzy(i.e.noisy)secret.

Theseprotocolsbeginwithanunauthenticatedkeyex-
change,suchasDiffie-Hellmanorpublic-keyencryptionwith-
outcertificates.Theresultingstrong(butyet-unauthenticated)
sharedkeykisthenauthenticatedtopreventspoofingandman-
in-the-middle(MitM)attacks.Forthispurpose,thedevices
shareashortsecretp,suchasan6-digitnumber,distributed
overanoutofbandchannel.Incommitmentphaseofthe
authentication,thedevicesexchangecryptographiccommit-
mentstothevaluesoftheshortsecretandthesharedkey.
AcommitmentisacryptographichashH(k,p,r),wherer
isafreshrandomnumberneededforblindingthesecrets.In
openingphase,bothsidesrevealtheirrandomnumbersrand
verifythathashsentbytheotherpartyinthefirstphaseis
correct.

Thesecurityofthecommitmentschemesdescribedabove
dependscriticallyonthetimingofthemessages:bothcom-
mitmentsmustbereceivedbeforeeithersiderevealsitsr.
Otherwise,aman-in-the-middleattackercouldfindthevalueof
theshortsecretpwithinsecondsbybrute-forcetrial.Oneway
toenforcethetimeorderistorequiretheusertoconfirmthe
completionofthecommitmentphaseonbothdevicesbefore
movingtotheopeningphase.Unfortunately,itisdifficultto
designaneasy-to-useinterfacewheretheusercouldnottakea
shortcutandconfirmthecompletionwithoutactuallychecking,
whichwouldexposetheprotocoltoMitMattacks.

Onecleversolutiontoenforcingthetimeorderofthe
phasesisthegradualreleaseofthesecret,asintheMANAIII
variant[2],[18],[32].Inthisprotocol,thetwodevicesAand
Brevealtheone-timesecretp=p1|p2|...|pnpiecewisein
nroundsandperformseparatecommitmentandopeningfor
eachround.Figure2showsoneprotocolround.Byspoofing

DeviceA Message DeviceB

rA,i ∈R {0,1}
∗ rB,i ∈R {0,1}

∗

hA,i :=
hA,i
−−−−−→ hB,i :=

H(1,k,Pi,rA,i)
hB,i
←−−−−− H(2,k,Pi,rB,i)

rA,i
−−−−−→ AcceptifhA,i =

H(1,k,Pi,rA,i)

AcceptifhB,i =
rB,i

←−−−−−
H(2,k,Pi,rB,i)

Figure2:ithroundinMANAIIIprotocolwhentheprotocol
isusedtoauthenticateDiffie-Hellmankeyk

oneofthecommitmentsHx,i,theMitM-attackercanlearnand
replayonepartpioftheshortsecret.However,itwillnotbe
abletocontinuetothenextroundifthespoofedcommitment
wasnotcorrect.

Thereasonwhywehavegiventhismuchspacetothe
commitmentprotocolsisthattheshortsecretcanbereplaced
withfuzzydata(A1).Varshavskyetal.[34]demonstratethe
useofaMANA-III-likeprotocolforthispurpose.Thefuzzy
sharedsecretinthiscaseisarecordingofthesharedambient
radioenvironmentoftwodevicesthatareincloseproximity.
AverysimilarmechanismisproposedbySorienteetal.[30]
wheretheuserinputsthefuzzydatabysimultaneouslypress-
ingbuttonsonthedevices.Protocolsintheseproposalsdiffer
fromthestandardMANAIIIsothatthefuzzysecretspiare
revealedalongwiththerandomvaluesri.Revealingthesecrets
isnecessarysincethedevicesinitiallyknowslightlydifferent
versionsofthefuzzydataand,withouttheexactinformation,
neitherdevicecouldverifythehashoftheother.Eachdevice
comparestheobservedandreceivedvaluesofpi.Forthis
purpose,theyneedasuitabledistancemetricandthreshold
foracceptance.

Alimitationofthegradualrevealing methods(A1)is
thatthefuzzysharedsecretpmustbepartitionedintothe
roundsecretspisothat(1)thepartitionsofthedataonthe
twodevicescorrespondtoeachother,(2)entropyisdivided
roughlyevenlybetweenthepartspi,and(3)thepartsare
independentfromeachothersothattheearlierpartspido
notrevealinformationaboutthelaterpartspj,j>i.Such
partitioningofthedataisnoteasytoachievewithalltypesof
fuzzydata,especiallyifthedatahasnonaturaltimeaxisorifit
isrecordedwithoutaccuratetimesynchronization.Varshavsky
etal.solvedthecorrespondenceissuebysynchronizingthe
inputintervalsonthetwodevices.Inourcase,werecordthe
fuzzydatawithoutaccuratesynchronizationand,inthemost
CPU-savingversionofourscheme,withoutusingtimingdata,
whichmakesisdifficulttopartitionthedataintosubintervals
inthesamewayonbothdeviceswithoutfirstseeingthefull
inputsfrombothsides.Toavoidtheabovelimitations,we
wantedtofindaone-roundschemewherethedevicescommit
to,revealandcomparethefuzzysecretsallatonce,without
theneedtosplitthemintoparts.Ourtime-basedcommitment
scheme(A2)inSectionIIIachievesthis.

B.Keyextractionfromsharednoisyenvironment

Anotherclassofdevicepairingprotocols(BinFig.1)
extractsthesharedsecretkeyfromfuzzydatasuchasob-
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Protocol Soure of the shared secret Protocol class
Amigo [34] Radio environment A1
BEDA (Button-to-button) [30] Timing of button presses A1
D-H and Interlock* [22] Accelerometer data A1
Generating key from accelerometer data [7] Accelerometer data B1
Candidate Key Protocol [21], [22] Accelerometer data B1
AdhocPairing [24], [25], [29] Audio B1
Secure Ad-hoc Pairing with Biometrics (SAfE) [8] Biometric data B1
Proximate [20] Radio environment B1
Feeling-is-Believing [9] Biometric data (fingerprint) B1
Secure communication based on ambient audio [28] Ambient audio B1
Human-Assisted Pure Audio Device Pairing (HAPADEP) [31] Device generated secret sent over lossy audio-OOB channel C1
BEDA (other variants) [30] Device generated secret sent over lossy user controlled channel C2
Loud-and-Clear [12] Device generated secret sent over lossy audio-OOB channel C2
Seeing-is-Believing [23] Device generated secret sent over lossy visual-OOB channel C2

Table I: Comparison of the proposed fuzzy key-establishment protocol

servations of a shared environment. If the created secret key
has sufficient entropy to prevent offline brute-force attacks, it
may be used directly as an encryption key (B1). The protocols
described in the literature appear to be of this type. However, as
the entropy of the fuzzy input typically is uncertain, it would
be safer to use the extracted key as a transitory secret for
authenticating a strong key exchange such as Diffie-Hellman
(B2). This is one of the design principles of our protocol.

The challenge in the key extraction from fuzzy data is that
the keys computed by the two devices must be exactly the
same even when the inputs are noisy. Typical cryptographic
key-generation mechanisms, such as hash functions, aim for
the exact opposite, i.e. even one-bit difference in the inputs
will result in completely unrelated keys. The solutions to the
key extraction are called fuzzy cryptography, which has been
developed mainly for key derivation from biometric data [8],
[9], [33]. Several protocols using shared sensory input such as
movement or ambient audio have also been based on the same
idea [16], [24], [28], [29]. While the details of the protocols
vary, the main idea is to exchange error correction codes —
in plaintext over the insecure network — for the secret fuzzy
data, so that differences in the inputs can be corrected.

The security of fuzzy cryptography depends on the error
correction code not leaking any information about the secret
fuzzy data [6], [10], [14]. This is most critical in systems
that use long-term fuzzy secrets such as biometrics, but also
affects the security of short-term secrets such as environmental
input. It may be difficult to estimate the actual entropy of the
fuzzy input and, thus, the safe amount of error correction data.
Problems may arise, in particular, if the attacker has auxiliary
information such as statistical knowledge about the input data,
which together with the error correction code might reveal
more than expected [6].

Other pairing protocols derive an encryption key di-
rectly from sensor data without using fuzzy cryptography.
Here, we analyze two such protocols, namely CKP [22]
and SAPHE [13]. In Candidate Key Protocol (CKP), devices
generate an encryption key from sensor data by extracting
feature vectors from the sensory inputs. Each feature vector
is hashed with a standard hash function and hashes are sent to
the other device and compared. Only the feature vectors with
identical hash values are used to create the encryption key.
The protocol requires low environmental noise and accurately
calibrated sensors to produce enough identical vectors between
the devices. There is also no clear rule for how large fraction
of the feature vectors can be ignored without endangering

security. sensors. The authors also brush aside the question
on how a large fraction of the feature vectors can be ignored
due to unequal values, thereby increasing the time required to
securely pair. Simple Accelerometer Based Wireless Pairing
with Heuristic Trees (SAPHE [13]) similarly generates keys
directly from the sensor inputs. Differences in the inputs are
handled with a brute-force search for differing bits in the keys.
The search is made efficient with public threshold values that
enable the devices to determine which key bits are most likely
to be wrong. Unfortunately, the threshold values also leak a
significant amount of information about the key, giving roughly
the same performance gain to the brute-force attacker as to the
honest parties.

C. Secure but noisy OOB channel

It may also be instructive to look at protocols where the end
nodes communicate with each other over a secure but noisy
out-of-bad channel (C in Fig. 1). The OOB-channel may either
be used directly for key distribution (C1) or for authentication
of a key exchange that takes place on the insecure network
(C2). Protocols that use a out-of-band channel directly for
key distribution are relatively simple and typically secure if
the attacker cannot eavesdrop the OOB-channel and if active
attacks are detected. Human Assisted Pure Audio Pairing
(HAPADEP [31]) offers a good illustration: an encryption key
with error correction is sent over an audio channel, which the
human user monitors. There are also many ways to use the
noisy out-of-band channel for verifying the result of a key
exchange. For example, Soriente et al. [30] simply authenticate
the keys by sending a message authentication code over the
OOB channel. Other protocols rely on the user for comparison
of the noisy signals, such as audio in Loud-and-clear [12]
and 2D bar codes in Seeing-is-believing [23]. Such protocols
offer us examples of the available OOB channels but no ready
solution as we ask the user to produce rather than compare the
two fuzzy inputs.

III. KEY-ESTABLISHMENT WITH A SHARED FUZZY
SECRET AND TIME BASED COMMITMENT

This section describes a new variation of the commitment-
based key establishment protocol for use with fuzzy secrets.
The need for the new protocol arose when implementing
our device-pairing scheme based on synchronized drawing
(Sec. IV). In particular, we found no reliable way to measure
the entropy of the drawings. Without knowing the entropy
of the fuzzy input, we could not be certain that the error
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Device A Message Device B

1. Diffie-Hellman key exchange

1a: gx−−−−−→
k := gxy.

1b: gy←−−−−− k := gyx.

2. Fuzzy data
vA := noisy input 2a. vB := noisy input 2b.

3. Commitment
Fresh random number
rA ∈R {0, 1}128.

Fresh random number
rB ∈R {0, 1}128.

Compute commitment
cA := H(A, vA, rA, k).

Compute commitment
cB := H(B, vB , rB , k).

3a: cA−−−−−→
Display

”commitment received”.
3b: cB←−−−−− Display

”commitment received”.

4. Opening the commitments
Wait for user

approval to continue.
Wait for user

approval to continue.
4a: Ek(A, vA, rA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
4b: Ek(B, vB , rB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Accept k if A 6= B,
cB = H(B, vB , rB , k),

and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

Accept k if B 6= A,
cA = H(A, vA, rA, k),

and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

(a) Basic protocol: explicit synchronization by user

Device A Message Device B

1. Diffie-Hellman key exchange

1a: gx−−−−−→
k := gxy .

1b: gy←−−−−− k := gyx.

2. Fuzzy data
vA := noisy input 2a. vB := noisy input 2b.
tA,0 := A’s local time

at the end of input.
tB,0 := B’s local time

at the end of input.

3. Commitment
Fresh random number Fresh random number
rA ∈R {0, 1}128. rB ∈R {0, 1}128.

Compute commitment
cA := H(A, vA, rA, k).

Compute commitment
cB := H(B, vB , rB , k).

3a: cA−−−−−→
Abort if message 3b

received at time
> tA,0 + ∆1

by A’s local clock.

3b: cB←−−−−−
Abort if message 3a

received at time
> tB,3 + ∆1

by B’s local clock.

4. Opening the commitments
Wait until time
tA,0 + ∆1 + ∆2.

Wait until time
tB,0 + ∆1 + ∆2.

4a: Ek(A, vA, rA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
4b: Ek(B, vB , rB)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Accept k if A 6= B,
cB = H(B, vB , rB , k),

and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

Accept k if B 6= A,
cA = H(A, vA, rA, k),

and D(vA, vB) ≤ d.

(b) Final protocol: implicit time-based synchronization

Figure 3: Commitment-based key establishment with fuzzy data

correction code in fuzzy cryptography (Sec. II-B) would not
leak any information about the secret to an attacker who may
have a good statistical model of the drawings. We also looked
at the MANA III variant protocol (Sec. II-A) and were met
with a difficult tradeoff in deciding the number of rounds for
the gradual revealing of the fuzzy secret. If the number of
rounds is small, one needs to partition the input data into the
small number of pieces, which must all have high entropy and
be independent of each other. On the other hand, if the number
of rounds is high, the communication overhead grows and
the partitions made by the two devices need to be accurately
synchronized. These practical problems in implementing the
existing protocols pushed us to look for a new solution where
the inputs are communicated and compared in one piece and
the security depends only on the total entropy of the fuzzy data.
The fewer security-critical parameters, such as the number of
rounds or length of the error-correction code, the easier it
is to deploy the protocol and the safer to deploy it to new
applications.

In the following, we first describe a straight-forward com-
mitment protocol where the user is responsible for signaling
the transition from the commitment phase to the opening
phase. The explicit user interaction will then be replaced with
an implicit time-based mechanism. Explained this way, the
protocol appears almost trivial, yet it differs from those in the

k Diffie-Hellman shared secret
vA A’s version of the fuzzy data i.e. noisy input to device A
rA random number generated by A
H cryptographic hash function
A identifier of device A
Ek Encryption with a key derived from k
D distance function for the fuzzy data
d upper limit for acceptable distance between the two fuzzy inputs
tA,0 local time of device A at the reference event
∆1 delay allowed for sending the commitment and receiving the other

device’s commitment
∆2 safety period between the last time to receive commitments and the

time to open one’s own

Table II: Summary of variables and functions at device A

literature.

The commitment-based key establishment consists of the
following steps:

1) Asymmetric-key exchange: e.g. Diffie-Hellman.
2) Noisy shared input to both devices: e.g. our synchro-

nized drawing scheme or shared environmental input.
3) Commitment phase: the devices exchange crypto-

graphic commitments to the shared secret key from
step 1 and the fuzzy secret data from step 2.

4) Opening phase: the devices open the commitments
and verify their correctness, as well as exchange and
compare their fuzzy data
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The commitments are of the form H(A, vA, rA, k), where
A is the device’s identifier, vA is the device’s version of the
fuzzy secret, rA is fresh random number, k is the shared
secret key produced in step 1, and H is a cryptographic hash
function. The opening of the commitments means that each
device sends its random number rA and its version of the
fuzzy secret vA to the other over an unauthenticated channel.
We encrypt the opening phase, which will not prevent a man-
in-the-middle attack but will prevent a passive attacker from
gathering statistical information about a specific user’s fuzzy
input. The commitments are verified by recomputing the other
side’s hash value and comparing it with the value received
earlier.

The comparison of the fuzzy data from the two devices is
based on some distance function D(vA, vB) and a threshold
distance d under which the distance must be. The definition of
these depends on the nature of the fuzzy data. We will discuss
this more closely in Sec. IV in relation to the synchronized
drawings.

The protocol provides secure authentication for the shared
key k under the assumption that the devices move to the
opening phase only after the commitment phase has been
completed. That is, both devices should reveal their values
vA and rA only after both devices have received the other’s
commitment. If this were not the case, an active attacker would
be able to replay the fuzzy secret revealed by one device
in the opening phase to the other device that is still in the
commitment phase. The rest of this section revolves around
how to ensure the strict time separation of the two protocol
phases.

It is instructive to start by looking at our initial solution
(Figure 3a), in which the user has the responsibility of en-
forcing the time separation. After each device has sent and
received a commitment, it waits for the user approval to
continue. The user should give this approval only when both
devices have reached the same state. If users can be educated
to follow this policy, the protocol is secure. However, if an
impatient user presses on the “continue” button on one device
without checking the state of the other, the security of the
authentication is compromised.

There are ways of reducing the risk of user carelessness.
First, the user interface could be designed to encourage (but
not to enforce) the correct practice. The user can be given
instructions, and when there is no attacker present, the devices
can detect the user’s carelessness about giving approval too
early and admonish him. Second, when the attacker is suc-
cessful, only one of the devices will appear to complete the
protocol successfully. The other device will fail because of
false input or timeout, and the user may detect this. (Indeed,
the original MANA III protocol asks the user to confirm the
completion of the protocol rather than approve the move from
the commitment phase to the opening phase.) Nevertheless, the
risk of a security failure can be reduced further by avoiding
the explicit user involvement, as we will explain below.

After these preliminaries, the time-based commitment
scheme becomes easy to describe. The idea is inspired by
the TESLA [26] and Guy Fawkes [5] broadcast authentication
protocols, in which the sender opens a kind of commitment
at a fixed time. However, the previous schemes use the

Figure 4: Synchronized drawing for device pairing

time-based opening of the commitments directly for message
authentication, while we use it for key establishment and in
combination with fuzzy secrets.

The final protocol (Figure 3b) uses the local clocks and one
synchronized reference event for synchronizing the movement
from the commitment phase to the opening phase. The refer-
ence event in our scheme is the end of the user input, which
in the synchronized drawing tends to be almost simultaneous
between the devices (see discussion in Sec. V). We denote the
reference event time, read from the local clock of device A, by
tA,0. Device A sends its commitment message 3a some time
after tA,0. Device A insists on receiving the other device’s
commitment by the time tA,0 + ∆1; otherwise, the authentica-
tion fails. It opens the commitments at the time tA,0+∆1+∆2,
where ∆2 allows for a safety period between the commitments
and their opening. Naturally, device B performs the equivalent
operations using its own local clock.

The above protocol depends critically on the timing, and
the time constants need to be fixed in the specification. We
have set the time periods ∆1 and ∆2 to 200 ms, which is
sufficient for message transfer over any modern wireless or
wired network if the network connection has been established
in advance. We set ∆3 at the fairly high value 500 ms because
this constant allows for error in the synchronization of the
reference event on the two devices. Overall, the authentication
process takes less than one second after the end of the user
input.

IV. SYNCHRONIZED DRAWING

This section describes a novel type of shared noisy in-
put for devices with a touch screen on surface. The basic
idea is quickly explained: the user draws the same figure
synchronously on the two devices using two fingers of the
same hand. Typically, users choose to use the thumb and index
finger, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The picture also shows sample
drawings on two devices. This shared input is used as the
fuzzy shared secret data for secure key establishment. The
method can be applied to smart phones, laptop touchpads,
touch-sensitive control panels, drawing pads, and certain types
of mice. The shared input can be used, for example, to pair two
smart phones or a smart phone or another device to a laptop
computer.

A. Location metric

In order to compare the drawings, we need to define
a distance metric and a threshold value for accepting the
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Figure 5: Location metric for comparing the drawings

drawings as the same. The same metric and threshold should
work for all devices and users, so that the authentication can
be used without a training period or setting parameters. Our
experiments showed that such metrics and threshold can be
found easily and that the comparison is not sensitive to minor
changes in the parameters of the algorithms.

The most obvious metric is based on location as a function
of time. Fig. 5a shows two matching drawings. Since different
touch surfaces differ in their dimensions, pixel density, aspect
ratio and frequency of the sensed movements, we (1) center the
drawings so that the mean value of the x and y coordinates is
zero, (2) scale them so that the mean distance from the center
along each axis is one unit, and (3) interpolate the location
data to one-millisecond frequency. We also experimented with
rotating the drawings, in case the two drawings are at an angle,
but that proved unnecessary in practice, except for 90◦, 180◦,
and 270◦ turns (touch-screen devices are typically rectangular
and are placed next to each other with random sides touching).
Fig. 5b represents the same drawings as function of time. The
graphs have been aligned on the time axis to minimize their
distance by the chosen metric, which is very close to the time
shift that also gives the highest cross-correlation. In this case,
the offset between the drawings is 57 ms from the start of the
drawings, which is quite a typical value. Fig. 5a also indicates
the start and end of the overlapping time period, over 5 seconds
in this case. The location-based distance metric is computed
from the centered, scaled and interpolated data as the Euclidian

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Location metric x10

Movement metric (1st derivative) x1000

LURD string distance

Accept Reject

Distance metric value

Figure 6: Comparison of distance metrics for drawings

norm of the difference between the x and y coordinate vectors:

D(drawingA, drawingB) =

1

n

( n∑

i=1

((xA,i − xB,i)
2 + (yA,i − yB,i)

2)
)1/2

.

Above, the norm is is divided by the length of the drawing to
avoid bias towards shorter drawings. The length of the draw-
ings was taken into account separately by setting a minimum
drawing length (4 seconds) and a maximum difference for the
lengths of the drawings (500 ms).

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the location metric clearly sep-
arates pairs of drawings that have been drawn synchronously
with two fingers from pairs of drawings that have no such
relation. A threshold value can be easily chosen (e.g. 0.017) so
that there are no false positives and only few false negatives for
the authentication. Moreover, the latter were caused by obvious
user mistakes such as moving the finger for prolonged periods
outside the touch-sensitive area of the surface.

B. Movement metrics

The distance metric could also be based on the movement,
i.e. speed and direction of drawing as a function of time.
In some applications, such as handwriting recognition, good
results have been achieved by comparing the direction of
strokes. We experimented with metrics based the first and sec-
ond derivatives of the location, i.e. velocity and acceleration,
but were not able to derive useful metrics from these. The
main reason is that the event-based API touch-screen APIs
on the smart phones (e.g. MOTION EVENT on Android and
touchesMoved on IOS) do not give frequent enough readings
for accurate calculation of the speed or acceleration of the
finger. However, as we will explain in the following, a coarser
direction-based metric that ignores the exact timing of the
movement proved to work well.

C. LURD string distance

While the location-based metric is otherwise excellent for
our purposes, it is fairly expensive to compute on a mobile
device. The main cost is to find the exact time offset that best
aligns the two drawings. For this reasons, we wanted a distance
metric for the drawings that takes little computing power,
does not require accurate time synchronization or computing
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the exact time offset between the drawings, and nevertheless
accurately compares noisy drawings. Shape recognition al-
gorithms that are based on approximate string matching are
known to have these properties [15], [19]. These algorithms
encode the drawings into a string, which can be then compared
using approximate string comparison algorithms such as the
Levenshtein distance.

Our string-based metric is called the LURD string distance.
Its basic idea is to convert the movement of the finger into
a string of letters (L=left, U=up, R=right, D=down) and to
compute a string distance between the two drawings. The
conversion into a string is done as follows. The area covered
by each drawing is divided into a grid of 32 × 32 squares.
Each movement of the finger that crosses at least one grid line
is mapped to a string that has one character for each crossed
grid line. The characters indicate the direction of the crossings.
For example, if the movement crosses one vertical grid line
towards right and then one horizontal grid line in the downward
direction, the string will be “RD” (see Fig. 7). In the very rare
cases where the crossing happens exactly at (or within the
rounding error from) the junction of two grid lines, the crossing
of the vertical line is recorded first. The substrings from the
recorded movement events are concatenated to represent each
drawing. The two drawings are then compared using a string
distance metric that gives weight 1 to each deletion or insertion
(and 2 to substitution) of a character that is required to convert
one of the strings to the other.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the string distance metric
satisfactorily separates the synchronized drawings from pairs
of unrelated drawings. Moreover, it automatically synchronizes
the two drawings by inserting characters to the beginning of the
one that starts later. There are simple and efficient algorithms
for computing such string distances [35], and these proved to
work well on the mobile devices.

V. DISCUSSION

We have described both a key-establishment protocol based
on a fuzzy shared secret and a novel method of creating such
secrets from user input on touch-sensitive surfaces. While the
protocol was motivated by the particular type of fuzzy secret,
it can be used with other types of noisy user or environmental
input. We verified the security of the key establishment with
ProVerif to avoid any crude mistakes (see Appendix A). This
section discusses the more subtle points of the protocol design.

One limitation of our protocol, in common with other
commitment schemes, is that the fuzzy data needs to be
revealed when the commitments are opened. This kind of
protocols require fresh fuzzy secrets for each protocol run.
Thus, they will not work with long-term fuzzy secrets such as

biometric data. Another limitation of our time-based scheme
is that the user input should provide a reference event that can
be used to reliably synchronize the commitment and opening
phases.

Since the security of the commitment protocol depends
on maintaining the strict time order of the commitment and
opening phases between the two devices, it is important to
consider where this ordering might fail. We used the end of
the user input (lifting the finger from the touch surface) as
the reference event for the timing. The margin of error for
this synchronization is equal to the time constant ∆2, which
we set at 500 ms. Normally, the end of user input on the two
devices happens almost simultaneously, far from this margin of
error. However, problems may arise when the user lifts one of
the fingers accidentally or moves it outside the touch-sensitive
area. This could cause one device to detect an end of input
while the other device continues to record further data. To
reduce the probability of such events, we detect the end of
input only after 300 ms inactivity, which is longer than any
accidental interruption.

Obviously, since the security relies on user actions, we
cannot completely prevent erratic behavior that creates oppor-
tunities for MitM attacks. There is still the possibility of the
user lifting only one finger, or lifting both for approximately
300 ms and putting them down on different sides of the time
threshold. No such problems were observed in testing, but
real users might behave in silly ways. For this reason, we
also detect if one input is more than 200 ms longer than the
other and reject authentication with warning to the user if that
happens. This will not completely prevent attacks because a
MitM attacker could pad the first-opened secret input with
bogus data, but it will help to educate the careless users while
there is no attacker present.

Another requirement for security is naturally that the fuzzy
secret must have sufficient entropy. As mentioned earlier, it is
difficult to measure the entropy of the drawings. Fortunately,
we are using the fuzzy secret for authenticating the key
exchange, which means that u bits of uncertainty reduces
an active attacker’s guessing probability to 2−u. Uncertainty
of only u = 20 . . . 30 bits is typically sufficient because
unsuccessful active attacks will be detected. While it is easy
to believe that a typical pair of synchronized drawings would
have this much shared secret information, we employ two
rudimentary criteria to check for particularly bad inputs: (1)
the minimum drawing length is set to 4 seconds, and (2) the
minimum number of direction changes in the LURD string is
set to 90. These minimum values can be adjusted later based on
more detailed analysis of the entropy of the typical inputs. The
ent entropy test tool gave an upper bound of 102 bits/second
for a drawing with extended length, encoded as a LURD string,
but such results should be treated sceptically in security-critical
applications.

There are also more traditional threats to consider, such
as shoulder surfing and spy cameras. If the attacker is able
to observe and copy in real time the drawing, then a man-in-
the-middle attack will obviously be possible. We tried such
attacks and, in ideal circumstances, it is indeed possible to
follow another person’s slow-moving hand accurately enough
to confuse the distance metrics. The same problem of spying
applies to most types of user input, environmental input, and
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location-limited channels. Fortunately, the security implica-
tions of spying are rather intuitive for the user to understand.
To make the spying of the drawings slightly more difficult, we
implemented the drawing display as a fading trail (disabled in
Fig. 4 for illustrative purposes).

Experiments (e.g. Fig. 6) indicate that both the location
metric and the LURD string distance are fairly robust: there
is broad safety margin to prevent false positives. We also
tested how these metrics vary between users (Fig. 8a) and
different devices (Fig. 8b). Several different models of Android
phones, a tablet computer, and a laptop-computer touch pad
were used for the experiments. Six randomly selected users
drew two wiggles for each pair of devices being experimented.
The LURD string metric is particularly reliable to implement
because the strings only depend on the movement path and
not on the timing of the movements. The time data on the
movement events from a device OS is not necessarily accurate
enough for millisecond-level correlation. This may be one
explanation why the LURD string metric performs at least as
well as the location metric, which takes the timing information
fully into account.

Finally, the fuzzy data sent in the protocol between devices
A and B is the original input data. The LURD encoding is done
by the receiver before comparison, even though it would be
tempting to do it on the fly during the recording. We send the
original data because that allows each device to independently
choose its distance metric. This makes it possible to deploy
improved distance metrics without losing inter-operability with
older devices. The LURD metric has parameters, such as the
number of directions and the size of the grid, which have not
yet been full explored. For our current purposes, the simple
string metric presented in this paper seems to work well.

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper is to develop a secure and natural
mechanism for pairing devices. We focus on devices with a
touch screen or other touch-sensitive surface. In our solution,
the user draws synchronously the same figure on the two
devices using two fingers of the same hand. In addition
to surveying the existing device-pairing solutions that use
noisy input to bootstrap security, this paper makes two major
contributions:

First, we presented a secure key-establishment protocol
for device pairing, which was motivated by the requirements
of the synchronized drawings. It is a one-round variant of
commitment-based authentication where the commitments are
opened at a fixed time. Unlike fuzzy cryptography and multi-
round commitment protocols, our solution is not sensitive to
variations in input entropy, and it does not require synchro-
nization or exact timing data for the input events during the
drawing. Instead, we require one reliable reference event that
is synchronized between the devices, which is this paper is the
end of user input.

Second, in addition to introducing the idea of synchro-
nized drawing, we discuss potential metrics for comparing
the drawings and show that both location metrics and an
easier-to-compute LURD string distance measure are suitable
for the task. They produced no false positives and few false
negatives in the authentication experiments. A prototype of
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the authentication was implemented on Android smart phones,
a tablet device, and a laptop with a touch pad. Experiments
indicate that, together with the commitment-based protocol,
synchronized drawing could provide a new natural way of
pairing devices securely. While the security of the scheme has
been analyzed in this paper, more data could still be collected
to maximize the error margins and to evaluate the usability of
the scheme outside the laboratory.
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APPENDIX A
PROTOCOL VERIFICATION WITH PROVERIF

We verified the security of our commitment protocol with
the PROVERIF model-checking tool. The comments P1,P3,P4
indicate the corresponding states used in Sec. III. Step 2 is
omitted from the model because the processes receive the fuzzy
secret as an input parameter. The approximate comparison is
modeled as equality. The exact timing is not included in this
model, but the statement phase 1; models the movement
from the commitment phase to opening phase.

1 (* Channels *)
2 channel c.
3 free oob:channel [private].
4 (* Types and constants *)
5 type G. type exponent. type key. type tag.
6 const DEVICEA, DEVICEB: tag [data].
7 (* Diffie-Hellman *)
8 const g: G [data].
9 fun exp(G, exponent): G.

10 equation forall x: exponent, y: exponent;
11 exp(exp(g, x), y) = exp(exp(g, y), x).
12 (* Hash function *)
13 fun H(bitstring):key.
14 (* Shared key encryption *)
15 fun enc(key, bitstring): bitstring.
16 reduc forall x: bitstring, y: key; dec(y, enc(y,x)) = x.
17 (* Secrecy assumptions *)
18 free secretMsg: bitstring [private].
19 free drawing: bitstring [private].
20 query attacker(secretMsg).
21

22 let pairing(toId:tag, fromId:tag, drawing:bitstring) =
23 new dhsecretA: exponent; (* P1 *)
24 let dhpublicA = exp(g, dhsecretA) in
25 out(c, (toId, dhpublicA));
26 in(c, (=fromId, dhpublicB: G, sign: bitstring));
27 let K = exp(dhpublicB, dhsecretA) in
28

29 new rA: bitstring; (* P3 *)
30 out(c, H((toId, drawing, rA, K)));
31 in(c, cB: key);
32

33 phase 1;
34 new synchronizationMsg1: bitstring;
35 out(oob, synchronizationMsg1);
36 in(oob, synchronizationMsg2: bitstring);
37

38 out(c, (drawing, rA)); (* P4 *)
39 in(c, (vB: bitstring, rB: bitstring));
40

41 if H((fromId, vB, rB, K)) = cB && vB = drawing then(
42 out(c, enc(H((toId, K)), secretMsg));0
43 ).
44

45 process
46 ( (!pairing(DEVICEA, DEVICEB, drawing)) |
47 (!pairing(DEVICEB, DEVICEA, drawing)) )
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1.Introduction

Securedevicepairing,whichenableseasycreationoflong-termassociationsaswellasad-hoctransactionsbetween

personalcomputingdevices,isanimportantandwidelystudiedarea[1].Thekeychallengeindevicepairingistoallow

twodevicestosecurelyidentifyandauthenticateeachotherwithouthavinganya-priorisharedinformation.Several

communicationtechnologies,suchasBluetooth[2], WiFi[3],andZigBee[4],requiretheusertoenterthesamekeystring

orauthenticationcodetobothdevicesortocompareandapprovecodesdisplayedbythedevices.Whilethesemethodscan

providereasonablesecurity,theyrequireuserinteractionthatisrelativelyunnaturalandoftenconsideredanuisance.Thus,

thereisanongoingquestinpervasivecomputingresearchformorenaturalwaysofpairingdevices.Themethodproposed

inthispaper,synchronizeddrawingwithtwofingersontouch-sensitivesurfaces,continuesthisworkinaworldwhere

touchscreensandsurfaceshavebecomeincreasinglyubiquitous.
Toreducetheamountofuserinteractionrequiredinthepairingprocess,severalproposalsusecontextualorlocation-

dependentinformation,ornaturaluserinputsuchassoundormovement,fortheauthentication.Theproposedprotocols

performpairingbyutilizingasharedfuzzysecretthatthedevicesonlyknowapproximately.Thissharedsecretmaybe

extracted,forexample,fromambientaudioorradiosignals[5–7]orfromsimultaneoussensingofuseractions.Asan

example, Mayrhofer[8]aswellasKirovskietal.[9]deriveasharedfuzzysecretfromtheusershakingor movingthe

twodevicestogether.Insuchprotocols,amajorchallengeistoestablishanexactsharedcryptographickeystartingfrom

twonoisyand,thus,slightlydifferingmeasurementsofsensordata.Inthispaper,weoverviewtheexistingmethodsfor

establishingasharedsecretfromnoisyinputandproposeanewprotocol,whichisasingle-round,time-basedvariantof

theexistingcommitmentprotocols.
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of key-establishment with fuzzy data.

We start in Section 2 by providing an overview and taxonomy of existing key-establishment methods that use fuzzy
shared secrets for authentication. In Section 3, we derive a new time-based variant of the commitment-based key
establishment. Section 4 presents the novel human-assisted pairing mechanism that uses synchronized drawings as the
fuzzy shared secret. We implement a prototype and evaluate the security of this pairing mechanism. In particular, we
evaluate various metrics for comparing the drawings and find an efficient metric based on string edit distance. Section 5
discusses the security of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background

This section explains the threat model used throughout the paper (Section 2.1) and provides a survey and taxonomy of
existing solutions for authenticated key-establishment with fuzzy data (Section 2.2).We consider protocols that tolerate errors
in the data from which they derive a shared secret key.

2.1. Threat model

The use case for authenticated key-establishment with fuzzy data is relatively simple: two devices that communicate
over an insecure network, such as a wireless link, need to establish a shared secret key. The devices also have access to an
out-of-band (OOB) channel, which has a high error rate. The errors may be caused, for example, by external noise on the
channel or by differences in the sensory inputs of the two devices. The noisy channel may be used either to send messages
between the devices or to receive the same external signal. Awide range of key-establishment protocols have been proposed
based on different types of noisy channels such as ambient sound or radio signals [5,10,11].

The goal of a pairingmechanism is to establish a shared secret key that can be used to secure subsequent communication
over the insecure network. The security analysis of this paper assumes a powerful Dolev–Yao type attacker on the
insecure network [12]. The noisy OOB channel, on the other hand, is assumed to provide some inherent protection for the
confidentiality and integrity of data. This may be, for example, because the channel is location limited and under the direct
supervision of the user. The attacker aims to subvert the authentication and access the subsequent communication over the
insecure network either by passively eavesdropping it or by actively impersonating one or both of the devices.

2.2. Related work

In the following, we divide the related work into the categories illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2.1. Commitment-based protocols
Commitment-based protocols (category A in Fig. 1) are the closest equivalent to the new protocol proposed in this paper.

The earliest protocol to use commitment for protecting the integrity of communication against man-in-the-middle attacks
was the interlock protocol by Rivest and Shamir [13]. While it makes use of encryption rather than hash functions, the
principle is similar to the modern protocols. Later, commitment-based protocols were developed for authentication with a
short one-time secret. As we will see, these can be modified to work equally well with a fuzzy (i.e. noisy) secret.

These protocols begin with an unauthenticated key exchange, such as Diffie–Hellman or public-key encryption without
certificates. The resulting strong, fresh (but initially unauthenticated) shared key k is then authenticated to prevent spoofing
and man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks. For this purpose, the devices share a short secret p, such as a 6-digit number,
distributed over an out of band channel. In the commitment phase of the authentication, the devices exchange cryptographic
commitments to the values of the short secret and the fresh shared key. A commitment is a cryptographic hash H(k, p, r),
where r is a fresh random number needed for blinding the secrets. In the opening phase, both sides reveal their random
numbers r and verify that hash sent by the other party in the first phase is correct.
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Fig. 2. ith round in MANA III protocol when authenticating a Diffie–Hellman key k.

The security of the commitment schemes described above depends critically on the timing of the messages: both
commitments must be received before either side reveals its r . Otherwise, a man-in-the-middle attacker could find the
value of the short secret p within seconds by brute-force trial. One way to enforce the time order is to require the user to
confirm the completion of the commitment phase on both devices before moving on to the opening phase. Unfortunately, it
is difficult to design an easy-to-use interface where the user could not take a shortcut and confirm the completion without
actually checking both devices, which would expose the protocol to MitM attacks.

One clever solution to enforcing the time order of the phases is the gradual release of the secret, as in the MANA III
variant [14–16]. In this protocol, the two devices A and B reveal the one-time secret p = p1|p2| · · · |pn piecewise in n rounds
and perform a separate commitment and opening for each round. Fig. 2 shows one protocol round. By spoofing one of the
commitments Hx,i, the MitM attacker can learn and replay one part pi of the short secret. However, it will not be able to
continue to the next round if the spoofed commitment was not correct.

The reason why we have given this much space to the commitment protocols is that the short secret can be replaced
with fuzzy data (A1 in Fig. 1). Varshavsky et al. [11] demonstrate the use of a MANA-III-like protocol for this purpose. The
fuzzy shared secret in this case is a recording of the shared ambient radio environment of two devices that are in close
proximity. A similar mechanism is proposed by Soriente et al. [17] where the user inputs the fuzzy data by simultaneously
pressing buttons on the devices. Protocols in these proposals differ from the standard MANA III in that the fuzzy secrets
pi are revealed along with the random values ri. Revealing the secrets is necessary since the devices initially know slightly
different versions of the fuzzy data and, without the exact information, neither device could verify the hash of the other.
Each device compares the observed and received values of pi. For this purpose, they need a suitable distance metric and
threshold for acceptance.

A limitation of the gradual revealing methods (A1) is that the fuzzy shared secret p must be partitioned into the round
secrets pi so that (1) the partitions of the data on the two devices correspond to each other, (2) entropy is divided roughly
evenly between the parts pi, and (3) the parts are independent from each other so that the earlier parts pi do not reveal
information about the later parts pj, j > i. Such partitioning of the data is not easy to achieve with all types of fuzzy data,
especially if the data has no natural time axis or if it is recorded without accurate time information. Varshavsky et al. solved
the correspondence issue by synchronizing the input intervals on the two devices. In our case, we record the fuzzy data with
only rough synchronization at the end and, in the most CPU-saving versions of our scheme, without recording any timing
data, which makes is difficult to partition the data into matching subintervals on the two devices without either device first
seeing the full inputs from the other side. To avoid the above limitations, we propose a new type of commitment scheme,
time-based commitment scheme (A2), that uses only one commitment round and does not require that the secret is split into
parts. We discuss details of this protocol in Section 3.

2.2.2. Key extraction from shared noisy environment
Another class of device-pairing protocols (B in Fig. 1) extracts the shared secret key from fuzzy data such as observations

of a shared environment. If the created secret key has sufficient entropy to prevent offline brute-force attacks, it may be used
directly as an encryption key (B1). Most of the protocols described in the literature appear to be of this type (see Table 1).
However, as the entropy of the fuzzy input typically is uncertain, it would be safer to use the extracted key as a transitory
secret for authenticating a strong key exchange such as Diffie–Hellman (B2). While there are only a few protocols of type
B2 in the literature [26,22], all protocols of type B1 can be easily converted to the safer type B2. Using the potentially weak
shared secret for authenticating a stronger one is also one of the design principles of our protocol.

The challenge in the key extraction from fuzzy data is that the keys computed by the two devices must be exactly the
same evenwhen the inputs are noisy. Typical cryptographic key-generationmechanisms, such as hash functions, aim for the
exact opposite, i.e. even a one-bit difference in the inputs will result in completely unrelated keys. The solutions to the key
extraction are called fuzzy cryptography, which has been developedmainly for key derivation frombiometric data [22,20,27].
Several protocols using shared sensory input such as movement or ambient audio have then been based on the same
techniques [9,21,5,10]. While the details of the protocols vary, the main idea is to exchange error correction codes – in
plaintext over the insecure network – for the secret fuzzy data, so that differences in the fuzzy inputs can be corrected.
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Table 1
Comparison of the proposed fuzzy key-establishment protocols.

Protocol Source of the shared secret Class

Amigo [11] Radio environment A1
BEDA (button-to-button) [17] Timing of button presses A1
D–H and Interlock* [18] Accelerometer data A1
AdhocPairing [5,6,10] Audio B1
Generating key from accelerometer data [19] Accelerometer data B1
Candidate key protocol [8,18] Accelerometer data B1
Proximate [7] Radio environment B1
Feeling-is-believing [20] Biometric data (fingerprint) B1
Secure communication based on ambient audio [21] Ambient audio B1
Secure Ad-hoc Pairing with Biometrics (SAfE) [22] Biometric data B2
Human-Assisted Pure Audio Device Pairing
(HAPADEP) [23]

Device generated secret sent over lossy audio-OOB channel C1

BEDA (other variants) [17] Device generated secret sent over lossy user-controlled channel C2
Loud-and-clear [24] Device generated secret sent over lossy audio-OOB channel C2
Seeing-is-believing [25] Device generated secret sent over lossy visual-OOB channel C2

The security of fuzzy cryptography depends on the error correction code not leaking any information about the secret
fuzzy data [28–30]. This is most critical in systems that use long-term fuzzy secrets such as biometrics, but also affects the
security of short-term secrets such as environmental input. It may be difficult to estimate the actual entropy of the fuzzy
input and, thus, the safe amount of error correction data. Problems may arise, in particular, if the attacker has auxiliary
information such as statistical knowledge about the input data, which together with the error correction code might reveal
more than expected [28].

Other pairing protocols derive an encryption key directly from sensor data without using fuzzy cryptography. Here,
we analyze two such protocols, namely CKP [18] and SAPHE [31]. In Candidate Key Protocol (CKP), devices generate an
encryption key from sensor data by extracting feature vectors from the sensory inputs. Each feature vector is hashed with
a standard hash function and the hashes are sent to the other device and compared. Differences in the sensory inputs are
handled by simply ignoring the feature vectors that are not equal. Only the feature vectors with identical hash values are
used to create the encryption key. There is, however, no clear rule for how large fraction of the feature vectors can be ignored
without endangering security. Another problem is that two feature vectors that are close to each other but not identical are
ignored in the same way as ones that are far apart from each other. Thus, the protocol requires low environmental noise
and accurately calibrated sensors to produce enough identical vectors between the devices. Simple Accelerometer -Based
Wireless PairingwithHeuristic Trees (SAPHE [31]) similarly generates keys directly from the sensor inputs. Differences in the
inputs are handledwith a brute-force search for the differing bits in the keys. The search ismade efficient by public threshold
values that enable the devices to determine which key bits are most likely to be wrong. Unfortunately, the threshold values
also leak a significant amount of information about the key, giving roughly the same performance gain to the brute-force
attacker as to the honest parties. In conclusion, the direct key extraction methods do not seem as secure or reliable as fuzzy
cryptography.

2.2.3. Secure but noisy OOB channel
For completeness of the discussion, it is instructive to consider also protocols where the end nodes communicate with

each other over a secure but noisy out-of-bad channel (C in Fig. 1). The OOB-channel may either be used directly for key
distribution (C1) or for authentication of a key exchange that takes place on the insecure network (C2). Protocols that
use an out-of-band channel directly for key distribution are relatively simple and typically secure if the attacker cannot
eavesdrop the OOB-channel and if active attacks are detected. Human Assisted Pure Audio Pairing (HAPADEP [23]) offers a
good illustration: an encryption key with error correction is sent over an audio channel, which the human user monitors.
Active attacks are detected as unexpected sound from an external source. There are also many ways to use the noisy out-
of-band channel for verifying the result of a key exchange (e.g. unauthenticated Diffie–Hellman). For example, Soriente
et al. [17] simply authenticate the keys by sending a message authentication code over the OOB channel. Other protocols
rely on the user for comparison of the noisy signals, such as audio in Loud-and-clear [24] and 2D bar codes in Seeing-is-
believing [25]. For the purposes of this paper, these protocols offer examples of the available OOB channels but no complete
solution because, in the scenarios that we consider, the user produces rather than compares the two fuzzy inputs.

3. Key-establishment with a shared fuzzy secret and time-based commitment

This section describes a new variation of the commitment-based key establishment protocol for use with fuzzy secrets.
The need for the new protocol arose when implementing our device-pairing scheme based on synchronized drawing
(Section 4). In particular, we found no reliable way tomeasure the entropy of the drawings.Without knowing the entropy of
the fuzzy input, we could not be certain that the error correction codes in fuzzy cryptography (Section 2.2.2) would not leak
any information about the secret to an attacker who may have a good statistical model of the drawings. We also looked at
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Table 2
Summary of variables and functions at device A (similar for B).

k Diffie–Hellman shared secret
vA A’s version of the fuzzy data i.e. noisy input to device A
rA Random number generated by A
H Cryptographic hash function
A Identifier of device A
Ek Encryption with a key derived from k
D Distance function for the fuzzy data
d Upper limit for acceptable distance between the two fuzzy inputs
tA,0 Local time of device A at the reference event
∆1 Delay allowed between sending the commitment and receiving the other device’s commitment
∆2 Safety period between the last time to receive commitments and the time to open one’s own

the MANA III variant protocol (Section 2.2.1) and were met with a difficult tradeoff in deciding the number of rounds for the
gradual revealing of the fuzzy secret. If the number of rounds is small, one needs to partition the input data into the small
number of pieces, which must all have high entropy and be independent of each other. On the other hand, if the number
of rounds is high, the communication overhead grows and the partitions made by the two devices need to be accurately
synchronized. These practical problems in implementing the existing protocols pushed us to look for a new solution where
the inputs are communicated and compared in one piece and the security depends only on the total entropy of the fuzzy
data. The fewer security-critical parameters, such as the number of rounds or length of the error-correction code, there are,
the easier it is to deploy the protocol and the safer to adapt it to new applications.

In the following, we first describe a straight-forward commitment protocol where the user is responsible for signaling
the transition from the commitment phase to the opening phase. The explicit user interaction will then be replaced with
an implicit time-based mechanism. Explained this way, the protocol appears almost trivial, yet compared to those in the
literature, it solves the problems explained above.

The commitment-based key establishment consists of the following steps:

1. Asymmetric-key exchange: e.g. Diffie–Hellman.
2. Noisy shared input to both devices: e.g. our synchronized drawing scheme or shared environmental input.
3. Commitment phase: the devices exchange cryptographic commitments to the shared secret key from step 1 and the

fuzzy secret data from step 2.
4. Opening phase: the devices open the commitments and verify their correctness, as well as exchange and compare their

fuzzy data.

The commitments are of the form H(A, vA, rA, k), where A is the device’s identifier, vA is the device’s version of the fuzzy
secret, rA is a fresh randomnumber, k is the shared secret key produced in step 1, andH is a cryptographic hash function (see
Table 2 for the summary of variables). The opening of the commitments means that each device sends its random number
rA and its version of the fuzzy secret vA to the other over an unauthenticated channel. We encrypt the opening phase, which
will not prevent aman-in-the-middle attack but will prevent a passive attacker from gathering statistical information about
a specific user’s fuzzy inputs. The commitments are verified by recomputing the other side’s hash value and by comparing
it with the value received earlier.

The comparison of the fuzzy data from the two devices is based on some distance function D(vA, vB) and a threshold
distance d under which the distance must be. The definition of these depends on the nature of the fuzzy data. We will
discuss this more closely in Section 4 in relation to the synchronized drawings.

The protocol provides secure authentication for the shared key k under the assumption that the devices move to the
opening phase only after the commitment phase has been completed. That is, the devices should reveal their values vA, rA,
vB and rB only after both devices have received the other’s commitment. If this were not the case, an active attackerwould be
able to replay the fuzzy secret revealed by one device in the opening phase to the other device that is still in the commitment
phase. The rest of this section revolves around how to ensure the strict time separation of the two protocol phases.

It is instructive to start by looking at our initial solution (Fig. 3), in which the user has the responsibility of enforcing the
time separation. After each device has sent and received a commitment, it waits for the user’s approval to continue. The user
should give this approval only when both devices have reached the same state. If users can be educated to follow this policy,
the protocol is secure. However, if an impatient user presses on the ‘‘continue’’ button on one device without checking the
state of the other, the security of the authentication is compromised and a man-in-the-middle attack may go undetected.

There are ways of reducing the risk of the rushing-user behavior [32]. First, the user interface can be designed to
encourage (although not to enforce) the correct practice. The user can be given instructions, and when there is no attacker
present, the devices can detect the user’s carelessness about giving approval too early and admonish him. This type of
feedback has been shown to improve user behavior in security critical tasks [33]. Second, when the attacker is successful,
only one of the devices will appear to complete the protocol successfully. The other device will fail because of false input
or timeout, and the user may detect this. (Indeed, the original MANA III protocol asks the user to confirm the completion of
the protocol rather than approve the move from the commitment phase to the opening phase.) Nevertheless, the risk of a
security failure can be reduced further by avoiding the explicit user involvement, as we will explain below.
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Fig. 3. Basic protocol: explicit synchronization by user.

After these preliminaries, the time-based commitment scheme becomes easy to describe. The idea is inspired by the
TESLA [34] and Guy Fawkes [35] broadcast authentication protocols, in which the sender opens a kind of commitment
at a fixed time. However, these previous schemes use the time-based opening of the commitments directly for message
authentication, while we use it for authenticating key establishment and in combination with fuzzy secrets.

The final protocol (Fig. 4) uses the local clocks and one synchronized reference event for synchronizing the movement
from the commitment phase to the opening phase. The reference event in our scheme is the end of the user input, which in
the synchronized drawing tends to be almost simultaneous between the devices (see Discussion in Section 5).We denote the
reference event time, read from the local clock of deviceA, by tA,0. DeviceA sends its commitmentmessage 3a some time after
tA,0. Device A insists on receiving the other device’s commitment by the time tA,0 + ∆1; otherwise, the authentication fails.
Device A opens its commitment at the time tA,0 + ∆1 + ∆2, where ∆2 allows for a safety period between the commitments
and their opening. Naturally, device B performs the equivalent operations using its own local clock. We have modeled this
protocol and its security properties in [36].

The above protocol depends critically on the timing, and the time constants need to be fixed in the specification.We have
set the time period ∆1 to 200 ms, which is sufficient for message transfer over any modern wireless or wired network if
the network connection has been established in advance. We set ∆2 at the fairly high value 500 ms because this constant
allows for error in the synchronization of the reference event on the two devices. Overall, the authentication process takes
less than one second after the end of the user input.

4. Synchronized drawing and comparison metrics

This section describes a novel type of shared noisy input for devices with a touch surface. The basic idea is quickly
explained: the user draws the same figure synchronously on the two devices using two fingers of the same hand. Typically,
users choose to use the thumb and index finger, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The picture also shows sample drawings on two
devices. This shared input is used as the fuzzy shared secret data for the secure key establishment. The method can be
applied to smart phones, laptop touchpads, touch-sensitive control panels, drawing pads, and certain types of mice. The
shared input can be used, for example, to pair two smart phones or to pair a smart phone, tablet or a separate touch pad to
a laptop computer. Our prototype implementation works for any pair of a smart phone, tablet and laptop computer.
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Fig. 4. Final protocol: implicit time-based synchronization.

(a) Pairing two phones. (b) Pairing a phone with a laptop.

Fig. 5. Synchronized drawing for device pairing.

While the basic principle is simple, the details of the scheme require careful work. In order to compare the drawings, we
need to define a distance metric and a threshold value for accepting the drawings as a match. The same metric and threshold
should work for all devices and users, so that the authentication can be used without a training period and without setting
parameters. Our experiments showed that suchmetrics and threshold values can be found easily and that the comparison is
not sensitive to minor changes in the threshold value or other parameters of the algorithms. We experimented with various
metrics in order to find one that is inexpensive to compute and close to optimal in terms of accuracy. Some of the possible
metrics will be explored in the following sections, and in Section 4.5, we take a closer look at how to choose the best one.
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(a) Centered and scaled drawings. (b) x and y coordinates as function of time.

Fig. 6. Location metric for comparing the drawings.

Fig. 7. Comparison of distance metrics for drawings. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

4.1. Location metric

The most obvious metric is based on location as a function of time. This is because the application programming in
interfaces (API) on touch-screen devices produce events with x and y coordinates. Fig. 6(a) shows two matching drawings.
Since different touch surfaces differ in their dimensions, pixel density, aspect ratio and frequency of the sensedmovements,
we (1) center the drawings so that themean value of the x and y coordinates is zero, (2) scale them so that themean distance
from the center along each axis is one unit, and (3) interpolate the location data to one-millisecond frequency.

We also experimented with rotating the drawings, in case the two drawings are at an angle. A linear search at the
granularity of 20° finds the approximate angle, after which a bisection method can determine the exact rotation. However,
the rotation proved unnecessary in practice, except for 90°, 180°, and 270° turns because the touch-screen and pad devices
are typically rectangular and are placed next to each other with random sides touching.

Fig. 6(b) represents the same drawings as function of time. The graphs have been aligned on the time axis to minimize
their distance by the chosen metric. The optimum time shift is very close to the value that also gives the highest cross-
correlation between the two drawings. Since cross-correlation is more efficient to compute than the distance metrics, it
should be used in practical implementations for aligning the two inputs. In this case, the offset between the drawings is
57 ms from the start of the drawings, which is quite a typical magnitude. Fig. 6(a) also indicates the start and end of the
overlapping time period, over 5 s in this case. The location-based distance metric is computed from the centered, scaled and
interpolated data as the Euclidean norm of the difference between the x and y coordinate vectors:

D(drawingA, drawingB) =
1
n

 n
i=1

((xA,i − xB,i)2 + (yA,i − yB,i)2)
1/2

.

Above, the norm is divided by the length of the drawing to avoid bias towards shorter drawings. The length of the drawings
was taken into account separately by setting a minimum drawing length (4 s) and a maximum difference for the lengths of
the drawings (500 ms).

Fig. 7 shows location-metric values froman initial experiment plotted on a line. The locationmetric clearly separates pairs
of drawings that have been drawn synchronously with two fingers (green cross) from pairs of drawings that have no such
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(a) LURD string encoding of the drawing. (b) Angle string encoding of the drawing.

Fig. 8. String encodings of the drawing. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

relation (red circle). A threshold value can be easily chosen so that there are no false positives and no or few false negatives
for the authentication. In the experiments, there were no false positives, and false negatives were caused by obvious user
mistakes such as moving one finger for prolonged periods outside the touch-sensitive area of the surface. The histogram in
Fig. 9(a) shows the distribution of the metric values for a different dataset.

4.2. Movement metrics

The distance metric could also be based on the movement, i.e. speed and direction of drawing as a function of time. In
some applications, such as handwriting recognition, good results have been achieved by comparing the direction of strokes.
We experimented with metrics based on the first and second derivatives of the location, i.e. velocity and acceleration, but
were not able to derive usefulmetrics from these. As can be seen from Figs. 7 and 9(b), there is no threshold value that would
separate the green and red plots.

The main reason for the motion metric not working is that the event-based touch-screen APIs on the smart phones
(e.g.MOTION_EVENT on Android and touchesMoved on IOS) do not give frequent enough readings for accurate calculation of
the velocity or acceleration of the finger.While one could intuitively expect velocity (speed anddirection ofmoment) tomost
accurately represent the user drawing actions, in practice, the metric that uses the measurement data the least-processed
form seems to work best. Here the devices produce location data, i.e. events with x and y coordinates. In comparison, the
pairing schemes based on shaking the devices together work well with acceleration metrics because the sensor data for
these schemes is taken from an accelerometer.

Another potential error source is that the touch-screen APIs do not provide accurate timing of the events, which is not
needed for most touch-screen applications. However, as we will explain in the following, a coarser direction-based metric
that ignores the exact timing of the movement proved to work well.

4.3. LURD string edit distance

While the location-based metric is otherwise acceptable for our purposes, it is fairly expensive to compute on a mobile
device. Themain cost is to find the exact time offset that best aligns the two drawings. For this reason, wewanted a distance
metric for the drawings that takes little computing power, does not require accurate time synchronization or computing
the exact time offset between the drawings, and nevertheless accurately compares noisy drawings. Shape recognition
algorithms that are based on approximate string matching are known to have these properties [37,38]. These algorithms
encode the drawings into a string, which can be then compared using approximate string comparison algorithms such as the
Levenshtein distance and other, generalized edit distances. The edit distance is the minimum cost of the insertion, deletion
and substitution operations needed to transform one of the strings to the other.

Our string-based metric is called the LURD string edit distance. Its basic idea is to convert the movement of the finger
into a string of letters (L = left, U = up, R = right, D = down) and to compute a string distance between the two drawings.
The conversion into a string is done as follows. The area covered by each drawing is divided into a grid of 32 × 32 squares.
Each movement of the finger that crosses at least one grid line is mapped to a string that has one character for each crossed
grid line. The characters indicate the direction of the crossings. For example, if the movement crosses one vertical grid
line towards right and then one horizontal grid line in the downward direction, the string will be ‘‘RD’’. For efficiency, the
implementation does not try to accurately compute the order of crossings when they happen very close to the junction of
two grid lines; in such cases, the crossing of the vertical grid line is prioritized. The substrings from the recorded movement
events are concatenated to represent each drawing. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the string encoding; the red line shows howencoding
approximates the original drawing.

The two strings, one for each device’s observation of the drawing, are then compared by computing their edit distance.
In the edit distance, weight 1 is given to the deletion or insertion of a symbol, 1 for the substitution of an adjacent direction,
and 2 for the substitution of the opposite direction. Initially, we used uniform weights [36], but the results were slightly
improved, with no increase in the computational cost, by making the cost of the substitution dependent on the angle
between the movements.
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(a) Location metric (Euclidean dist). (b) Movement metric (Euclidean dist).

(c) LURD distance (d = 29). (d) LURD xy string distance (d = 29).

(e) ANGLE string distance (d = 36). (f) ANGLE string distance (d = 100).

Fig. 9. Distribution of metric values for pairs of matching drawings (green) and non-matching drawings (red). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

As can be seen in Fig. 7 and in the histogram in Fig. 9(c), the string distance metric satisfactorily separates the synchro-
nized drawings from pairs of unrelated drawings. Moreover, it automatically synchronizes the two drawings by inserting
characters to the beginning of the one that starts later, so that no time synchronization needs to be done. There are simple
and efficient algorithms for computing such string distances [39], and these proved toworkwell on themobile devices. Since
the cost of these algorithms grows quadratically with the length of the strings, the string encodings of the drawings needs to
be less than about 1000 symbols long. This is achieved by keeping the granularity of the grid relatively coarse (e.g. 32× 32)
and by limiting the user input to 5–10 s.

In a simpler version of the metric, the movement in the x and y directions is encoded separately to substrings. This LURD
xy metric (Fig. 9(d)) did not work well. This can be explained by the loss of information about the interleaving of the vertical
and horizontalmovements.We experimentedwithmany other variations of the basic LURD string editmetric, and the LURD
xymetric is given here as an example of what the histograms looked like for the less good variants.

Since the LURDmetric is both efficient to compute and produced zero false positives in all experiments, it was the obvious
choice for the final implementation. Wewanted, nevertheless, to understand what trade-offs are made and, thus, continued
to experiment with its generalized versions.

4.4. Angle string metric

The angle metric is a generalization of the LURD metric. Instead of encoding the drawing as fixed-length movements in
four possible directions, more directions are allowed. For example, in Fig. 8(b), there are M = 16 possible directions. At
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Fig. 10. Estimated FPR as a function of FNR (by varying the distance threshold value).

each step, the direction that most closely follows the observed drawing is selected. Thus, the drawing is encoded as a string
with an alphabet ofM = 16 symbols. The red line shows how the encoding approximates the original drawing.

By experimenting, we found that there is an optimum fixed step length that best captures the similarities and differences
of the two drawings. Both too short and too long steps make the metric less accurate. After making this observation, we
found the optimal fixed step length (d = 36 in a scaled coordinate system) by exhaustive search and using themethodology
described in the next subsection. A histogram of the metric values is shown in Fig. 9(e). The angle string metric is overall
the most accurate metric that we were able to develop. Since the smaller steps create longer string encodings and the cost
of computing the edit distance grows quadratically with the string length, there is no reason to use steps shorter than
the optimum. The accuracy is not very sensitive to small changes in the step length, but when it grows to 2–3 times the
optimum, then the green and red distributions of the histogram start to get visibly closer to each other (e.g. Fig. 9(f)).
On the other hand, increasing the alphabet size, i.e. the number of angles M , can only lead to more accurate metrics,
and there is no computational cost associated with the higher values of M . Experimentation showed that there is no
observable improvement to accuracywhen usingmore thanM = 32 different angles, which is the value used in the reported
experiments.

4.5. Comparison of the metrics

In the previous sections, we have compared the metrics visually, by looking at plots of their distributions. This method
enables us to weed out bad metrics where the green and red distributions clearly overlap. However, as can be seen in Fig. 9,
visual comparison between the better metrics is not easy. The standard numerical measures of accuracy are the FPR and
FNR, but in most cases the threshold value can be chosen so that the observed FPR and FNR values are zero. Therefore, we
needed a more systematic method for understanding how good the metrics are and for choosing the best one.

The data in Fig. 7 (and also in Fig. 11) is from our initial experiment with six users, each making approximately six or
more matching pairs of drawings. The data in the histograms Fig. 9 is from a second, independently conducted experiment,
again with six users, each drawing 12–17 matching pairs of drawings. The pairs of different drawings were created from
the same data by taking some or all pairs of non-matching drawings. The users were university students and staff on two
different campuses. The differences in the threshold values used in the two studies are due to the grid and step sizes being
optimized for the second study. The results of the first study are nevertheless interesting because a variety of devices were
used (phones, tablet, laptop touchpad) in variable combinations. In the latter study, the devices were an Android touch
screen phone and an Apple laptop with a touchpad. In the following, we will use data from the second study.

From the histograms, we can see that the metrics for both the true positive and true negative cases are approximately
normally distributed. It can be argued informally that the central limit theorem applies here. The variations in the metric
values are caused by the sum of small random events along the line drawings. Assuming the normal distribution, we can
estimate the FPR and FNR for any threshold value. Moreover, we can compute the threshold value and thus FPR, even when
it is very small, for different values of FNR. This allows us to compare the metrics even when there is no obvious visual
difference in the histograms.

The comparison is shown in Fig. 10. The values that are interesting in practice are at the right end of the curves (1-FNR >
0.95). The figure confirms our early observation that the LURD metric performs surprisingly well (for FNR = 1%, FPR =

2.6E−07). It is clearly better than the location metric, which we took as the initial baseline (for FNR = 1%, FPR = 1.6E−05).
Since the angle metric is a generalization of LURD, it is naturally more accurate (for FNR = 1%, FPR = 1.3E−07), but not so
much that it would justify the higher computational cost. The LURD and anglemetrics were themost accuratemetrics found
in our exploration. They are both based on encoding the drawing as a string and then computing a string edit distance. No
other types of metrics came even close to them in accuracy.

It should be noted that some variations of the edit-distance metrics have a visibly skewed (non-normal) distribution.
The LURD xymetric (Fig. 9(d)) is shown as an example. We have not been able to explain the skewness, although we expect
there to be a simple mathematical explanation. However, since the skew in all observed cases was towards the right, using
a normal distribution instead will produce conservative estimates of the FPR.
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5. Discussion

We have described both a key-establishment protocol based on a fuzzy shared secret and a novel method of creating
such secrets from user input on touch-sensitive surfaces. We implemented a prototype for pairing smart phones, tablets,
and laptops. The samemethod could also be used to pair other similar devices such as large touch screen tables (e.g.Microsoft
Pixelsense1) and even Bluetooth enabled stylus pens (e.g. YuFuUltraFine Stylus2). Our approach provides newdesign options
for pairing-mechanism developers. On devices where the touch surface is the only user interface, it clearly is more secure
than the currently deployed approaches. One current approach for devices with limited user interface is to use no key or a
fixed pin code (e.g. 0000), which also provides no security.

While the protocol was motivated by the particular type of fuzzy secret, namely freehand drawings, it can be used with
other types of noisy user or environmental input. As an example, it may be possible to use user-generated audio in a similar
fashion as we now use the drawings. In that case, the devices would have to detect when the audio ends and use this as the
reference event for synchronizing the commitment and opening phases of the protocol.

We verified the security of the key establishment with ProVerif to avoid any crude mistakes (see [36] for the ProVerif
model). The formal modeling and verification force protocol designers to define precisely the protocol’s security goals and
assumptions, which could lead to the discovery of security flaws. In this case, the model was developed alongside the
protocol, and its main benefit was increased clarity about the reasoning behind the protocol. The formal model, of course, is
an abstraction and usually does not fully cover all subtleties of the design. The rest of this section discusses the more subtle
points of the protocol design.

One limitation of our protocol, in common with other commitment schemes, is that the fuzzy data needs to be revealed
when the commitments are opened. This kind of protocols require fresh fuzzy secrets for each protocol run. Thus, they
will not work with long-term fuzzy secrets such as biometric data. Encryption of the opened commitments in our protocol
prevents a passive attacker from collecting a large body of drawing samples from the same users and using this as statistical
knowledge to guess the drawings. This gives some protection to even users who (against advice) draw repeatedly almost
the same predictable pattern.

Since the security of the commitment protocol depends on maintaining the strict time order of the commitment and
opening phases between the two devices, it is important to consider where this ordering might fail. In our time-based
commitment opening, the user input provides a reference event that is used to synchronize the commitment and opening
phases. We used the end of the user input (lifting the finger from the touch surface) as the reference event for the timing.
Themargin of error allowed for this synchronization is equal to the time constant∆2, which we set at 500ms. Normally, the
end of user input on the two devices happens almost simultaneously, far from this margin of error. However, problemsmay
arise when the user lifts one of the fingers accidentally or moves it outside the touch-sensitive area. This could cause one
device to detect an end of input while the other device continues to record further data. To reduce the probability of such
events, we detect the end of input only after 300 ms inactivity, which is longer than any observed accidental interruption.

Obviously, since the security relies on user actions, we cannot completely prevent erratic behavior that creates
opportunities forMitMattacks. There is still the possibility of the user lifting only one finger, or lifting both for approximately
300 ms and putting them down on different sides of the time threshold. No such problems were observed in testing, but
real users might behave in silly ways. For this reason, we also detect if one input is more than 200 ms longer than the other
and reject authentication with warning to the user if that happens. This will not completely prevent attacks because a MitM
attacker could pad the first-opened secret input with bogus data, but it will help to educate the careless users while there
is no attacker present.

Another requirement for security is naturally that the fuzzy secret must have sufficient entropy. As mentioned earlier,
it is difficult to measure the entropy of the drawings. Fortunately, we are using the fuzzy secret for authenticating a
Diffie–Hellman key exchange, which means that u bits of uncertainty reduces an active attacker’s guessing probability to
2−u, and an active attack with a new protocol session is required for each guess. Uncertainty of only u = 20 . . . 30 bits is
typically sufficient because the unsuccessful active attacks will be detected. While it is easy to believe that a typical pair of
synchronized drawings would have this much shared secret information, we employ two rudimentary criteria to check for
particularly bad inputs: (1) the minimum drawing length is set to 4 s, and (2) the minimum number of direction changes in
the LURD string is set to 90. These minimum values can be adjusted later based on more detailed analysis of the entropy of
the typical inputs. The ent entropy test tool gave an upper bound of 102 bits/s for a drawing with extended length encoded
as a LURD string, but such results should be treated sceptically in security applications.

There are also more traditional threats to consider, such as shoulder surfing and spy cameras. If the attacker is able
to observe and copy the drawing in real time, then a man-in-the-middle attack will obviously be possible. We tried such
attacks and, in ideal circumstances, it is indeed possible to follow another person’s slow-moving hand accurately enough
to confuse the distance metrics. The same problem of spying applies to other manual input methods used for secret input
and, more generally, to most types of user input, environmental input, and location-limited channels. To make the spying of
the drawings slightly more difficult, we implemented the drawing display as a fading trail (disabled in Fig. 5 for illustrative

1 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/pixelsense/default.aspx.
2 http://hex3.co/products/yufu.
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(a) Variation between users. (b) Drawings on different devices.

Fig. 11. Variation of the LURD distance metric.

purposes). The drawings have the advantage compared to more traditional key-based input methods, such as passwords
and pin codes, that the continuous movement of the finger on an unmarked surface may be more difficult to observe and
reproduce in real time from low-quality video than the discrete key presses on clearly labeled keys.

Another potential way to increase the difficulty of spying would be to ignore the broad movements of the finger and use
only the high-frequency component of the user input.Wewere, however, unable to get any useful results from such filtering.
This may be explained by the same limitations of the touch-screen APIs that were discussed in Section 4.2 in relation to the
movement metrics. Further experiments with a more accurate input device would be needed to determine if the high-pass
filtering can be made to work.

Experiments (e.g. Fig. 7) indicate that both the location metric and the LURD string distance are fairly robust: there
is broad safety margin to prevent false positives. We also tested how these metrics vary between users (Fig. 11(a)) and
different devices (Fig. 11(b)). Several different models of Android phones, a tablet computer, and a laptop-computer touch
padwere used for the experiments. Six randomly selected users drew drawings for each pair of devices that were used in the
experiment. The LURD string metric is particularly reliable to implement because the strings only depend on themovement
path and not on the timing of the movements. The time data on the movement events from a device operating system is
not necessarily accurate enough for millisecond-level correlation. This may be one explanation why the LURD string metric
performs at least as well as the location metric, which takes the timing information fully into account.

When security protocols are deployed on devices which have life cycles of ten or more years, it is also important to
think about future upgrade paths. For this reason, the fuzzy data sent between devices A and B is the original input data.
The LURD encoding is done by the receiver before comparison, even though it would be tempting to do it on the fly during
the recording. We send the original data because that allows each device to independently choose its distance metric. This
makes it possible to deploy improved distance metrics without losing inter-operability with older devices.

Finally, while usability has been one of the motivating factors for our work, we do not claim that the drawing method is
inherently more usable than other device-pairing schemes. First, such claims would require extensive usability studies, and
the user experiments conducted for this articlewere focused on optimizing and evaluating the security of our device-pairing
scheme. Second, usability depends on the specific application and on past user habits, so that it would be difficult to make
absolute comparisons. It is encouraging, though, that we did not observe any major usability issues in our experiments, and
many users even found the drawing fun to do. It can be argued that drawing with the finger, unlike for example typing,
is a natural way to interact with the touch-sensitive surface. In particular, having an additional input device such as a pin
pad just for security would clutter the user interface. Further design and evaluation would be needed to determine how
well the drawing integrates into a complete system design. In the end, we, like most research on new key-pairing schemes,
provide secure-system and user-interface designers with new design options. The drawing method is quite similar to shaking
two devices together, and the protocols and discussion in this paper apply equally to both types of user input, but some
devices are easier to shake and others easier to draw on. The drawing definitely has its advantages on relatively heavy and
stationary devices like laptop computers.

6. Conclusion

The goal of this paper is to develop a secure and natural mechanism for pairing devices. We focus on devices with touch
screens or other touch-sensitive surfaces. In our solution, the user draws synchronously the same figure on the two devices
using two fingers of the same hand. In addition to surveying the existing device-pairing solutions that use noisy input to
bootstrap security, this paper makes two major contributions:

First, we presented a secure key-establishment protocol for device pairing, which was motivated by the requirements
of the synchronized drawings. It is a one-round variant of commitment-based authentication where the commitments are
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opened at a fixed time. Unlike fuzzy cryptography and multi-round commitment protocols, our solution is not sensitive to
variations in input entropy, and it does not require synchronization or exact timing data for the input events during the
drawing. Instead, we require one reliable reference event that is synchronized between the devices, which in this paper is
the end of user input.

Second, in addition to introducing the idea of synchronized drawing, we explore potential metrics for comparing the
drawings and show that both location metrics and string edit metrics are suitable for the task. They produced no false
positives and few false negatives in the authentication experiments. By comparing the distributions of the metric values for
matching and non-matching drawings, we were able to select the best metrics with optimal parameters even when no false
positives are actually observed. In particular, the computationally inexpensive LURD string metric proved to be very close
to the best metric.

A prototype of the authentication was implemented on Android smart phones, a tablet device, and for laptops with a
touch pad. Experiments indicate that, together with the commitment-based protocol, synchronized drawing could provide
a new natural way of pairing devices securely.
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